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V-22:
Only the exhaustive flight tEsting currently under way on
the troubled tilt-rotor aircraft will determine if its flaws
have been corrected

T

by James W. Canan
Contributing writer
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he Pentagon's controversial V-22 program appears to be making a comeback
from a pair of fatal crashes in 2000 that
threatened to put it out of business. Right tests
of the Bell-Boeing Osprey tilt-rotor aircraft reponedly ha\-e gone well since their resumption
last May, following a 15-month lull in which
the program was stringently re\'iewed and the
aircraft panially redesigned.
"We\·e made a big turnaround in the V-22
program," Marine Corps Col. Daniel Schultz,
program manager for Naval Air Systems Command (Navair), assened recently. "We're fixing
everything that needs to be fixed, and we're
right on schedule in the flight tests."
Time will tell. The overarching purpose of
the flight test program is to demonstrate that
the tilt-rotor aircraft can perform to specifications and expectations while being flown safely
as well. Even though flight tests got off to a
good stan, they have a long way to go and a lot
to prO\"e. The test program will not end until late
2004 or early 2005.
The DOD intends to let flight testing run its
course before deciding the fate of the aircraft.
Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld said as
much late last year when asked whether the program might be discontinued, sooner or later,
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\\'ith flight tests still in progress. Remarking on
the V-22's "interesting capability," Rumsfeld
replied, "Why in the world would you put in
place a test program if you didn't want to know
what the outcome \\'ill be?"

A transforming role
· Current and contemplated changes in the operations and weapons requirements of U .5. armed
forces may make the V-22 more appealing.
Champions of the tilt-rotor transpon plane contend that it fits nicely into military transformation plans, and that it is especially well suited
to the far-ranging, swift-striking special operations missions and expeditionary campaigns that
lie ahead.
Bell Helicopter Textron and Boeing Helicopters are teamed as prime contractor. Bell
manufactures the \\'ings, overwing fairings, empennage, nacelles, and counterrotating, threeblade prop-rotors. Boeing is responsible for the
aircraft's flying qualities and builds the fuselage,
landing gear, a\'ionics, and electrical and hydraulic systems.
The Marine Corps plans to buy 360 MV22s; the Air Force wants 50 CV-22s for its component of the U.S. Special Operations Command (USSOCOM). The Osprey is co,·eted for
by rl1e American fnsfitufE> of Aeronautics and Asfronautics.
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The Marines ore interested in
using the V·ZZ for bath sea· and
lond·bosed operations.

over the program and renamed the aircraft.
Prominent among the early doubters was
Richard Cheney, now vice president. As secretary of defense, he moved to kill the V-22 in
1989,three years into its full-scale engineering
development, but Congress stayed his hand.
The program endured three crashes of prototype aircraft in the early 1990s. Investigators
concluded that lilt-rotor technology had been
blameless in all of them, and the program surVIved. The V-22 was cleared
for engineering and manufacturing development (HID) in
1994, and for low-rate initial
production (lRIP) in 1997.
In 2000, two more fatal
crashes once again imperiled
the program. Early that year, a
Marine MV-22 nose-dived
into the ground, killing four
crewmembers and 15 passengers. The acddent was attribUted to human error. Investigators concluded that the
crew had allowed the aircraft
to fall prey to vonex ring state
(VRS), an aerodynamic phenomenon induced by the
combination of low airspeed
and rapid rate of descent, resulting in prop-rotor blade stall, unbalanced
lift, and loss of control.
The second crash occurred eight months
later, taking the lives of four crewmembers. It
was attributed to hydraulic system failure and
faulty software. As a result, DOD grounded the
V-22 and assembled a blue-ribbon panel of defense and industry expens to review and critique the program.

Corrective measures
The panel identified a number of design problems, notably the crowded routing of hydraulic
and electrical lines. It recommended continuing
with V-22 production, but only at the minimal
rate necessary to preserve the Bell-Boeing industrial base, until the problems were corrected. Several other independent review panels weighed in with similar conclusions and
recommendations.

Near the end of 200 I, Edward C. (Pete)
Aldridge Jr., undersecretary of defense for acquisition, technology, and logistics, approved a
V-22 recovery plan devised by Navair and the
Marine Corps. The plan included aircraft modifications and a rigorous flight test program to
prove them out.

32
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At the time, Aldridge expressed •serious
doubts about the safety, reliability, and operational suitabilny of the V-22" and declared that
•the only way to prove the case one way or the
other is to put the airplane back into flight test"
He emphasized that the testing would have to
determine why the Osprey seemed susceptible
to VRS, and that it •must explore low-speed
hover, includmg the conditions of landing
where there's dust and debris blovm up by the
props.· The testing should also explore the aircraft's ·combat maneuverability; and should
involve •formation !lying, includmg refuelmg:
Aldridge said.
·we will not be driven by trying to accomplish something Y.ithin a certain period of lime;
the acquisitions chief declared.
The hydraulic failure that contributed to
the December 2000 crash was the result of hydraulic hnes rubbing against each other, inducing friction and heat that caused one of the
lines to rupture. As a result, Navair and its contractor team redesigned the hydraulic system,
pro\iding ample clearance between lines in order to elintinate chafing and facilitate maintenance. Hydraulic hne clamps have been redesigned to keep the lines from >ibrating, and
have been treated with abrasion-resistance coating. Some hydraulic lines have been thickened
and strengthened.
All Marine Corps MV-22s and Air Force
CV-22s in the fltghttest program now incorporate the redesigned hydraulic systems, as well as
electric wiring repositioned for greater clear-

ance. In those aircraft, ·nothing touches or rubs
against anything else; Schultz assens.
Navair and its contractors plan to manu-

facture operational Ospreys in three successive
production blocks. Aircraft in each block Y.ill
embody all software upgrades and !light-safety
additions and modifications, including the redesigned hydraulic and electrical systems and
new devices to warn pilots that they are descending too rapidly and risking 'iRS. Such de>ices could include a seat shaker, color changes
in cockpit displays, and aural alarms, Schultz
explains.
The Osprey's rotating nacellcs,lmchpins of
dual-mode flight, have been redesigned to fadlitate inspection and maintenance. Modifications
include a greater number of nacelle access doors
and rerouted prop-rotor gearbox lines.

Return to flight
The first V-22 test aircraft produced in the EMD
phase of the program returned to the air last
May at Patuxent River NAS (known as Pax

1.1.
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capabilities that improve upon those of com-entiona! helicopters: It can be flown great distances at night and in bad weather, and at low,
terrain-follo\\;ng altitudes to avoid radar detection. It can also be refueled in flight.
"This airplane is going to transform the
way the Marine Corps and the Air Force fly;
Schultz declares.
The Marines would fly the Osprey from sea
or land bases as a troop or cargo carrier on
combat-assault and assault-suppon missions.
The Air Force would use it for insenion and extraction of special operations forces, most notably on long-range missions that must be carried out within a single overnight period of
darkness. The V-22 is said to be tailor-made for
such time-urgent missions; it can fly twice as
fast and twice as high as existing special operations aircraft, and three to fh·e times fanher.
"We need tilt-rotor technology; declares
Air Force Gen. Charles Holland, commanderin-<:hief of USSOCOM. The war in Afghanistan
left him "even more convinced of why the CV' 22 would best fit" special ops requirements,
Holland says.
V-22 procurement could exceed that of the
Marines and the Air Force if the program finally
passes muster. The Navy has said it would like

to buy 48 HV-22s for sea rescue and replenishment missions, but has put off funding procurement until 2009 at the earliest.
NASA, which has long been interested in
developing a nonmilitary variant of the Osprey,
took pan in re\;ewing and critiquing the V-22
program and has a leading role, as Navair's
panner, in the collection and analysis of flight
test data.
Powered by a pair of Rolls-Royce T406 engines at its wingtips, the high-wing Osprey takes
off and lands venically like a helicopter, with
engine nacelles perpendicular to the ground
and propellers operating as rotors. Once the
Osprey is airborne, its nacelles rotate 90° forward, turning it into a turboprop aircraft. Much
of Osprey pilot training is focused on managing
the transition from helicopter mode to full aircraft and back again.
"We're not training helicopter pilots or
fixed-wing pilots," Schultz notes. "The V-22 pilot is a very different kind of pilot."

A problematic history
Critics oftilt-rotortechnology have had misgivings about the flight safety and operational utility of the V-22 ever since its inception as the
Army jVX in 1982, a year before the Navy took
AEROSPACE MIERICA/FEBRUARY 2003
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River). Equipped with redesigned flight-control
and mission software, that Osprey wt!l be transferred to the aircraft carrier lwo jima for additional testing later this year.
Last October, two more redesigned planesan EMD V-22 and an LRIP MV-22-joined the
test fleet at Pax River. The EMD model is being
used exclusively to test and verify tilt-rotor aircraft beha,;or at low airspeeds and high rates of
descent conducive to\'RS. It is expected to demonstrate that the V-22 can descend as rapidly as
a helicopter without inducing VRS and blade
stall, Schultz explains.
Michael Tkach, ,;ce president and director
of the Bell Boeing V-22 joint program office,
notes that the VRS-oriented flight tests will engender an "exhaustive evaluation" of V-22 performance "on the basis of actual flight data instead of theoretical models and computer
simulations.·

I

The first LRIP MV-22-a so-called "fleet representative" aircraft-at Pax River is configured
for parachute delivery of troops and cargo, and
is being tested in that mode. It is also being
used for V-22 pilot training and as a testbed for
new mission software. Marine test pilots praised
the craft's performance after flying it to Pax
River from the Bell Boeing V-22 final assembly
plant in Amarillo, Texas, on a 5-hr flight at altitudes up to 15,000 ft and at a true airspeed of
300 kt. By midsummer, four more LRIP MV-22s
";ll have entered the Pax River test program.
At Edwards AFB, Calif., one of the first two
CV-22 special cps prototypes resumed flight
testing last September. The other prototype is
undergoing anechoic-chamber testing of the
CV-22's integrated electronic warfare (EW)
suite, and is scheduled to begin test flights next
summer. Two additional CV-22s, both production models, are scheduled to be delivered in
FY05 for initial operational test and evaluation
at Edwards.
The CV-22 weighs more and can fly fanher
than the MV-22, and has been modified more
extensively. The venical stabilizer of the Air
Force Osprey had to be rebuilt and strengthened to accommodate both the transminer and
receiver antennas of the aircraft's suite of integrated radio frequency countermeasures. Both
had to be repositioned at the aft section of
the tail to eliminate interference and enhance
performance.
In addition, radar-absorbent material has
been applied to areas around other antennas,
and the aircraft's original 16-ft ftxed refueling
probe has been replaced by an 18-ft retractable
probe that sits flush with the nose when not in

use. The Marine MV-22, which does not contain an F:N suite, also will be equipped with the
retractable probe.
Both the MV-22 and the CV-22 will carry
chaff and flare dispensers. Each variant is
designed to embody a turreted, rapid-fire gun
system for self-defense, but program officials
have not decided when, or whether, to factor it
into procurement plans. The gun system would
add considerable weight, and weight translates

Th~ CV-22 is suspended in the
anechoic chamber at Edwards
AFB for electronic warfare testing. Photo by Rob Bardua.

into cost.

Counting the cost
The flyaway urtit cost of V-22s in the first production block is projected at $68.4 million. The
program's FY03 budget includes funds for costcutting initiatives as pan of a long-term effon to
make the Osprey more affordable and more appealing to those who ";U decide its fate. Additional modifications to cut weight and cost,
without compromising capability, are expected
throughout the production process, officials say.
•Affordability is very imponant," assens
Air Force Col. Craig Olson, deputy V-22 program manager. "We're always looking for ways
to take weight out of the aircraft. •
For now, though, the Osprey's cost is of
less concern to Pentagon decision makers than
its performance and flight safety. After flight
tests resumed last year, Aldridge told reponers
that he had "some real problems with this airplane" and was "skeptical" of their resolution.
Later on, the acquisitions chief let it be known
that he had not changed his ,;ew, despite repons to the contrary. A
AEI10SI'ACE AMERICA/FEBRUARY 2003
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icroelcctromcchanical systems (MEMS) continue to find new applications in vinually
all areas of technology. including aerospace engine control. They even serve as miniature propulsion systems in their 0¥.11 right.
While much of this activity remains in the
realm of R&D, the prospects already are seen as
revolutionary.
"Given the potential of this teclmology, it
ranks as high in priority as any other for
DARPA," says Clark Nguyen, the agency's
MEMS program manager. "Its potential to take
us places well beyond where we are today is
just too large to ignore."
Alan Epstein, who has been heavily involved in MEMS development as a professor in
M!Ys Dept. of Aeronautics and Astronautics,
agrees with Nguyen: "1 think it can transform
aerospace. Technology v.ill allow the creation
of smaller and smaller aerospace systemsand one of those technologies is MEMS.
"1 think in five years you v.ill have
microturbines for microairplane propulsion. and microrocket engines
available for either space propul-

M

Major new thrust for
MEMS engines

I""
'

sons of missions you have in space."

Contributing writer
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The first preliminary test of a digital propulsion microthruster in space was conducted
by TRW Space & Electronics, teamed v.ith
The Aerospace Corporation and the California
Institute of Technology, during the second
phase of a DARPA-sponsored digital micropropulsion project.
·we put two arrays of digital propulsion
microthrusters in a can, put the can on a rocket,

AEROSPACE MIERICA/FEBRUARY 2003

Satellites and more exotic uses
Lewis says such microthrusters eventually Will
be extremely imponant to the development of
femto (less than 100 g), pica (up to 1 kg), nano
(up to 10 kg), micro (up to 100 kg), and minisatellites (up to
500 kg).
They

I

sian on orbit or very smalllauncl1 vehicleS-perhaps the size of an AIM-9that could put a pound or two into low
Eanh orbit," says Epstein. "NASA for years
has pursued low-cost access to space, by which
they mean low cost per pound to orbit. MEMS
lets you expand that definition to low cost per
mission. So MEMS propulsion, combined \\ith
MEMS gyros and GPS guidance and all the other
microdevices, could put a couple of pounds
into orbit for around $50,000. The cost per
pound isn't lower, but you can redefine the

by J.IL Wilson

and at the apogee of the rocket fired the
thrusters and proved their function in a ballistic
free-flight trajectory; says David Lewis, TRWs
project manager. "We fired more than 20 individual microthrusters during that test. We did
not make performance measurements; we were
simply confirming the functionality in space.
To the extent that they impan impulse or momentum to a body in space, we believe the
Eanh-based tests we've done have proven that.·

a Is o
could be
adapted for use
on medium (500-1,000 kg) and large (1,000 kg
and up) satellites. But satellites are not the only
potential application.
"Right now, the dtameter of the thrust
chamber of our unit is around 100-200 IJm,"
says Lewis. "The Z-axis dtrection can be anywhere up to 2 mm, dcpendmg on the total prope!Lmt mass you want to incorporate. There are
emerging DOD missions where small volume is
desirable or essential. MISSile defense is one o[
those. We believe these microtechnologies serve
those mission needs. The small total volumes
available for satellites using MEMS technology
provide real advantages to boost and midcourse
interceptors ...

Copyri9hl© 2003 by tfle American Institute of Aeronouttcl and Astronautics.
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V-22 Osprey's record comparable to other aircraft
By Robert Char1es
Fonner sta!l director to lhe U.S. Hoose of
Representa!Nes' Nabenal Seamty Sutx:onvnrtlee

Station by Shuttle, but not without painful
memories of Apollo One, \\hich ended the
livrs of three superb aviators and astroefore Congrrss prematurely amputatrs
nauts, Ed White, Gus Grissom and Roger
Chaffee, or more n:cently the Cha11enger
V-22 Osprey's technology from the
body of U.S. defense, the flight test
crew. In both cases, technology""'
perfonnance of othtT visionary prototypes
advancing rapidly, and an unforeseeable
should be considtTed. In historical context,
glitch among thousands of mission-critical
the record of the V-22-four accidents in
parts precipitated sudden catastrophe.
nine years of development-appears neither
And in both cases, the program was
better nor worse than many parallel projects strengthened by the unforgettable starkness
of lasting value to the nation's defense.
of the event A deep reality was the same
In light of recent events, th31 comparison then and now-progress in aviation is
is undtTStandably hard to accept, rspecially necessarily hazardous; those \\ho press the
for families of the 23 brave Marines who
envelope for the sake of the program are, by
perished in last year's Osprey crash. Those
absolute definition, heroes. In fact, \\hile
familirs have a point-flight testing should
practicing moon landings on Earth, Neil
continue until there is widespread confiArmstrong's o"n vertical take-offpl31form
dence that this unique asset is prepared to
malfunctioned. lie barely escaped \\itb his
safely take brave Marines into combat.
life, as the platfonn orashed and burned.
In a broader sense however innovath·e
On a more mundane !eve~ military flight
training-largely underfunded in presidenaeronautical design and flight resting is
always risky. The more humans involved,
tial budgets over the past half decade-the riskier it is.
carries its own costs. Between 1997 and
2001, for example, the U.S. Army experiBy ""Y of example, in 19~8. the U.S.
lost 13 brave pilots in military flight-testing enced 26 class A aviation ac:cidents9 each
one costing at least a minion dollars or
accidents, most flying traditional fixedwing aircraft. Th31 was also the year Capt.
causing a fatality. In the same period, Army
class B aviation accidents-more than
Glen Edwards died crnsh-landing his YB49 Flying \\1ng. Today-<lue in pan to his
$200,000 in damage or placing five or
effort-we have a highly capable, state-ofmore people in the hospital-totaled 13.
the-an B-2 Stealth Bomber.
Bern·een 1999 and 1000 alone, Army
We also have Edwards Air Force Base to aviation accidents in class A rose by 75
remind us of the price paid by those who
percent, while Army aviation class B
\\Ting out prototypes on their way to
accidents rose 600 percent. Why'/ Inherent

B

noble profession.
Neither war-fighting nor flight-testing is
for the faint of heart In the shadow of these
starl< facts is one final, quiet truth.
To abandon the furure in the name of
caution is an illusion more dangerous than

embracing the uncertainty in progress, no
matter how frightening that uncenainty is.
!Jere, as elsewhere, the Marine Corps
Jlymn is the fmal word: ~In many a strife,
we've fought for life, and oever lost our
nerve." That spirit embodies the men \\ho
died in the Osprey-and it should embody
our approach to the Osprey's furure.
Copyright 2001, News Wcf1d CommunicallOns,
Inc. Reprinted 'Nith permission of The Washing-

ton limes. March 13, 2001.

lfop Marine speaks on V-22

9

operational success.
In the years immediately thereafter, the

U.S. tested increasingly innovati\'e air·
frames, including the X-15 and X-2, paving
the way for the SR-71 Blackbird, a plane
capable of Mach 3, as well as other
supersonic aircraft part oftoday's standard
air arsenal These developments, too, came
at sobering cost
In 1956, Capt lven Kincheloe soared in
the Bell X-2 to a record-setting 126.200 feet
Just weeks later, in the exact same plane,
Capt Mel Apt exceeded Mach 3, but
promptly perished \\hen his X-2 tumbled out
of control. No\-el technologies carry disproponionate risk. In fact, despite remarkable
flights in the X-15 by pilots like Chuck
Yeager, Scott Crossfield and Neil Armstrong,
there \\-ere also \\incingX-15 crashes.
Mr. Armstrong puts one in mind of the
Apollo Program that began in the 1960s,

and aeronautical innovations in multi·stage
rocketry. Today, Americans go to the Space

ris~

together with how many dottars are

dedicated to pilot training and op-temp,
both affect the ultimate price of progress.
Finally, the opportunity cost of not
getting back UJ>-1>ainfully perfecting and
methodically pressing forward the
Osprey-is high. Alternative rotor and
fixed-wing airframes are less capable, more
costly to maintain and fast aging. The
Osprey requires complete wringing outthat much is self-e,·ident But that is
precisely the conclusion reached when the
F-18 ElF fighter bad to re-prove itself after

discovery lace in development of serious
wing drop and \\ing bame problems.
The realities that should govern the
Osprey debate now are timeless. First,
every life is precious, indeed priceless.
Second, aerodynamic engineering is

uncertain and cannot be completed in wind
runnels or on computer simulators. Test
piloting is required, and crashes are a
tragic, sometirnrs unavoidable, pan of that

By Linda DeFrance
Copyright Aerospace Daily. Reprinted wilh
permiSSIOn of the McGraw-Hill Compantes.

A !though Gen. James L Jones, the
1'\.Marine Corps' senior leader, believrs a
decade of studies has sho\\tt the V-22
tiltrotor Osprey to be the best solution to
meet Marine Corps mission requirements,
he said his sef\ice is not blinded by its love
of it.
"I would n:sis~ "ith all my moral fiber,
the idea that we would \\illingly or
knowingly try to bring aboard a programV-22 or anything else--and so fall in love
with the program that \\-e would put people
at risk to ride in those vehicles,n Jones said
at a forum Thesday night. ~we just simply
wouldn't do that And I don'tthink we've
done thatTop Marine Corps officials have been
eriticized for wanting the V-22 at any cost,
follo\\ing rn·o fatal accidents last yeor that
killed a total of 23 Marines. Currently, the
program is under several simultaneous
reviews: a program-wide Defense Dept
independent n:view panel; a DOD inspeccor general looking into maintenance
record falsification charges; accident
investigations into the Dec. II crash; and
also likely Secr-etary of Defense Donald
Rurnsfeld's sweeping review encompassing all military programs.
While some repons in the press have
said Jones orden:d his 0\\n review seeking
alternatives to the Osprey in light of its
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Transportation Safety Board
Aviation Safety Information System (ASIS)
Data Printout- Aviation Occurrence A0000150
This printout is issued to provide information on the general circumstances of this OCC\JJ'm1ce. The infonnation is based upon details provided by participants
and other data uncovered to date by the investigation staff. The Transportation Safety Board of Canada (TSB) gathered this infonnation for the pwpose of advancing
transportation safety. It is not the function of the TSB to assign fault or to determine civil or criminal liability.
A word of caution. some of the information in this document ls as provided to the TSB and has not been subjected to further confmnation. Also. the investigation
may still be in progress. and thertfore. the information is subject to change.

Occurrence Type: INCIDENT REPORTABLE
Reportable Incident Type: D. DIFFICULT TO CONTROL
Location: CYYZ TORONTO/LESTER B. PEARSON INTL
Country: CANADA
Province: ONTARlO
Date: 21-JUL-2000
Time: 14:50
Aircraft Opera tor
BOMBARDIER INC.

Injuries
Crew
Passenger
Ground
Total

~ata

Printout

Aircraft lllodol
BD-700-IAIO

Fatal
0
0
0
0

Serious
0
0
0
0

Minor
0
0
0
0

Page: I

Class: CLASS 5

Registration
C-GGKA

Noue
2
0
N/A
2

Total
2
0
0
2

Jl-Jul-2000

• .
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Transportation Safety Board
Aviation Safety Information System (ASIS)
Data Printout- Aviation Occurrence A0000150

Aircraft Data
Operator:
Type of Operator:
Type of Operation:
1\fake:
1\fodel:
Common Name:

Registration: C-GGKA
BOMBARDIER INC.
MANUFAC1URER

EXPERIMENTAUTEST
BOMBARDIER INC.
BD-700-IAIO

Cattgory: AEROPLANE
Damage: NONE

GLOBAL EXPRESS

Injuries
Crew
Passenger
Total

Fatal
0
0
0

Serious
0
0

Minor
0
0
0

0

Individual Information
Individual Type
PILOT-IN-COMMAND

Licence Type

Seat No

None

Total
2
0

2
0
2

2

Crew Hours
All Types
This Type
Total
Last 90
Total
Last 90

0

0

0

0

Occurrence Summary
AOOOOISO: C-GGKA, A GLOBAL EXPRESS AIRCRAFT, WAS RElURNING TO DOWNSVIEW AIRPORT FOLLOWING ITS FIRST PRODUcnON ITST
fl.IGIIT WHEN 1liE fl.IGIIT CREW FOUND TIIAT BOlli ELEVATORS WERE JAMMED. TilE FLIGIIT CREW WERE NOT ABLE TO DISCONNECT TilE
....uEVATORS SO 1liE LANDING WAS ABORTED AND TilE fl.IGHT WAS DIVERTED TO TORONTO, LBPIA SINCE BETTER ERS WAS AVAILABLE.
-----ruE CREW DECLARED AN EMERGENCY AND WERE CLEARED TO LAND AT LBPIA. DURING TinS TIME TilE ELEVATOR TRAVEL WAS UMITED
---ro I TO 2 DEGREES IN EITHER DIREcnON, AND TilE STABILATOR TRJM DID NOT PROVIDE TilE AMOUNT OF TRAVEL REQUIRED FOR
LANDING. TilE FLJGIIT CREW USED A COMBINATION OF TIIRUST AND PITCH TRJM TO MAINTAIN CO!ITROL OF TilE AIRCRAFT. AT SOME
POINT PRIOR TO LANDING, TilE CREW MANAGED TO BREAK LOOSE TilE RIGIIT HAND (Rill) ELEVATOR ALLOWING TilE AIRCRAFT TO TOUCH
DOWN AT A lllGHER THAN NORMAL SPEED (APPROXIMATELY 140 KNOTS) WTniOUT fURTilER INCIDENT. IT WAS REPORTED 1liAT TilE
TOUCHDOWN WAS FIRM.
AN COMPANY CONDUCTED INVESTIGATION REVEALED 1liAT AN UNfl.AGGED RIGGING PIN, WHICH IS ROUTINELY ONLY PARTIALLY
REMOVED DURING ELEVATOR RIGGING (BECAUSE IT IS VERY DIFFICIJLT TO INSERT IN TilE QUADRANT HOLE AGAIN) WAS NEVER REMOVED
BEFORE fl.IGIIT FROM TilE QUADRANT UNDER TilE fl.IGIIT COMPARTMENT FLOOR. DURING TilE PILOTS' COMBINED EFFORTS TO BREAK
LOOSE TilE JAMMED ELEVATORS, TilE END OF TilE PIN WAS SHEARED OFF ALLOWING CO!ITROL OF TilE RIH ELEVATOR. IT IS BEUEVED
1liAT TinS PIN VTBRATED INTO TilE ELEVATOR CO!ITROL MECHANISM DURING fl.IGIIT, PREVENTING NORMAL ELEVATOR TRAVEL TilE
REASON WHY TilE ELEVATOR DISCONNECT DID NOT FUNenON WilEN SELECTED IS STILL UNDER INVESTIGATION BY TilE COMPANY.
ALL AIRCRAFT IN fl.IGIIT STATUS AT ALL BOMBARDIER TORONTO FACIUTIES ARE GROUNDED PENDING A FULL INSPEcnON OF TIIESE
AIRCRAFT FOR FULL fl.IGIIT CO!ITROL TRAVEL AND TilE REMOVAL OF ALL RIGGING PINS BEFORE BEING RELEASED FOR fUR TilER fl.IGHTS.

::::::Jata Printout
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From:
S.nt;

01:43PM #229 P.02/07

Kart & Erin Berg
__WQ__c'SM~oy, Oc:fnhFtf 04. ,iXX) ')1J7 PM

To:

Subject:

The exciting world of flight test

Ciao, Tutti - Hello, Everyone!
If you haven't heard through the grapevine, two weeks ago the 1st C·27 J prototype crashed while
performing a test during landing in Turin. Both Pilots and the FTE (onboard only for ballast)
walked away with no injuries and no one on the ground was injured. The past 2 weeks I have
been assisting in the investigation of the accident, and though the final analysis is not complete from
vendors etc., I plan on giving you the information on the accident to get your opinions and to give
you all something to think about. It has been great learning experience investigating this accident.
Working in Flight Test/Aviation, none of us look forward to accidents of any kind. but they give
everyone the opportunity to evaluate what happened and learn from the mistakes/misfortune of others. In
this email, I will explain the circumstances of the accident. The aircraft. the test, and the pilot
comments. I look forward to hearing your thoughts on the situation and ideas of what the problem was and
how it was handled. On Friday I will email the findings of the investigation and what actually
happened. Enjoy!
The Aircraft:
The C·27J is a small 2 engine (turboprop) military tactical transport with a MTOW of 60,000 lb.
and MLW of 54,000 lb. It is a variation of the G-222 or C·27A. The main differences are new landing gear,
APU, ECS, flight control system, avionics suite, and engines -- very similar to the DC-9 vs. 717. The
first prototype (the one that crashed) however, only incorporated the engines and flight control
system modifications. The engine control was provided via an independent engine control system.
While the data bus architecture was not the same as the production standard, it provided identical
engine control. This was not a factor in the accident. The flight control modifications primarily
incorporated an increase in rudder authority to counteract the increased thrust of the engines and
a q-feel system. The engines are Allison AE2100Ds with 6 blade propellers that produce 4700
hp at takeoff. These are the same engines used on the
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SAAB 2000 and similar to those used on the C· l 30J.
Up until the accident. all systems were functioning properly with no anomalies noted in many flights.
All of the FTI was in good condition and calibrations were up to date.
The Test:
The test to be performed was an Engine Throttle Transient. The requirement was an RTO at 135 kts. It had
been agreed among design, flight test, and the pilots that this test point could be accomplished during
landing. The purpose of the test was to demonstrate FADEC power management and engine response
characteristics. This test point was being performed after build-ups at 120, 125, and 130 kts. The procedure
was as follows:
1. Perform a normal landing.
2.After touchdown, select Flaps 1 (takeoff flap selling. to decrease lift and thus increase wheel loading).
3. Select takeoff power and accelerate to 130 kts.
4. At 130 kts, chop the power to ground Idle.
(In earlier testing, an acceleration of about 5 kls. occurred after reducing power from MTO so the target
chop speed was thus 130 not 135.)
5. Wait 3 sec. then select MAX REV and stop.
As far as the aircraft systems and engine performance/operation were concerned, this was considered a low
risk test. As Pat Nightingale pointed out to me any test that is above taxi speed isn't really considered low
risk from the test execution point of view. Turin airport is generally not busy and has a 10,000 ft. runway (I
think 60 m wide) which is plenty long and wide enough for this test with this aircraft.
Pilot Comments:
The pilot in command had the following comments:
The landing was normal. After landing, flaps 1 was selected end then takeoff power. They accelerated to
130 kts., chopped the throttles to ground idle, and began counting to 3. Everything seemed normal. After
counting to 3, the throttles were chopped to max reverse. At this point, the pilot said he felt a strong tendency
for the aircraft to veer/yaw to the right. He said he applied full left rudder and increased power, and felt he
was recovering the aircraft. He then reduced power again and the aircraft again began yawing/veering to the
right. With full rudder, the aircraft continued to the right. He increased power again, but the aircraft was still
going right. At this point, I think the aircraft departed the runway and he began using crash procedures -- one
of which Is to put the throttles to ground idle. When the aircraft stopped, he pulled all three fire handles
(engines 1,2 and APU) and egressed the aircraft.
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It was a clear day, and they landed with a 5 kt. tailwind. The aircraft ended up outside of the airport
fence in a cornfield 100m off the right side of the runway. The copilot added no comments.
Think about what the problems could have been and how you would have handled the situation. I will
send the failure and timeline of events in a couple days. I look forward to hearing your thoughts on/analysis of
the events and what you would have been looking for during the test.
Fly/Test Safe!
Ciao,
Karl
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OK, so this message didn't go out on Friday. What can I say? I'm In Italy and it's effecting my mind ...
So what happened?
Everything was normal through touchdown. When the pilot increased the throttles to takeoff power,
both FADECs on the left engine received a “Ieft power lever angle sensor fault.” When this happens, the
FADEC takes the last good PLA received, which in this case was takeoff power. At this point the ·PWR
LEVEL 1 FAIL· message appeared on the engine display. The power was at takeoff for a total of 10
seconds to accelerate to 130 knots before chopping to ground idle. When the throttles were chopped to
ground idle. the left engine remained at takeoff power. The pilot counted to 3 (ssc.) and then selected max
reverse. Three seconds was how long it took for the engine (propeller) to bleed off enough thrust to make
the asymmetric power noticeable. The data shows that at the same time the pilot was selecting max
reverse, the left rudder deflection was increasing to full pedal. This is why the pilot associated the yaw with
max reverse. He stayed in max reverse for 2 sec., then Increased power to flight idle, then to takeoff power
to recover the aircraft. Four seconds later the amount of rudder was decreasing and the - pilot seemed to
have recovered the aircraft. (This is confirmed on the cockpit tape.) They were now at about 110 kts. At this
point the pilot selected max reverse again. We lost data here for 7 seconds…convenient, huh? When the
data came back they were at about 90 kts. (Vmcg approx. 83 kts.) Throttles were again at takeoff power;
there was full left rudder with decreasing sideslip, and the left engine was still pegged at takeoff power.
Shortly after this point we believe the aircraft left the runway and they were basically along for the ride. As
one would expect, when they decreased below Vmcg the slideslip began increasing. The voice tape
shows they applied the brakes. but what I think really stopped them was a muddy field. The left engine
remained at takeoff power until they had a propeller strike. All of the propellers were lost on both engines
(including an instrumented prop. for propeller blade strain testing). The nose gear collapsed and they
struck one wing tip, if not both. When the aircraft left the runway, there was more than 2,000 ft remaining.
rage 1
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There was more damage to the aircraft, but I have neither seen the plane nor been Involved in that part of
the Investigation. From a flight test standpoint, the aircraft is a loss and all remaining testing has been
rescheduled on the other 2 airplanes. I don't know whether they will be able to repair the aircraft to fly
again.
Why did the FADECs receive the power lever angle sensor faults? We are still waiting for this answer. It has
been determined that the throttle quadrant was the problem, and the vendor was supposed to have
analyzed the quadrant at the end of last week. At this point we are sure that the logic in the FADEC and
the tolerances of the throttle quadrant and FADEC complement each other in such a way that the fault
was not because a tolerance was too tight or there was a software glitch. This was a hardware problem.
The preflight brief did not really contain any test-specific safety brief. I don't know Lockheed's procedures
for safety briefings (this test was requested by them), but I know Alenia's is VERY relaxed and this is
something that Madelene and I have discussed many times.
So we know what happened and where the problem was, but was the loss of the aircraft avoidable? This
is the question that I’ve been asking myself. After an accident, it's easy to be critical when looking at the
data. Since I am not a pilot, I hesitate to criticize the crew's actions, and state should haves. With that
said, I think that a huge factor in this accident It that neither pilot said anything about the engines during
the post-flight brief. Is this because they forgot, or is It because neither of them looked at the engines
during the accident? After the pilot increased the throttles to takeoff power, they were there for 10
seconds. More than half of that time they had a failure message. If they did not have this failure message,
wouldn't the engines be something that a pilot would at least glance at when he notices a strong tendency
for the aircraft to yaw? Also, the pilot said he associated the yawing tendency with reverse thrust. Then
why, after he recovered the aircraft, did he select reverse thrust again?
My personal opinion is that the aircraft could have been recovered had the pilots realized the problem.
Do you (pilots especially) think that I am simplifying the problem here or could the accident have been
avoided by a quick scan of the cockpit? As with before, I look forward to hearing any
comments/questions you have regarding this.
Regards,
Karlo
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Jet crash kills 2

Oct 10,2000

3rd crew member hurt in ill-fated test flight
Wichita Eagle staff
Two members of a Bombardier test-flight crew became the first aircraft casualties at Wichita's
airport in 27 years when their Challenger 604 jet crashed Tuesday on Tyler Road shortly after
takeoff.
The men's names were not released Tuesday night, and a third crew member was in critical
condition at Via Christi Regional Medical Center-Sl Francis Campus.
The crew of two pilots and a test-flight technician departed from Mid-Continent Airport on what
Bombardier described as a routine high altitude test. The plane took off on Runway 1g Right
northwest of the terminal at 2:49 p.m.
'They weren't in the air but a matter of a few seconds," said Bailis Bell, director of airports for
the Wichita Airport Authority.
The plane crashed on Tyler Road, tethering a chain-link fence from the east side of the road that
tangled around the jet as it burst into flames.
Nearby airport rescue squads hurried to the scene, where they fought to extinguish the burning
wreckage. They found the three trapped inside by a jammed main entryway, said Capt. Paul
Moore of the airport police and fire unit.
"You could hear the screaming inside," said Moore, who was among the first to arrive.
The city airport last saw death in 1973, when three perished in two separate crashes.
Commercial flights were not interrupted Tuesday, said airport spokeswoman Angie Prather. A
grass fire shut down the west side of the runway, but the east side remained open.
Rush-hour traffic snarled on West Kellogg between Ridge and Maize roads and shut down the
southbound lanes on Tyler from Maple just as workers from the Bombardier plant were ending
their shifts. Police plan to block off traffic on Tyler today from Harry Street to Yosemite Drive.
"People need to avoid Tyler," Deputy Chief Stephen Cole said Tuesday night. 'We won't let
them through until they get that aircraft moved."
Police expected to guard the road throughout the night, Cole said, because officials need to
determine if there's any damage to the street from the fire. The crash left the plane's engine in
the middle of the street and charred grass on both sides of Tyler. Only local traffic will be
allowed through the area.
The initial crash rocked the nearby office ofthe National Weather Service, quaking the lights
overhead. "Basically, the last time the building shook like that was when the De Bruce elevator
exploded. So we knew something like that had happened," said Chance Hayes, warning
coordination meteorologist.
The rumble sent rescuers racing toward the billowing smoke.

•

"They were burning alive," Moore said. Moore grabbed an ax off a fire truck and broke out the
windshield so firefighters could spray water and foam inside. "I just kept yelling back for them to
just hang on, hang on," Moore said. The firefighters quickly extinguished the flames, Moore
said, but they had to cut through the fuselage to reach the men inside.
"It's a well-built plane .... It's a tough one to crack open," he said. ''There's no doubt in my mind
we did everything we could."
Wichita police provided traffic control to help the 72 emergency vehicles summoned with the first
call at 2:52 p.m. and the later rush from Bombardier employees leaving work.
'We let people out from Bombardier at 4 and blocked off to the south at Yosemite and Tyler,"
Cole said. Police detectives began interviewing witnesses to collect names for the Federal
Aviation Administration.
Officials from the National Transportation Safety Board arrived to begin investigating the
accident Tuesday night.
Felix Lococo, manager of the Federal Aviation Administration Flight Standards District office,
said he expected help from Transport Canada- the Canadian equivalent of the FAA- because
it licensed the plane.
Bombardier Aerospace executives also arrived in Wichita on Tuesday night from the Business
Aviation Association's annual trade show in New Orleans.
'We will not speculate on its cause or circumstances," said Jim Ziegler, vice president and
general manager of Bombardier Aviation Services and Lea~et Operations.
The plane operated as Challenger Test One. Each area test pilot receives a test flight number.
Because they fly so many different airplanes, having a call sign helps cut down on confusion for
pilots and flight controllers.
Company executives said the plane flew exclusively for altitude testing in the Challenger 604
development program and had been in service since 1994 with 1,227 hours during pre- and
post-certification testing.
The Challenger series has a safety record better than industry standards, said Robert E.
Breiling, owner of Breiling & Associates of Boca Raton, Fla. His company tracks crashes of
turbine engine airplanes and helicopters.
Still, those who fly know the risks and many were touched by Tuesday's tragedy.
''There is a high level of danger involved," said Lt. Ben Frankenfield, a spokesman for
McConnell Air Force Base. "As for those who have lost their lives, it's tragic. We feel for them
and we're praying for their families."
Bombardier plans to suspend test flights today in memory of the crash victims.

Reporting: Deb Gruver, Stan Finger, Hurst Laviana, Molly McMillin,
Dennis Pearce, Tim Potter, Novelda Sommers, Ron Sylvester, Beccy
Tanner, Roy Wenzl.
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Challenger 604
Backgrounder Statement
Statement for October 11, 2000, 4:40 p.m. EDT
Statement for October 10,2000, 8:50p.m. EDT
--. -- --------.
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Date and time: October 10,2000,9:30 p.m. COT
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Location:

Media Centre
Airport Hilton in Wichita

Participants:

Jim Ziegler
Vice President and General Manager
Business Aviation Services and Lea~et Operations

---- -- ·- -- -·

David Franson
Director
Public Relations and Communication
Learjet
Thank you all for joining us here at this late hour. While we don't have a great deal
of new information, let me start by saying that all of us at Bombardier want to
express our sympathy and concern to the loved ones of the victims. The members
of this crew are our colleagues and our friends and this accident touches all of us
deeply. Upon being notified of the accident in New Orleans at approximately 3:45
p.m. COT, senior managers from both Wichita and Bombardier Aerospace
headquarters in Montreal immediately departed for Wichita. We are currently
meeting with our Bombardier Flight Test Center employees.
As you already know, the aircraft involved in this afternoon's accident was a
Challenger 604 flight development aircraft. It was, in fact, built in 1994 as the
prototype and had accumulated 1227 hours during pre and post-certification
testing for that program. It was equipped with both a Flight Data Recorder and a
Cockpit Voice Recorder. We expect them to be recovered in the near future, when
a team from the National Transportation Safety Board arrives. Our accident
investigators are standing by to assist them.
Needless to say, we are still in the very early stages of reviewing the facts of this
accident. We will not speculate on its cause and circumstances. In closing, on
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Accident Number:
Aircraft and Registration:
Location:
Date:
Adopted On:

CHIOIMA006
Bombardier CL-600-2B 16 (CL-604), C-FTBZ
Mid-Continent Airport, Wichita, Kansas
October 10,2000
April 14, 2004

HISTORY OF FLIGHT
On October 10, 2000, at 1452 central daylight time, Illa Canadair Challenger CL-600-2B16 (CL-604)
(Canadian registration C-FTBZ and operated by Bombardier Incorporated) was destroyed on impact
with terrain and post impact fire during initial climb from runway 19R at Wichita Mid-Continent Airport
(ICT), Wichita, Kansas. The flight was operating under the provisions of 14 Code ofFederal
Regulations (CFR) Part 91 as an experimental test flight.J_2l The pilot and flight test engineer were
killed. The copilot was seriously injured and died 36 days later._nJ
A review of air traffic control (ATC) and cocJ.;pit voice recorder (CVR) transcripts from the accident
flight indicated that the pilot in the left seat was performing the pilot-in-command (PIC) and pilotflying (PF) duties and that the copilot was performing the radio communications and other related pilotnot-flying (PNF) duties. (41The flight test engineer was to perform test flight configuration and
monitoring duties at his workstation in the cabin. The flight crew was to initiate a standard takeoff and
climb and conduct flight testing of modified pitch feel simulator (PFS) units {~}_above 8,000 feet above
ground level (agl) .J6lThe test required that the airplane be configured \\ith an aft center of gravity
(e.g.). [7)
The accident flight was the second flight to collect data to obtain certification by the United Kingdom's
Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) for two customer airplanes in the United Kingdom. Following the first
flight in 1999, the CAA provided a list of unacceptable items that Bombardier needed to correct before
the Challenger 604 could obtain CAA certification, including modification of the PFS units.jJ!l
On September 29, 2000, about 1806, the airplane returned to Wichita from other flight test operations in
Fairbanks, Alaska, and was not flown for about I week in preparation for the flight testing of the
modified PFS units. On October 6, 2000, the production PFS units were removed and the modified PFS
units were installed. The airplane was loaded with 1,100 pounds of water ballast and 734 pounds of tail
ballast for an aft e.g. test configuration.
A ground test with the modified PFS units was performed to determine the control column travel needed
for full elevator travel in both directions. The test also repeated the baseline tests that were previously
conducted with the production PFS units. The ground tests were designed to measure and record force at
the control column in pitch at different column positions and at different stabilizer positions. Two
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systems engineers from company headquarters in Montreal (who also attended the preflight briefing for
the accident flight) were present during the static ground tests. Documentation indicated that no
anomalies were noted \\ith the PFS installations.
About 1330 on October 10, 2000, a preflight briefing was held at the Bombardier Flight Test Center
(BFTC) for the first flight ,,;th a modified PFS aboard the airplane. The preflight briefing was attended
by the three flight cre\\members, a BFTC aircraft controller, a systems engineer, an avionics engineer,
the project engineer, and the two systems engineers from Montreal. The BFTC aircraft controller stated
that the briefing had been postponed several times because the airplane was not ready. However, he
added that there was no rush to fly that day and that the airplane had no outstanding maintenance items
when it was released about 1330.
Statements from briefing participants indicated that several minutes before the briefing, the accident
pilot asked the accident flight test engineer to obtain a risk analysis from BFTC's manager of flight test
operations and safety. The manager of flight test operations and safety stated that he first learned about
the test flight at this time. He stated that he assessed the flight's risk level as low because the airplane
was operating within its e.g. range and because "the modification was stabilizing."
The briefing began \\ith a description of the airplane's configuration and the presentation ofload sheet
information. The accident copilot reportedly asked, "why are we so far aft?". The flight test engineer
responded that this configuration (with the production PFS units) was previously flO\m on airplane
number 5991 (the accident airplane) with the CAA test pilot during the 1999 flight test. The flight crew
reportedly responded, "okay." The briefing continued with a presentation comparing the characteristics
of the production PFS and modified PFS units. The pilot reportedly stated that the airplane was going to
"handle like a pig." According to briefing participants, flight test maneuvers and procedures to address
potential anomalies in the modified units were not discussed. The briefing concluded about 1400 and
flight ere\\members boarded the airplane about 1415.
At 1420:33, the CVR recorded a sound similar to several warning systems being checked, followed by
the "before engine start" checklist items and conversations about the airplane's systems. The right
engine was started at 1432:07. The PIC performed two flight control sweeps at 1434:24. The first sweep
included the aileron, rudder, and elevators. The second sweep was a slow control sweep of the elevators.

[2}
At 1448:45, the tower issued a takeoff clearance and instructed the flight crew to fly a heading of230°.
UJJtAt 1449:21, the pilot stated, "okay, here we go," and a sound similar to an increase in engine RPM
''as recorded 2 seconds later. At 1449:29, the pilot stated, "set thrust," and the copilot responded, "thrust
set" 6 seconds later. At 1449:37, the copilot called out "airspeed's alive eighty knots." At 1449:48 the
copilot called out "V one" (takeoff decision speed) and "rotate". The pilot responded, "okay, we're
flying," followed by the copilot calling out "V two" (takeoff safety speed).
At 1449:51, the CVR recorded a sound similar to stick shaker_[lllfor 2.2 seconds, during which time
the pilot stated "whew," and the flight test engineer stated "what are you doing?". The CVR then
recorded the mechanical voice warning "bank angle".U2land a sound similar to stall aural warning for
l.l seconds at 1449:53. "Bank angle" was recorded at 1449:54 and again at 1449:55. A sound similar to
stick shaker was recorded for 0.15 seconds beginning at 1449:57, followed by ''bank angle" again at
1449:57.36.
At 1449:58, and for the next 2 seconds, a sound similar to stick shaker "as recorded for 0.22 second,
and the pilot stated, "hang on." A sound similar to stick shaker" was recorded again for 0.3 seconds; the
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flight test engineer repeated "what are you doing?" followed by a sound similar to stall aural warning for
0.82 seconds, and "bank angle" again. At 1449:59.59, the pilot stated, "hang on." The recording ended
at 1450:00.
Witnesses reported seeing the airplane bank to the right after takeoff. They stated that the airplane's
right ,,;ng rolled and impacted the ground first and that the airplane exploded on impact The airplane
crashed through an airport perimeter fence and came to rest adjacent to a two-lane, north-south road.

PILOT INFORMATION
The pilots were certificated under Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) certification requirements
and held Transport Canada exemptions from holding Canadian pilot certificates.

The Pilot Flying
The PF, age 33, was hired by Bombardier Aviation Services in Tucson, Arizona, in July 24, 1995, as a
flight test pilot, where he performed airplane modification and supplemental type certificate (STC) illl
test flights on Lerujet 3 1A, Le:ujet 60, and Challenger 604 aircraft. He also performed aerodynamic
stall testing and system evaluation flights on Le:ujet customer service aircraft. He was hired at BFTC as
an experimental test pilot on May 5, 1999.
From August 1989 to October 1990, he performed avionics certification testing as a flight test engineer
for an avionics manufacturer. He was employed as a captain on an Aero Commander 500 for 14 CFR
Part 135 cargo operations from October 1990 to September 1993. From October 1993 to September
1995, he was employed as a captain on a Beechcraft Baron and Piper Chieftain and as a first officer on a
North American Saberliner for an unscheduled Part 135 cargo and passenger operator.
He held an airline transport pilot (ATP) certificate issued on August 25, 1991, ''ith type ratings in the
CL-65 (Canadair Regional Jet), CL-604, Le:ujet-60, and Bombardier BD-700 (Global Express). In
addition, he was a certified flight and ground instructor. His first-class medical certificate was issued on
May 16, 2000, with the limitation "holder shall wear corrective lenses."
According to FAA documents, the pilot received an order of suspension of his ATP certificate on July
19, 1996, for failure, as PIC, to ensure that cargo aboard a Part 135 cargo flight was secured to prevent
shifting under anticipated flight and ground conditions. The suspension was later \\ithdra\m and
replaced ,,;th an order of assessment on September 27, 1996, fining the pilot $750.
According to company records, he had logged 6,159.3 hours flying time, including 1,187 hours at
Tucson Production Flight Test; 359.3 hours engineering flight test flying time at BFTC; 557.2 hours of
production flight test PIC time at Tucson; and 126.4 hours of engineering flight test as PIC at BFTC. He
had logged 189 flying hours in the Challenger 604, of which 94.6 hours were as PIC. He received his
initial type rating in the Challenger 604 on October 15, 1998. His last proficiency check was
accomplished on March 24, 2000._[HlAccording to BFTC's manager of flight test operations and
safety, there was no record that the pilot flying had received formal test pilot training. Bombardier's vice
president of flight tests stated that the PF was assigned to entry-level flying assignments as an
experimental test pilot and flights typical of normal flight operations. The PF had a bachelor of science
degree in aviation technology.
The PF had flo\\n a total of95.7 hours, 55.2 hours, 4.6 hours and 1.9 hours in the last 90 days, 30 days,
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7 days and 24 hours, respectively. The pilot was ofT duty on October 8, 2000. He worked from 0800 to
1800 on October 9 and returned to work on the day of the accident at 0800.

The Copilot
The copilot, age 43, was hired by Bombardier on February 1, 1999. He was a former U.S. Air force F15 fighter pilot and instructor pilot He was employed as a test pilot by Swearingen Aircraft Company,
where he performed development and certification test flights on Metro liner airplane systems from
August 1991 to January 1994. In addition, he was employed as an engineering test pilot on highperformance jet prototypes at Cessna Aircraft Company. He performed developmental and certification
test flights involving performance and handling qualities, stalls, and envelope expansion on Cessna
Citation and Excel airplanes in Wichita from January 12, 1994, to January 29, 1999. He was also an
FAA-designated engineering representative.
He held an ATP certificate issued on June 10, 1990, with type ratings in the Cessna CE-500, CE-525S,
CE-560XL, CE-650, CE-750, Bombardier CL-65 (Regional Jet), CL-604, and SA-227 Metro Ill. He
was a certified flight instructor and held an airframe and powerplant certificate issued on January 4,
1979. His first class medical certificate was issued on September 27, 2000, with no limitations.
According to company records, he had logged 6,540.7 hours of flying time•. illlincluding 463.7 hours
at BFTC; of which 254.4 hours were as PIC at BFTC. He had logged 6,076 flying hours when he was
hired by Bombardier, of which 2,123 hours were flight test. He had attended a 2-week test pilot short
course, according to company records. He had 1.2 hours flying time in the Challenger 604, of which 0.4
hours were as second in command He received his type rating in the CL-604 on June 23, 2000. This
was also his last proficiency check. He had flO\m a total of 88.1 hours and 17.1 hours in the last 90 and
30 days, respectively. He had logged no flying hours in the last 7 days or 24 hours.
The copilot had returned from Amsterdam, Holland, on October 8, 2000, about 2230. On October 9,
2000, he worked from 0715 to 1630 and returned to work on the day of the accident at 0730.

AIRPLANE INFORMATION
The accident airplane, serial number 5991, was registered and owned by Bombardier Inc., Canadair, and
was equipped with two General Electric CF34 turbofan engines. Manufactured in 1994, the airplane was
used exclusively as an engineering development and sustaining program test airplane. The airplane was
operated on a Canadian flight permit (experimental type certificate) and was not issued an airworthiness
certificate. A special flight authorization (SFA) [16Lwas issued by the FAA's Wichita Manufacturing
Inspection District Office (MIDO) on September 5, 2000. The SFA was issued to conduct flight test(s)
required to obtain a U.S. type certificate. The SFA stipulated the operational conduct and limitations for
the flight crew and airplane.
The airplane fuel tank system comprised a left \\ing tank, right wing tank, au.xiliary fuel tank and tail
fuel tank (see figure 1). The auxiliary fuel tank system beneath the center cabin had a forward, center,
and aft tank that were interconnected by pipes and that were not isolated from each other by shutoff
valves or check valves. The tail fuel tank system had two saddle tanks and a third tank at the rear of the
tail cone. (see figure I).
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FUEl TANK LOCATION .

Figure 1. Airplane Fuel System Diagram
The airplane was equipped with a ground proximity warning system, which provided voice message
alerts. The "bank angle" voice message is based on the airplane's roll attitude and radio altitude. The
roll angle limit ranges linearly from )0° at 30 feet agl to 40° at 150 feet agl. It ranges from 40° at 150
feet agl to 55° at 2,450 feet agl. When the airplane's roll angle exceeds the alert threshold, the "bank
angle, bank angle" aural alert activates. An additional "bank angle" alert is generated if the roll angle
increases by another 20 percent of the threshold. If the roll angle exceeds 140 percent of the threshold,
an aural alert is issued every 3 seconds.
The airplane's stall warning system provided aural, visual, and tactile warning of an approaching stall.
As the airplane's vane angle of attack (AOA) Ul].increases, tactile warning is provided by a stick
shaker. A further increase in vane AOA activates a stick pusher. Visual stall warnings are provided by
flashing red "STALL" annunciators on the left and right glareshield and by a low-speed indicator on
each of the primary flight displays. An aural warbler warning begins when either stall channel signals
the pusher to fire. Both channels are required to activate the pusher. In addition to the warnings, the
autopilot disconnects and continuous ignition is activated.
The stick pusher forces the control columns forward to lower the nose (AOA) and are designed to
prevent an aerodynamic stall. The system's dual (left and right) channel stall protection computer (SPC)
monitors the foiiO\\ing inputs to calculate the AOA trip points:
•
•
•
•
•
•

AOA
Lateral acceleration
Flap position
Weight on wheels
Altitude
Weight on wheels fail

In the event of an AOA rate increase greater than I o per second, the SPC lowers the AOA trip points
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(phase advance) to prevent the airplane's pitching momentum from carrying it through the stall
warning/stick pusher sequence into the stalL An acceleration switch disconnects the stick pusher
mechanism ifless than 0.5 G is reached during the stick pusher activation. The stick pusher can also be
de-activated by pressing and holding the autopilot/stick pusher disconnect switch located on the pilot's
and copilot's control wheel. The stick pusher is capable of operating immediately once the
autopilot/stick pusher switch is released. In case of malfunction, the stick pusher can be disabled by
selecting the "PUSHER" S\\itch to "OFF" on the pilot's or copilot's stall protection paneL Both the
pilot's and copilot's switches must be in the "OW position for stick pusher activation.
The accident airplane's SPC actuation could be modified for flight test purposes. After takeoff, and the
removal of weight from the landing gear, the nominal design provides for a 2-second interruption (time
out) of the phase advance for shaker and pusher activation. During this time, the SPC activation angles
for the shaker and pusher are not phase advanced, and \\ill activate only if the AOA threshold is
exceeded. The accident airplane's SPC could be adjusted to interrupt the phase advance to the AOA
threshold. Examination of flight test data indicated that of the two SPC channels, the left timed out at 5.5
seconds on the airplane's three previous flights and the right channel timed out at 2.0 seconds, which is
the production standard..lffi According to Bombardier documents included in a November 5, 2001,
letter to the National Transportation Safety Board, there was insufficient data to determine the timeouts
for the accident flight The letter stated that although the left shaker activation may have been delayed,
the increased timeout would not have affected stick pusher activation.
The following are normal production shaker and pusher activation vane angles: {19)

Shaker

19.2° with a tolerance of
+/- 0.35°
Pusher
23.1° with a tolerance of
+/- 0.35°
Recorded test flight data indicated that the activation vane angles for the accident airplane were set at
the follo\\ing values:

Shaker
Channel
Shaker
Channel
Pusher
Channel
Pusher
Channel

Left

19.7°

Right

19.3°

Left

23.6°

Right

23.2°
[2(')]

No mechanical flight control system discrepancies were reported during the 30-day period before the
accident.

Airplane Limitations
The Challenger 60-1 Operating Manual contains weight and balance information for a normal category,
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certificated CL-60-t According to a restriction and/or special instruction, the accident airplane had an
expanded weight and balance envelope for takeoff and landing. The e.g. range changes based on
airplane configuration. According to the CL-604's type certificate data sheet (No. A21 EA), the
airplane's aft e.g. limit was 38 percent mean aerodynamic chord (MAC) between airplane weights of
43,000 and 47,700 pounds. The accident airplane's weight at takeoiT\\115 44,849 pounds.
!JH/..,.., I 5 )!}%..@lowe-r weljJ

H

n

Weight and Balance and Performance Calculations
The preflight weight and balance data for the accident flight were as follows:

Zero Fuel Weight
Left Wing Fuel
Right Wing Fuel
Center Fuel
7l-lll~J/!ctZj
Aft Fuel
7 /6"/ 1 jvttrL
Ramp Weight
e.g.

29,2541bs.
4,850 lbs. 1{'/0fmat'4,850 lbs.
3,800 lbs. 56 3 <j"~
2,500 lbs.
"370 qa L
45,254 lbs.
37.4 percent MAC

L
jv!Jt{_, = '1Z ./, ~~ 1.,c.h<'5

Flight test tolerances for the accident flight were as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Stick Shaker/pusher set to nominal
Test weight tolerance: +5 percent to -I percent
e.g. position tolerance: 7 percent of total travel
Airspeed tolerances are 3 knots
Non-turbulent conditions

Postaccident Fuel Weight Calculations and Weight and Balance
The CL-604 fuel computer uses a fixed constant fuel weight (density)flllof6.75 pounds per U.S.
gallon (variability of density due to nonstandard temperature was not considered in the equation).f22J
After the accident, Bombardier recalculated the airplane's weight and balance based on a takeoff weight
of 44,849 pounds and a fuel weight value of6.75 pounds per gallon. [:?Jlln a December 13, 2000,
memorandum to the Safety Board, Bombardier's calculations indicated that the airplane's e.g. was 37.9
percent MAC at the start of the takeoff roll.
In addition, Bombardier recalculated the airplane's e.g. estimating both the shift within the tanks and the
amount of fuel transfer between fuel tanks during the takeoff roll and initial rotation. The transfer rates
calculated between fuel tanks were as follows:
Forward amdliary tank to center auxiliary tank
Center au.xiliary tank to aft au.xiliary tank
Saddle tanks to tail cone tank

0.735 gallons per second
0.875 gallons per second
0.484 gallons per second

The follo\\ing table compares fuel tank quantity and transfer changes between the start of the airplane's
takeoff roll (zero pitch angle as the airplane accelerated down the runway before rotation) and 20
seconds later ,,;than airplane pitch angle of 13.8"at rotation:.[24J

Table 2. Comparison of Fuel Tank Quantity and Transfer Changes
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Before Acceleration, at Zero
Pitch Angle
41.5 gallons ....,

13.8° Pitch Angle, at
Rotation
~6.8 gallons

491 gallons
t' 5"S8,5't:H L
26 gallons
212.5 gallons 165 gallons
f- 3/7,5' ..,aL

ft88.2 gallons
ft3.5 gallons
1202.8 gallons
174.7 gallons

In addition, Bombardier stated that fuel could also shift between no bays in the airplane's wing fuel
tanks. Based on Bombardier fuel shift calculations evaluated by the Safety Board staff, the airplane's
e.g. increased to 40.5 percent MAC by the time it reached a 13.8° pitch angle 20 seconds Iater.j25]

Postaccident Center-of-Gravity Related Ainvorthiness Directives
The fuel shifi!c.g. issue was addressed by Bombardier, Transport Canada and the FAA following the
accident. On February I, 2001, Bombardier issued a temporary revision to the Challenger flight manual
changing the airplane's aft e.g. limit from 38 percent MAC to 34.5 or 35.0 percent, depending on
airplane weight. The same day, Transport Canada issued Airworthiness Directive (AD) CF-2001-07 to
make the revision pennanent The FAA issued emergency AD 2001-03-52 on February 2. The FAA's
AD stated that the Challenger's "fuel tanks are not baffied, which allows fuel to migrate when the
airplane pitches up." The AD added that "fuel migration under conditions of acceleration and/or climb,
if not corrected, could result in the airplane exceeding the aft center of gravity limit, and consequent loss
of control of the airplane." The AD stated that the revision was intended to "prevent fuel migration from
resulting in a rearward shift of the e.g. to the degree that \\ill result in controllability problems."

l\1ETEOROLOGICAL INFORMATION

The ICTautomated surface observing system (located 4,500 feet from the approach end of runway 19R)
recorded the follo\\ing infonnation at 1450:

Wind 190° at 20 knots gusting to 26 knots; 10 statute mile visibility;
few clouds at 12,000 feet agl; scattered clouds at 20,000 feet agl;
temperature 17° Celsius (C) ; dew point of -II o C; altimeter 30.21
inches of mercury. Peak wind of 29 knots from 170°occurred at
1400.
No microburst or gust front activity was recorded between 1250 and 1450. According to the low-level
\\ind shear alert system, centerfield \\inds were generally from the south/southwest \\ith speeds from 15
to 22 knots.

AIRPORT INFORl"'ATION
http://www.ntsb.gov/publictn/2004/AAB040 l.htm
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ICT is located about 5 miles southwest of Wichita. The airport has three concrete runways: OJL/19R
(10,300 feet by 150 feet, grooved concrete), runway OIR/19L (7,302 feet by 150 feet) and runway 14/32
(6,301 feet by 150 feet). The airport is equipped \\ith aircraft rescue and firefighting (ARFF) units
under provisions of 14 CFR Section 139.317 Index C.j26)
Twelve air carriers and three fixed base operators serve the airport. In addition to Bombardier, two
other airplane manufacturers use the airport for flight test operations. The air traffic count from
September 1999 to September 2000 was 180,878 flights.

FLIGHT RECORDERS
The airplane was equipped with an airborne data acquisition system (ADAS) capable of recording 1,780
flight test data parameters. The magnetic flight test data tape and the digital flight data recorder (FDR)
tape, which recorded additional parameters, were recovered from the wreckage. Thermal damage
destroyed ADAS flight test data recorded after takeoff rotation. Safety Board staff synchronized the
instrumented data with the recovered FOR data. [27)
The airplane was equipped with a Fairchild model A-JOOA CVR. The CVR exterior received some
structural and fire damage. The interior and the tape were not damaged. The recording comprised four
channels of good quality audio information. (28)A transcript was prepared from the entire 31-minute
recording.

WRECKAGE AND ll\IPACT INFORJ\IATION
The airplane first impacted the ground 437 feet from the intersection of runway J9R's centerline and the
extended centerline of taxiway B. The airplane came to rest upright about 1,174 feet from the initial
ground impact scars and 850 feet to the right of the runway centerline. Wreckage was found along the
entire path. Parts of the right wing, radome, and nose structure were found within the first 300 feet of the
\\Teckage path. A large concentration of right engine structure was found just past the \\Teckage path's
midway point The left wing was found largely intact and attached to the fuselage. The right wing was
consumed by fire. The empennage separated from the fuselage and was heavily damaged by fire. It came
to rest in a drainage ditch near the fuselage. Flight control cables were found in their approximate
correct locations throughout the \\Teckage, but complete cable continuity could not be determined
because of extensive right wing and empennage damage. Fuel system components in the fuselage and
right \\ing were consumed by fire.
Wreckage of both engines was recovered in the debris field. The left engine was found attached to the
fuselage. The right engine was located on the road, about 30 feet behind the fuselage. An external
examination did not reveal evidence of pre-impact anomalies.
The flight spoiler power control units were found in the stowed position. The extensions of the flap
actuator jackscrews were replicated on a similar airplane in the Challenger Service Center, and the flap
setting was calculated to be about 20•.
The cockpit'sleft side was heavily sooted close to the floor and the multifunction displays (MFD) in
the instrument panel were damaged by heat. The instrument panel was displaced aft and downward. The
outboard edge of the instrument panel was separated from its structure and displaced aft, inboard, and
do\\nward. The control yoke was turned to the right. Both rudder pedals were jammed against the
forward bulkhead. The \\indshield was crazed and sooted.
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The cockpit's right side was crushed into the copilot's seat. The outboard comer of the instrument panel
was separated from the structure and displaced inboard about 3 inches. The floor beneath the copilot's
station was displaced upward about 6 inches and rearward about 14 inches. The copilot's MFDs were
heat damaged. The floor forward of the seat was destroyed and displaced rearward with the rudder
pedals visible from outside the airplane. The outboard lower side panel was displaced inboard and
separated from the structure. The upper panel was displaced rearward. The circuit breaker panel
bulkhead was displaced do\\nward about 9 inches at its forward side and was free of its upper
attachments.
The right side wall and outer cabin floor structure in the forward-to-mid cabin, forward of the flight test
engineer's station, were destroyed by fire.J22]

MEDICAL AND PATHOLOGICAL INFORMATION
Autopsies of the PF and flight test engineer were conducted by the Sedgwick County Regional Forensic
Science Center in Wichita, Kansas. According to the autopsy report, the pilot died at the scene of the
accident after suffering blunt force trauma, smoke inhalation and bums. The cause of death was listed as
~carbon monoxide toxicity and smoke inhalation." The flight test engineer died at the scene of ~blunt
force trauma of head and neck." The report added that he also suffered "postmortem thermal bums,"
fractured vertebrae and cervical spinal cord lacerations. There was no evidence of carbon monoxide or
soot in his airways or lungs, according to the autopsy report. The copilot, who sustained blunt force
trauma and bums, was removed from the cockpit by rescuers and transported by ambulance to a local
hospital, where he arrived about 1548 hours. He died on November 15,2000, of"complications from
thermal bums."
The Regional Forensic Science Center and the FAA's Civil Aerospace Medical Institute performed
toxicological testing of the pilot and flight test engineer. The tissue and blood specimens tested negative
for a \vide range of drugs, including major drugs of abuse. U~l

EMERGENCY RESPONSE
Two ARFF vehicles arrived at the accident site \vithin 90 seconds, according to ARFF dispatch logs and
personnel statements.(~l)_ Wichita Fire Department (WFD) was notified about 1452 and the first unit
arrived about 1458, according to WFD dispatch logs. WFD responded ,,;th 48 personnel and 23
vehicles. Both pilots were reported to be conscious when the initial ARFF units arrived at the accident
site.
Access to the crash site from the airport was hampered by the damaged fence and by a ditch along the
road. ARFF vehicles Safety I (S-1) and Safety 3 (S-3)_[l4lresponded first ,,;th three firefighters, all of
who were wearing protective gear. S-3, manned by one driver, was first to arrive. ARFF vehicle S-1
arrived with a driver and the airport police captain. The ARFF training captain and the ARFF deputy
chief followed in an airport pickup truck, along \vith ARFF vehicle S-2, which was manned by one
driver. The ARFF chief arrived in his car.
The drivers of vehicles S-1 and S-3 initially remained in their trucks and used foam to extinguish the
fuselage fire and burning fuel under the airplane. The S-3 driver stated that, when he arrived, the
fuselage was ~engulfed in flames, even the roof." He stated that he first used his roof turret to
extinguish fires on the left ,,;ng and the airplane's left side and top before moving into position to put
out fires on the right \ving and fuselage.
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After the S-2 vehicle arrived, the driver ofS-3 exited his vehicle and assisted the training captain, who
was attempting to break holes in the cockpit side windows to direct water from hand-held hoses into the
cockpit and onto the pilots. _Q;!}_ARFF personnel used fire a.xes, sledgehammers, and crowbars to break
holes in the left and right side cockpit windows. A hole was first made in the cockpit's left side ,,;ndow,
and water was directed into the cock-pit to suppress the fires and protect the flight crew. A second hole
was also punched through the copilot's nindow.fl11
Upon their arrival, firefighters observed an impact-related hole on the top of the fuselage's left side
(located afi of the main passenger door and forward of the left \\ing) and directed fire extinguishing
agent through the hole. After WFD personnel arrived, forced entry tools (hydraulic cutters and
spreaders) were used in an unsuccessful attempt to force the passenger door open. According to ARFF
personnel statements, no attempts were made to open the emergency hatch over the right \\ing. ARFF
personnel stated that they were aware of the hatch's location and operation. ARFF personnel reported
that the hole on the left side of the airplane provided sufficient access to the cabin and that entry through
the hatch was not necessary.
WFD assisted \\ith additional forced entry tools to enlarge the holes in the side cockpit windows, and to
enlarge another hole located on the left side of the fuselage and forward of the \\ing. Additional water
spray was used to protect the WFD firefighters who entered this hole to rescue the flight crew. The
copilot was extricated from the cockpit about 20 minutes after ARFF units arrived and was transported
to a hospital about 1541. The PF died before he could be extricated. The flight test engineer was found
dead in the cabin near the cock-pit bulkhead.
The ARFF S-2 truck was equipped with a penetrator nozzle, which can be used to pierce an airplane's
fuselage to deliver water or foam inside the airplane. ARFF personnel stated that two firefighters were
needed to prepare and opemte the nozzle and hose. The ARFF chief stated that "only three ARFF
personnel [were] on scene in first arrivals and they concentrated on knocking do\\n the fire that was on
both sides of the airplane." The chief stated that additional firefighters would have aided rescue efforts.
An ARFF captain/supervisor stated that the "tower provided us \\ith no information ... in the first three,
four, five minutes at the scene. We knew nothing that was on there. We didn't even know if this was a
commercial airplane, test airplane or whatever."
A fuel-fed vegetation fire was also extinguished. One ARFF officer was treated for smoke inhalation.

Emergency Response Training
At the time of the accident, multiagency drills at ICT were held quarterly and involved ARFF and law
enforcement personnel, the Sedgwick County Fire and Sheriff's departments, and the Wichita fire and
police departments.
ARFF personnel had received familiarization training on air carrier and military airplanes that use the
airport No similar training was provided for flight test airplanes based at the airport. which are
frequently equipped \\ith special features including ballistic-initiated spin recovery parachutes, forced
entry locations, and pyrotechnic-operated emergency hatches.
At the time of the accident the Airport Authority's Airport Safety Division employed 24 people, who
received law enforcement and ARFF initial and yearly recurrent training. Four people were assigned to
ARFF duties and two were assigned to airport law enforcement duties for each 8-hour shift.
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The Safety Board addressed ARFF staffing concerns when it issued Safety Recommendation A-0 1-65 to
the FAA. Safety Recommendation A-01-65, issued on October 23,2001, asked the FAA to "amend 14
Code of Federal Regulations 139.319 G) to require a minimum Aircraft Rescue and Fire Fighting
staffing level that would allow exterior firefighting and rapid entry into an airplane to perform interior
firefighting and rescue of passengers and cre\\members." In a February 19,2002, letter to the Safety
Board, the FAA stated that it had asked the Aviation Rulemaking Advisory Committee (ARAC)
Airports Issue Group to create an ARFF Requirements Working Group to examine ARFF staffing
levels as part of an overall ARAC review of 14 CFR Part 139. On October 17,2002, Safety
Recommendation A-01-65 was classified "Open-Acceptable Response," pending results of the ARAC
working group and implementation of the recommendation.

SURVIVAL ASPECTS
The airplane's configuration comprised pilot and copilot seats, a cockpit jump seat, and a flight test
engineer station in the airplane cabin. The flight test engineer's station was located on the right side of
the cabin. The seat was located adjacent to the emergency exit over the right wing. All crew seats were
equipped \\ith 5-point adjustable restraints. The pilots survived the impact sequence, but injuries and
damage to the forward fuselage and cockpit prevented them from escaping unaided.
A manually operated, dO\\nward-opening main passenger door (with integral stairs) was located on the
left side of the fuselage, aft of the cockpit. The main passenger door was found fully closed and
latched. Safety Board staff examination revealed that the fuselage had buckled into the door, \\ith
evidence of shear and/or compression overload (skin \\Tinkles) on the forward fuselage and cabin door.
Attempts by Safety Board investigators to open the door manually (with the inside and outside releases)
were unsuccessful. The exterior handle was found out of its stowed position in a horizontal position; the
handle could be moved 1.5 inches countercloc"-"''ise from the horizontal. Further investigation revealed
that the mechanical fasteners that attach the aft center latch cam to the torque tube were sheared. The
door's interior and latching mechanism exhibited evidence of a compressive overload to the door's
lower tension rod and buckling damage to the door intercostals. An internal inspection of the door
structure revealed damage to the forward part of the door stairs.
The airplane was equipped \\ith an inward-opening, plug-type emergency exit hatch over the right \\ing.
The exit can be opened from either inside or outside the airplane. The hatch was found in the closed and
secured position. Postaccident examination determined that the exit was operational from the outside
and inside.
The cockpit was not equipped \\ith egress hatches. The airplane's \\indows were an integral part of the
airframe structure and could not be opened. Pilot and passenger egress was through the forward
passenger door or through the over \\ing hatch.
The flight engineer's station was located in the middle of the cabin near the right over-\\ing emergency
hatch. Firefighters found the flight test engineer's seat in the forward cabin near the flight test engineer's
body. The seat swivel adjustment was found locked in the forward facing position. The seat was
separated by impact forces from its floor mounts and seatback vertical supports. The seat mounts were
found attached to the floor seat track. No floor damage was found at the flight test engineer's station.
There was no evidence of fire damage or sooting on the floor mounts. The restraint system was found
attached to the seat by the tie down strap on the forward frame of the seat pan. The five point restraint
system end fittings were found latched inside the release buckle. The left and right seat belts and
shoulder harness straps were burned through. The seat was designed to \\ithstand the following loads: 9
G forward, 4 G lateral, 4.65 G up and 8.1 G down.
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TESTS A~D OTHER RESEARCH

Airplane Performance
Safety Board staff conducted an airplane perfonnance study as part of the accident investigation (see
figure 2). According to FDR, CVR and flight test data, the nose gear strut was extended (before elevator
input) as weight diminished on the nose gear about 0.5 second before rotation. Main gear liftoff
occurred about 1449:50, as the airspeed reached 143 knots. FOR-derived data indicated that the PF used
about I o• of nose-up elevator to initiate rotation, and main gear liftoff occurred about I .2 seconds later,
with a pitch angle of between 2.8° and 3.8". The 10" nose-up elevator input was maintained for
0.8 second after liftoff until the pitch attitude reached 12", according to FOR data. Pitch attitude
continued to increase over the next 1.4 seconds, pealdng at 20", while nose-up elevator input decreased
from 9" to 1" nose up. According to the FDR, the vane AOA reached 23"about 3.4 seconds after start of
rotation. According to Bombardier, the airplane enters the stall warning region after reaching an AOA of
19".
FDR data indicated that the airplane began an uncommanded right roll just before reaching peak pitch
attitude. The CVR recorded the sound of the stick shaker at 1449:51, and the stick shaker sound
continued for 2.2 seconds. During this time, a nose-dO\\TI elevator input of about 14° was recorded,
followed by a 5.5" nose-up elevator control input, consistent \\ith pilot control inputs to correct the
airplane's pitch and roll oscillations. The pitch attitude decreased to 4.3" nose up and the bank angle
increased to about so• right-wing dmm. During the next 3 seconds, the airplane rolled left to about
\\ings level as the pitch attitude increased to 18" nose up. The vane AOA on the second pitch up was
26.4". The second pitch up oscillation was followed by a second pitch do\m to -2•, and a right-\\ing
dmm roll to 61". This pitch do\\TI was followed immediately by a pitch up and roll back to wings level,
reaching nearly level pitch attitude and 40" right-wing do\m at impact, according to FDR data. Peak
nose-up elevator input at this time (1449:55) was about 16".
The CVR recorded the intennittent activation of stick shaker, aural stall, and bank angle warnings
beginning ,,;th the first pitch up to 20" until about 1 second before impact. After initial rotation, all
elevator, rudder, and aileron inputs by the pilot were consistent \\ith inputs to counter pitch and roll
oscillations, according to FDR infonnation. FDR data indicated a peak pitch rate of8.4" per second.
(The airplane's ADAS, which recorded test flight data at a higher sampling rate, indicated a pitch rate of
9.6° per second).
According to FDR data and infonnation derived from the Safety Board staffs integration study ofFDR
data (flightpath integration), the airplane's peak airspeed was I 70 knots. The flightpath integration
indicated that the airplane's peak altitude was about 70 feet FDR infonnation indicated that the engines
were operating at 90 percent fan speed until impact
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Figure 2. Review of the Pilot Flying's Previous Takeoff Performance
Safety Board staff reviewed night data to detennine the peak pitch (rotation) rates per second during
previous takeoffs perfonned by the PF.
Data showed a 7.2•-per-second rotation rate on a Challenger test flight on August 16, 2000. The
airplane's ramp weight was 41,511 pounds and the e.g. was 31.0 percent MAC. Data also showed a
6.5•-per-second rotation rate on takeoff on a Challenger ferry flight from Barrow, Alaska, to Fairbanks,
Alaska, on September 14,2000, and a 6.0•-per-second rotation rate on takeoff from Fairbanks to
Wichita on September 29, 2000, about 2 weeks before the accident. For the Fairbanks-to-Wichita flight,
the airplane's ramp weight was 47,204 pounds and the e.g. was 35.5 percent MAC. The 35.5 percent
MAC was the farthest aft e.g. that the PF had flown in the accident airplane, according to Bombardier
flight test records. According to Bombardier flight test data, the stall protection system did not activate
on these flights. The data indicated that the ma"<imum pull control column force exerted by the PF
during these operations was generally greater than 40 pounds. Bombardier stated that the stick force
used by the accident pilot during the accident night rotation "was near and within the upper limit of the
nonnal range of stick forces, based on results from other pilots."
The accident pilot also flew the Global Express in the weeks before the accident. Flight 592, a Global
Express BD-700-IAIO flight on September 22,2000, showed a 8.3°-per-second pitch rate. A week
earlier, on September 15, flight 589 showed a 6.8• rotation rate. A 5.8•-per-second pitch rate was
recorded for flight 599, another Global Express, on October 4, 2000. The takeoff e.g. range for the
Global Express was between 23 percent and 35 percent MAC.
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Bombardier compiled additional takeoff data from 50 flights flo\m by other BFTC pilots, which
included operational flights, certification test flights, and the accident flight (flight 535). According to
Bombardier, the maximum pull control column force during normal operations was less than 40
pounds. The parameters examined were maximum pitch rate at rotation versus Mach number and e.g.,
and maximum control column forces at rotation versus e.g.
Bombardier computed maximum AOA (alpha) measured by the alpha stall vane during rotation as a
function of Mach number. According to Bombardier, the maximum alpha stall vane angles recorded
during operational takeoffs were about J4•. The maximum alpha stall vane angle values during abused
certification takeoffs (that is, nonstandard takeoffs conducted for flight test purposes) were between 14°
and 19°. The maximum alpha stall vane angle values for the accident pilot's operational takeoffs were
between Js• and 17.5°. The maximum alpha stall vane angle for the accident flight was 23°. This angle
was 4° above the normal setting for stick shaker activation, according to Bombardier.
In addition, Bombardier data indicated that the maximum pitch rates during operational takeoffs were
3.4° to 6.1• per second. Maximum pitch rates during abused (or nonstandard).l35] takeoffs during
certification were between 3.5° and 7.0• per second. The maximum pitch rates for certification
performance takeoffs were between 4.8° and 7.5• per second. The maximum pitch rates for operational
takeoffs performed by the accident pilot were between 6.0° and 7.6• per second. As noted previously, the
maximum pitch rate for the accident flight recorded by the onboard ADAS was 9.6• per second,
according to recorded data.

Center of Gravity and Pitch Feel Sensitivity Studies
The Safety Board staff conducted e.g. and PFS sensitivity studies in an engineering flight simulator at
Bombardier Aerospace facilities in Montreal as part of the accident investigation. The first e.g. study
was conducted without pilots and used elevator values derived from the accident flight's FOR. The
study indicated that \\ith a e.g. of37.9 percent MAC (the start of the takeoff roll), the alpha vane AOA
did not reach the stick pusher value (for activation). At 40.5 percent MAC (the e.g. after rotation), the
alpha vane AOA peaked about s• beyond stick pusher value (see figure 3)..[lli)
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Figure 3. C. g. Sensitivity and Stick Shaker/Pusher Threshold Values
In a second e.g. study, an FAA test pilot and a Transport Canada test pilot, who were rated in the CL604, performed takeoffs in the Bombardier engineering flight simulator to determine the effects of e.g.
location on rotation rate (and the ability to capture the prescribed takeoff pitch attitude) and to examine
whether there were perceptible differences between the handling characteristics of the modified PFS and
the production PFS installed on in-service CL-604 airplanes. The pilots performed takeoffs with e.g.
locations ranging from 35.0 percent MAC to 42.0 percent MAC. The pilots reported that aft e.g.
positions caused them to rotate at a somewhat higher rate. The pilots noted that these effects were more
noticeable when they used increased rotation rates (about 6• instead of the normal3° rotation rate).
When increased rotation rates were used, the pilots noted that the stick shaker frequently activated but
only briefly. The pilots also indicated that the simulator was controllable at all e.g. locations using both
normal and increased rotation rates.
In the PFS sensitivity study, each pilot performed takeoffs \\;th either the modified or production PFS
units. The e.g. was set at 40.5 percent MAC for each takeoff. The pilots reported no handling differences
between the modified PFS and the production PFS units.
Safety Board staff and Bombardier also conducted simulation studies to determine how the pilot's
elevator inputs during the accident would affect pitch rates at different e.g. configurations. The
simulations indicated that the pilot's elevator inputs produced a pitch rate of 5.5° per second at 35
percent MAC and a rate of 10.5° per second at 40.5 percent MAC (the e.g. the accident pilot
encountered after rotation).
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PFS Unit Examinations
The PFS units (model Nos. TY2614 and TY1741) recovered from the airplane were examined at TRW
Aeronautical Systems, Lucas Aerospace, United Kingdom, under the supervision of the United
Kingdom Air Accidents Investigation Branch. A visual and x-ray examination was performed and no
anomalies were noted except for smoke discoloration. No anomalies were found during manufacturerconducted tests before delivery, during acceptance tests in Wichita before installation of the units on the
accident airplane, or during postaccident acceptance testing.

COMPANY INFORMATION
Company History and Organizational and Flight Test Structure
Bombardier was a Canadian manufacturer of ground and water transportation equipment before it
purchased Canadair on December 23, 1986. The company purchased Learjet Corporation on June 29,
1990. Test development activity for the Learjet line continues at the BFTC.
At the time of the accident, Bombardier Aerospace comprised eight manufacturing plants located in five
cities, two aircraft parts distributions centers, four approved maintenance organizations in four cities,
and four approved training organizations in two cities.
At the time of the accident, a manager of flight test operations and safety was assigned to BFTC
operations. His duties included providing administrative operational support to engineering flight test
personnel, ensuring compliance with U.S. Federal Aviation Regulations and Canadian Aviation
Regulations for pilot currency and qualification tracking, managing flight logs, dispatching, and piloting
test flights. The manager of flight test operations and safety was the only person assigned to the BFTC's
safety department.
At the time of the accident, the manager of flight test operations and safety reported directly to the vice
president of flight test at BFTC, who in tum reported to the vice president of engineering. The vice
president of flight test at BFTC was on the same organizational level as the vice presidents of
engineering at the Toronto, Belfast, Wichita, and Montreal operations. He was also on the same
management level with the vice presidents of program management for product development in
Montreal, the director of quality assurance in Montreal, and the vice president of the Tucson Completion
Center._@ According to Bombardier, the manager of flight test operations and safety currently
reports to the vice president of flight test at BFTC and the executive vice president for engineering and
product development at company headquarters in Montreal.

Company Flight Test Accident and Incident History
Before the accident flight, Bombardier and Learjet experienced two fatal accidents (including a 1980
accident involving a Canadair CL-600), two nonfatal accidents and one incident.
On April 3, 1980, a Canadair Limited CL-600 was destroyed during stall testing near California City,
Califomia.[38)_ The pilot was killed, and the copilot received minor injuries. The flight test engineer
was not injured. According to statements from the surviving pilot and flight test engineer, the flight crew
was troubleshooting a noise associated with stalls conducted during previous flight test activities.
Airplane control was lost during the stall, and the emergency spin recovery parachute was deployed.
According to the copilot and flight test engineer, who were able to bail out, attempts to jettison the
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parachute were not successful and airplane control was never recovered.

On July 26, 1993, a Canadair CL-600-2B 19 was destroyed during lateral and directional stability testing
near Byers, Kansas.j39l The two test pilots and flight test engineer were killed. The probable cause of
the accident was determined to be the "captain's failure to adhere to the agreed upon flight test plan for
ending the test maneuver at the onset of pre-stall stick shaker, and the flight crew's failure to assure that
all required switches were properly positioned for anti-spin chute deployment A factor which
contnbuted to the accident was the inadequate design of the anti-spin chute system which allowed
deployment of the chute with the hydraulic lock S\\itch in the unlocked position. "_[4Q]
On April 25, 1997, a Canadair BD700-IA I 0 landed wheels-up follo\\ing avionics testing at Toronto,
Canada The test crewmembers were not injured A Canada Transportation Safety Board (TSB)
investigation determined that the flight crew did not lower the landing gear and had not followed a
landing checklist The aural gear warning had been disarmed during the flight test and not re-armed by
the pilots follo\\ing the test

On October 27, 1998, a Le:ujet 45 was destroyed after colliding \\ith a pickup truck parked next to the
runway during water ingestion testing near Wallops Island, Virginia..H.ll. The copilot and flight test
engineer received minor injuries. The probable cause of the accident was determined to be the "failure
of the pilot to obtain/maintain alignment \\ith the water pool, which resulted in a loss of control. Factors
in the accident were the inadequate preflight planning of the flight test facility and the airplane
manufacturer which resulted in hazards in the test area and the subsequent collision of the airplane \\ith
a vehicle."
Bombardier also reported a flight test-related incident that occurred on July 21, 2000, when a Global
Express BD-700-lAlO experienced an elevator jam follo\\ing its first production test flight. The flight
crew used a combination of thrust and pitch trim to maintain airplane control. The flight crew managed
to free the right-hand elevator and landed at Lester B. Pearson International Airport in Toronto, Canada.
A company investigation revealed that an unflagged rigging pin was not removed before the flight_[42]

Company Training
At the time of the accident, Bombardier production and experimental test pilots attended initial and
recurrent flight training at a company-m\lled or a commercial flight training facility that is structured for
operational flying, such as charter and private operations. No test scenarios were presented during these
courses. Three-week initial training comprised 2 weeks of ground school and I week of simulator
training. One day ofline-oriented flight training was provided during simulator training.
Company flight test training is on-the-job, according to Bombardier's senior engineering test pilot
Flight test maneuvers are demonstrated to pilots, and the maneuvers are then performed by the pilot in
training. Bombardier sends its test pilots and flight test engineers to a 2-week flight test short course at
a civilian flight test school. Between 33 percent and 40 percent of flight test personnel had received
military training or had attended a civilian test pilot school before being hired.
The company's chief test pilot at the time of the 1993 Byers, Kansas, accident told Safety Board
investigators that flight test training was conducted as an apprenticeship. He stated that pilots learned
maneuvers and procedure by observing from the jumpseat or second pilot seat The chief test pilot stated
that pilots did not receive external test pilot training and that they did not use the company's simulator
for flight test training.
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Postaccident interviews \\ith Bombardier flight test employees indicated that no formal safety training
meetings were conducted. Safety issues were presented during all-hands meetings. Several test pilots
stated that they were not familiar \\ith details of previous Bombardier flight test accidents and would
like to be provided flight test incident and accident information.

Company Flight Test Procedures
Bombardier's flight test operational and safety policy manual, Bombardier Flight Test Standards and
Procedures 3000 (BFTC 3000), was published on October 10, 1996, and revised (\\ith revision A) on
December 14, 1998. Parts of the manual were incorporated into FAA Order 4040.26, "Aircraft
Certification Service Flight Safety Program..Hllwhich established flight test briefing, risk assessment,
and risk management procedures. Neither FAA nor Transport Canada regulations required Bombardier
to have a flight test policies and procedures manual.
The 1996 BFTC 3000 manual did not require a test hazard analysis (THA) document, which addresses
hazards, their causes, their effects, minimizing procedures, corrective action, and relevant remarks.
Revision A contained provisions for hazard identification and risk reduction. Bombardier's chief of
flight test operations and safety stated that the document was not used in Bombardier's sustaining
programs at the time of the accident but that it was a phased-in program that had been implemented in
the company's developmental (experimental) programs, such as the RJ 700 program._[±!}
Both documents list risk levels of high, medium, and low for flight maneuvers or flight conditions. A
high risk level indicates a high probability of an incident or accident involving severe damage to
equipment and/or injury to personnel. Approval for high risk flights must be received from
Bombardier's vice president for flight test or the engineering flight test director.
High risk test flights include new prototype flight testing. The manual states that such tests \\ill be
defined high risk "until an operation envelope covering stability and control, engine operation ... [has]
been defined." The tests included "all flight testing for the expansion or definition oflimits appropriate
to stability and control, flutter, performance, maximum airspeed and engine operation, testing that could
result in loss of all engines, flight control failures, high speed 'upset' tests, initial stall tests, [and] stall
tests \\ith adverse e.g., aerodynamic, configuration, or component changes." High risk test flights also
included "evaluation of unproven components in critical systems or the airplane in critical environments
(e_g. high altitudes, high or low speeds, braking systems, flight controls, life support) ... , structural
demonstrations at limit values, ... takeoff performance \\ith actual engine shutdo\m, maximum brake
energy test, maximum rudder sideslips, high altitude depressurization [or] any flight test, which, in the
opinion of the test pilot-in-command and/or a representative of the engineering discipline responsible for
the flight test to be conducted, warrants consideration as high risk."
A medium risk level indicates the probability of an incident or accident combined with moderate
damage to equipment and/or injury to personnel. According to the manual, these tests "require more
than routine supervision." Such flights must be approved by the Lear/Canadair program manager or the
chief of flight test operations and safety. Medium risk flights include, "loss of one engine, including
fuel starvation due to negative or lateral G, extreme attitudes, testing where close visual chase is
required, flight outside of the current normal flight and/or operational envelope ... , operating at
minimum usable fuel [and] intentional single engine shutdO\ms."
A risk level of! ow indicates that there is a low probability of incident or accident combined \\ith
minimal damage to equipment and/or injury to personnel, according to the manual. The risk assessment
authority for these flights is the PIC.
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Bombardier's safety risk assessment process is descnoed in BFTC 3000 Revision A as follows:
8.5.2 Steps in Deliberate Safety Risk Management

a. Hazard Identification: Hazard identification begins
with the preparation of the test requirements document ...
and [conducting] a preliminary hazard analysis. This
analysis is a list of hazards that could occur and result in
mishaps/incidents/accidents. This preliminary hazard
analysis is developed using experience, scenario thinking,
archives, and similar techniques.
8.5.5 The Safety Risk Assessment Process
a. Aircraft Configuration: All test aircraft will be
configured in accordance with Bombardier Aerospace,
Transport Canada, or the Federal Aviation Administration
directives as appropriate for the conduct of the test.
b. Crew: All flight crews on the test or chase aircraft will
be qualified and current lAW [in accordance with] BFTC
3000 prior to the start of the test.
c. Briefings: All test personnel will participate in pre test
briefings.
d. The Completed Safety Risk Assessment will be
briefed prior to each flight. The Safety Risk Assessment
format will vary lAW program directives. However, each
completed Safety Risk Assessment is required to contain
the following information.
1) Decision Authority Signature
2) Risk Assessment
3) Hazard Identification (Not required for low risk
flights)_~]

4) Risk Reduction (Not required for low risk test
flights)_ [1fj]
Surveillance of the Bombardier Flight Test Facility
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Under a bilateral agreement \\ith the United States, Transport Canada has direct regulatory oversight of
the BFTC facility. However, there are no Canadian or U.S. regulations specific to the conduct of flight
test operations. The last Transport Canada inspection of the BFTC facility before the accident was
conducted on November 5, 1999. A full-time, on-sight Transport Canada inspector was not assigned to
the BFTC facility until after the accident.
As part of initial certification and subsequent modification programs, Transport Canada test pilots and
flight test engineers are involved \\ith BFTC management and flight test crews during certification tests
to validate company compliance. FAA and JAA flight test crews also fly \\ith BFTC flight test crews to
validate Transport Canada certification of new and modified airplanes. Although not defined as
regulatory oversight of the operation, the activities provide and opportunity to observe company
operations, according to Transport Canada.
The FAA's MIDO and Wichita Aircraft Certification Office (ACO), located at lCT, provide oversight
for the manufacture and certification ofLerujet airplanes manufactured at the Bombardier Lea~jet
facility in Wichita. The Wichita MIDO also issues special flight authorizations for Bombardier-Canada
airplanes based on limitations developed by Transport Canada. Although the FAA's Wichita ACO is
located at ICT, the FAA's ACOin Valley Stream, New York, has certification oversight for the CL604
and other aircraft manufactured by Bombardier in Canada. The New York ACO has no direct regulatory
oversight responsibility of Bombardier airplanes manufactured in Canada and test flmm in Wichita.
However, according to the manager of the New York ACO, FAA certification personnel are authorized
to validate Canadian certification test points.

Transport Canada Postaccident Audit of Bombardier's Wichita Facility
After the accident, Transport Canada conducted a Special Purpose Audit at the BFTC from October 25
to 27, 2000. The audit report commended Bombardier "for documenting procedures for the safe conduct
of flight tests (the standards and procedures manual3000]" but that "the audit revealed that the company
management does not always enforce the provisions of the manual." The audit report stated that
Bombardier project directives authorize specific BFTC engineers to "develop and approve
developmental and experimental modifications specific to the flight test aircraft that can have significant
effects on safety." The report noted that "documentation or specific procedures were unavailable to
demonstrate that other engineering disciplines, potentially affected by the modification, provided
sufficient analysis to support safe operation of the aircraft."_[47]
In addition, the audit report stated that the "chief of flight operations and safety at BFTC is an unusual
position in that it combines the 'Safety Manager' function with that of 'Operations Manager, which due
to their functions have conflicting or incompatible roles."
The audit report noted that BFTC has a "well documented safety risk management [SRM] process" but
that the SRM process did not address several areas. According to the report, these areas included the
follm,ing:

a) The risk level of a particular flight test activity is assigned prior
to the expected effect of the minimizing or mitigating procedures.
The hazard associated with using a[n] SRM tool that assigns risk
level without taking into account the effectiveness of the risk
reduction procedures is that the residual risk of a test could actually
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be higher than perceived;
b) Low risk tests require no risk reduction, or identification of
mitigation procedures. This is contrary to one of the basic principles
of flight test safety, which is quoted in Section 8.5.1 ofBFTC S&P
3000, 'Accept no unnecessary risk'; and
c) Low risk tests are defined as 'all test flying not described as high
or medium risk'. There are lists of what are considered high and
medium risk tests. The implication is that if it is not listed in the high
or medium lists, then it must be low, without any analysis being
performed.
d) The procedures in place have the potential, particularly in
situations of time pressure, to over rely on the TDS [test definition
sheet] generated risk analysis. Under such circumstances, further indepth analysis of the risk associated with the particular test might be
warranted.
The audit report concluded that "it was evident that the level of activity at BFTC was very high and is
predicted to continue at this pace. The tempo of operations continues to place working pressures that
have the potential [to] affect night safety."

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
The \\Teckage was released and all retained components were returned to Bombardier Incorporated. The
FAA, Bombardier and General Electric were parties to the investigation. The TSB assigned a technical
adviser to the investigation. Transport Canada provided technical personnel and resources throughout
the investigation, including assistance in FDRICVR readouts and Bombardier simulator tests.

Normal Takeoff Procedures
According to the Bombardier Aerospace Challenger 60-1 Operations Reference Manual, the PF rotates
to 14• at 3" per second after the "rotate" call from the PNF. The same rotation rate is used for an
abnormal takeoff(engine failure after V1) but with a reduced pitch attitude of I o•. The rotation rate
value listed in the Challenger 60-1 Operations Reference Manual is based on an industry average for
transport-category aircraft takeoff profiles.

Flight Test Safety Standards
During the investigation, Safety Board staff examined flight test standards and programs developed by
the FAA, the U.S. military, and the ci\ilian National Test Pilot School. FAA certification test pilots
attend an initial 6-week standardi~ation course at a civilian test pilot school and receive 2 weeks of
recurrent training. The COurSe COVerS helicopter and fixed-wing flight test fundamentals, flight test
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safety, and flight test crew resource management (CRM) . According to the FAA, the majority ofF AA
test pilots had received formal test pilot training from a militruy test pilot school before being hired,
although the FAA also hires test pilots who have at least I year of industry flight test experience. FAA
test pilots validate test points that have already been performed by airplane manufacturers.
The aircraft certification flight safety program established in FAA Order 4040.26 requires FAA
management personnel who participate in safety management training to disseminate lessons learned to
those involved in certification and to receive CRM training. The order also formalized procedures for
the formal assessment of flight test risks and the acceptance of residual risks when signing the type
inspection authorization or test plan. The order defined risk management as follows:

The process by which an assessment is made of the risks involved during a
flight test, the establishment of mitigating procedures to reduce or eliminate
the risks, and a conscious acceptance of the residual risks. Risk assessment is
normally done by a safety review process in which a flight test plan is
reviewed by project and non-project personnel in order to draw out potential
hazards and recommend mitigating (or minimizing) procedures. Experience
has shown that knowledgeable non-project personnel who are similarly
involved in other projects provide valuable contributions to this process. They
can identify areas that may have been overlooked by the project team (aircraft
manufacturer vs. limited flight test experience), and flight crew currency in
both the test method(s) and aircraft type.
U.S. Air Force Flight Test Center (AFFTC) Instruction 91-5, "AFFTC Test Safety Review Process,"
directs the application of system safety principles to the planning and conduct of all AFFTC and other
designated test programs. It states that safety planning and technical planning are integral and that a
"smart test team" \\ill interweave technical and safety issues throughout the project planning process.
The document emphasizes the identification and elimination/control of test hazards, the preparation of
safety-related forms that include a THA, and the importance of safety and technical reviews.
The National Test Pilot School publication, "Flight Test Training: Luxury or Necessity?" addressed the
benefits and efficiency of training for flight test pilots and engineers. This publication summarized an
FAA test pilot's views as follows:

In general, on-the-job trained personnel are usually quite good at what they
do; but their abilities are dependent on what they have been shown in the
past. Flight testers who have learned on-the-job usually demonstrate very
little capability to move into new areas of testing because they haven't been
taught the fundamental philosophy of flight test. This is particularly noticeable
in the area of test safety and the incremental approach to test flying.
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ANALYSIS
General
The captain and first officer were properly certificated and qualified in accordance \\ith applicable
Federal regulations and company requirements.
The airplane was operating in accordance with a Canadian flight permit and a special use authorization
issued by the FAA and was properly equipped to conduct flight tests. Examination of the flight controls,
the modified PFS units, and the airplane's engines and systems found no evidence of pre-impact
malfunction.
Visual meteorological conditions prevailed. Weather was not a factor in the accident

Pilot Actions and Weight and Balance Shift
According to FDR information and calculated performance data, the airplane's maximum pitch rate after
rotation was 9.6• per second, an extremely rapid pitch rate which was approximately three times greater
than the average J• per second pitch rate recommended in the Challenger 60-1 Operations Reference
Manual. Safety Board staff review of the PF's previous takeoff performance indicated that he had
commanded excessive pitch rates during several takeoffs in the months before the accident, including
6.5•- and 6•-per-second pitch rate takeoffs in the Challenger from Barrow and Fairbanks, Alaska, a
month before the accident; a 7.2°-per-second rotation rate on a Challenger test flight on August 16,
2000; and a 8.3•-pitch-rate takeoff in a Global Express on September 22, 2000.
The amounts of fuel in the airplane's center, three-in-line au.xiliary fuel tanks were not isolated from
each other, which allowed fuel to move freely through pipes between tanks, especially during
acceleration and rotation. Postaccident calculations determined that the e.g. moved aft as the airplane
accelerated down the runway as fuel shifted rearward in the auxiliary fuel tanks, tail tanks, and wing
tanks. By the time the airplane reached a pitch attitude of 13.8° 20 seconds after the start of the takeoff
roll, the airplane's e.g. increased to at least 40.5 percent MAC, according to Safety Board staff
calculations. Although fuel some migration is normal and expected in all airplanes, the CL-604' s center
fuel tank design allowed for significant fuel migration above the range accounted for in the airplane's
certified e.g. range limits. Safety Board staff also considered a scenario that did not include fuel
migration. Simulation testing indicated that \\ithout the fuel migration factor, the airplane's e.g. would
have been sufficiently forward to prevent the airplane from pitching up sufficiently to trigger the
airplane's stall protection system.
Thus, the aft e.g., including the e.g. change during the takeoff phase, combined with the high pitch
attitude and pitch rate commanded by the pilot, resulted in stall and loss of control. Moreover, the aft
e.g. and the aggressive pitch control inputs by the pilot eliminated the safety margin that the e.g. limit
and the lower pitch rate guidance of J• per second were intended to provide. Safety Board staff and
Bombardier simulation studies indicated that either restoring the e.g. margin or reducing the pitch rate to
J• per second would have provided an adequate safety margin.
Based on FDR data, flight data of the PF's previous takeoffs, and postaccident fuel migration and shift
calculations, it is evident that the pilot's pitch control, combined \\ith unanticipated aft e.g. (fuel) shift
during acceleration, resulted in an excessive rotation rate and an unexpected and faster pitch rate after
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.
liftoff, which caused the airplane to stall. The FAA and Transport Canada issued ADs after the accident
addressing the issue of fuel migration (lowering the aft e.g. limit) and the potential for exceeding the
airplane's aft e.g. limit during acceleration or climb.
FDR data indicated that the stick pusher activated twice (follo\\ing two pitch up oscillations) after the
airplane's pitch angle reached the stick shaker and stick pusher activation thresholds, and that the pilot
made elevator inputs to counter the downward pitch angle induced by the stick pusher. During this time,
the CVR recorded the sounds of stick shaker, aural stall and bank angle warnings. Based on this data, it
is evident that the second combination of stall, stick pusher activation and subsequent up elevator inputs
by the pilot occurred at an altitude too low for recovery when the airplane was experiencing ''ide
excursions in pitch attitude and roll.
As noted previously, postaccident examination determined that the modified PFS units, which were to
be tested during the flight, were not a factor in the accident.

Flight Test Oversight
Safety Board staff examined Bombardier's flight test operations, company procedures, and safeguards to
minimize risk. At the time of the accident, Bombardier was phasing in a new flight test procedures
manual, which included significant changes and additions in the areas of flight test preparation, hazard
identification and analysis, and risk reduction. However, the changes had not yet been implemented in
the Challenger sustaining program. Although the Challenger program was defined as a sustaining
program because the airplane had received prior certification, the flight was nevertheless experimental
because it was designed to test a component change that affected the airplane's handling qualities.
During the investigation, it was determined that the accident flight's risk assessment was subject to
several interpretations. For example, the accident flight was assessed as a low risk test flight by
Bombardier's manager of flight test operations and safety, who stated that the determination was made
because the airplane was operating \\ithin its e.g. range and because "the modification was stabilizing."
A Transport Canada test pilot later came to the same conclusion. However, an FAA test pilot concluded
that the flight was a medium risk flight because it involved the modification of a flight control system.
This disparity in risk assessment underscores the importance of a formal safety review and THA
standard, especially when there are competing assessments. Even if the changes to PFS units were
considered minor and ultimately judged not to pose a medium risk, it is noted that the risk assessment
was made minutes before the flight and did not take into account that the changes were to a flight
control system that was to be tested in flight for the first time during a complex maneuver.
Pilot selection and crew pairing are also part of the flight test safety equation. According to Bombardier,
test flight training is on-the-job. Although on-the-job flight test training is a common industry practice,
several airplane manufacturers (including Bombardier) and flight test schools have implemented an
incremental approach to flight test training. This approach includes a gradual increase in flight test
complexity during on-the-job training and the pairing of newly hired flight test pilots \\ith an
experienced flight test pilot before the new hires are allowed to conduct test flights as PICs. It is noted
that the accident pilot, whose experience was largely in routine, entry-level operational and production
testing, rather than flight testing, was assigned as PIC to test airplane control performance and airplane
handling qualities in a complex flight test maneuver that he had never flmm. The copilot, who was an
experienced test pilot in other airplanes, was assigned second-in-command duties to familiarize himself
with the Challenger, not to demonstrate flight test procedures and maneuvers that were unfamiliar to the
accident pilot.
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During its investigation, Safety Board staff reviewed test flight safety information from several sources,
including the FAA, U.S. Air Force and the National Test Pilot School. The sources recommend
developing THA worksheets for test flights, which include information on potential hazards, risk
minimizing procedures, or emergency procedures. Briefing a test flight with a THA helps pilots focus on
the specific risks involved in a test flight and helps to minimize the risk of complacency. Bombardier
did not use these worksheets for preflight test briefings.
Neither the flight test card nor the preflight briefing for the accident flight called for a "build-up" of the
flight test maneuver to be flown. A typical build-up for such a maneuver would have called for a gradual
entry into the maneuver, at lower speeds and at a more stable e.g. location, before executing the
prescribed maneuver at higher speeds and G forces and aft e.g. configurations. The preflight briefing
also did not include a discussion about test maneuver techniques or about what procedures to follow in
the event of a problem or failure in the modified systems to be tested. Pitch rate targets were also not
discussed in the context of an aft e.g. test flight Although the accident flight was to be conducted \\ithin
the airplane's aft e.g. limit, the e.g. was near the aft limit and should have been briefed to increase
awareness of pitch rate performance in this configuration.
Safety Board staff review of Bombardier flight data from 50 flights flown by BFTC pilots, including
several senior test flight and management pilots, indicated that pilots routinely commanded pitch rates
that were more than double the recommended rate of3° per second during operational takeoffs.
Company flight operations data, collected from every Bombardier test flight and archived, is not
reviewed as part of an overall company flight operations quality assurance program. Therefore, this high
pitch rate practice, and its potential for hazard, was not identified by senior Bombardier management.
Finally, despite experiencing three fatal and two nonfatal accidents during product development,
Bombardier did not have a safety manager who reported directly to senior management at headquarters
in Montreal, did not conduct regular safety meetings, and did not maintain a "lessons learned" safety
database accessible to flight crews.
Based on its review of Bombardier's flight test operations and other relevant safety programs, the
investigation determines that Bombardier's oversight of its flight test program was inadequate because
risk assessment procedures in place for the Challenger program were not followed and because a more
comprehensive risk assessment program, which would have required a more timely and thorough risk
assessment of the accident flight, had not been implemented for the Challenger test program, although it
had been used for 2 years in the company's RJ 700 program. Further, it is evident from the investigation
that Bombardier's operation of its flight test program was deficient because the preflight briefing was
inadequate, because a relatively inexperienced flight test pilot was chosen for a flight that involved a
complex maneuver he had never flown (and in an aft e.g. configuration greater that he had ever flown),
because a build-up for the accident flight was not considered, and because the company failed to identify
a history of its pilots' practice of high rotation rate takeoffs, which becomes even more critical in
airplanes configured \\ith aft e.g.'s. Finally, it is evident from the investigation that Bombardier's safety
program was deficient because the safety manager at the time of the accident did not report directly to
senior management. However, it should be noted that the BFTC safety manager now reports directly to
senior management in Montreal and that Revision A ofBFTC 3000 is now used for the Challenger
program.

Transport Canada and FAA Oversight of Flight Test Programs
Under the terms of a bilateral agreement, Transport Canada had direct regulatory oversight of
Bombardier's BFTC operations involving the company's Canadian-manufactured airplanes, although
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the last inspection of the facility was conducted nearly a year before the accident Although Transport
Canada assigned a full-time inspector to the BFTC facility after the accident, there was very little
surveillance of the facility's flight test operations at the time of the accident Further, there are no
Canadian or U.S. regulations specific to the conduct of flight test operations. Neither FAA nor Transport
Canada regulations require Bombardier, or other flight test operations, to have a flight test policies and
procedures manual.
It is evident from the investigation that Bombardier is developing and using its Flight Test Standards
and Procedures 3000 manual, but Transport Canada's audit observation indicated that the company did
not always enforce the provisions of its 0\\11 manual. Thus, Transport Canada and the FAA are only
monitoring a largely voluntary program. The flight test operations and the corporate safety culture they
require would benefit from the adoption of Transport Canada- and FAA-approved flight test standards
and procedures. It should be noted that Transport Canada is currently considering regulations to require
the use of an approved flight test operations manual and is implementing additional procedures to
improve regulatory oversight of flight test operations, including those at BFTC.

Survival Factors
The emergency response to the accident site was timely, with two ARFF vehicles and three firefighters
arriving at the scene \\ithin 90 seconds of the crash. However, there were not sufficient ARFF personnel
equipped \\ith protective gear in the immediate response to fight the fires and perform a rescue. The first
responders to the scene, two ARFF fire trucks and three ARFF personnel, initiated a mass application of
water and firefighting agent to extinguish the fuel-fed, exterior fire, which had engulfed the fuselage.
The firefighters stated that they could hear the pilots calling for help after the large exterior fires had
been extinguished. Two of the three personnel were occupied in their vehicles \\ith firefighting
activities, according to ARFF officials. Firefighters stated that additional personnel during the initial
response would have allowed them to suppress the cockpit fire more quickly.
During its investigation of a runway overrun accident involving a McDonnell Douglas MD-82 in Little
Rock, Arkansas, in 1999,HJ!]the Safety Board examined whether a passenger who needed to be
rescued from the \\Teckage would have survived if sufficient ARFF personnel had been available to
perform a rescue. In a situation similar to the Challenger accident, rescue efforts could not be conducted
effectively until off-airport firefighters arrived at the scene. Although the Safety Board could not
determine whether the passenger would have survived if more ARFF personnel had been available, it
expressed concern that Federal regulations did not ensure that ARFF units would be staffed at levels
sufficient to conduct simultaneous firefighting and rescue activities._H2}_ As a result, on October 23,
2001, the Safety Board issued Safety Recommendation A-01-65 to the FAA. Safety Recommendation
A-01-65 asked the FAA to "amend 14 Code ofFederal Regulations 139.319 G> to require a minimum
Aircraft Rescue and Fire Fighting staffing level that would allow exterior firefighting and rapid entry
into an airplane to perform interior firefighting and rescue of passengers and cre\wnembers.".[~O)
The flight test engineer's station was located in the middle of the cabin. The flight test engineer's body
was found forward near the cockpit bulkhead. He had suffered severe blunt force injuries. The flight test
engineer's seat frame was found near his body ,,;th the 5-point latch buckled. The lap belts were found
burned through. Damage to the seat, the seat floor mounts and the injuries sustained by the flight test
engineer indicate that scenario three, that the flight test engineer's seat failed, is the most likely. Based
on seat damage, evidence of seat frame separation in overload and the lack of similar separation of
instrument racks near his seat, it is evident that the flight test engineer's seat separated during the impact
sequence, and that his injuries were consistent \vith a lack of restraint.
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PROBABLE CAUSE

The National Transportation Safety Board determines that the probable
cause of this accident was the pilot's excessive takeoff rotation, during an aft
center of gravity (e.g.) takeoff, a rearward migration of fuel during
acceleration and takeoff and consequent shift in the airplane's aft e.g. to aft of
the aft e.g. limit, which caused the airplane to stall at an altitude too low for
recovery. Contributing to the accident were Bombardier's inadequate flight
planning procedures for the Challenger flight test program and the lack of
direct, on-site operational oversight by Transport Canada and the Federal
Aviation Administration.

Lllunless otherwise indicated, all times are central daylight time based on a 24-hour
clock. The actual time of accident is approximate, based on flight data recorder (FOR)
and air traffic control (ATC) information.
[ZLExperimental and engineering test flights are flown to determine whether newly
designed and experimental aircraft operate according to design standards. Based on these
flights, test pilots make suggestions for improvements. Production test pilots test new
airplanes for airworthiness after the airplanes come off the assembly line and before they
are delivered to customers.
[llAccording to 49 CFR Section 830.2, for classification purposes, a fatal injury is
one in which death results within 30 days of the accident.
[4l_The accident flight was also a training and orientation flight for the copilot.

l~LPFS

units replicate aspects of the aerodynamic loads (absent in hydraulically
driven control systems) through artificial feel and centering units, allowing the pilots to
feel control input resistance. The units increase control column, control wheel, and
rudder pedal resistance as the flight control surfaces are moved from their neutral
positions.
[6LThe maneuver to be flown for the flight test is known as a wind-up turn. During
this maneuver, the airplane is put into a bank and the control column is continually pulled
back to maintain the indicated airspeed. Control column forces are evaluated throughout
the maneuver. A Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) test pilot described the wind-up
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tum as "one of the hardest maneuvers to do in flight test."
[1}_The airplane was equipped with a combination of fixed weights and interconnected
forward and aft ballast tanks. A water/glycol mi.xture could be moved forward or aft
between the tanks, to change the e.g. for flight test purposes. The movement of the
water/glycol mixture is controlled by an electric pump operated by the flight test
engineer, or through gravity transfer (at an appropriate flight attitude). In addition, a lead
ballast was located in the rear of the airplane.
rnLTo comply with the PFS unit control force item listed by the CAA, Bombardier
had the vendor (Lucas Aerospace Division of TRW Aeronautical Systems) modify the
elevator control system's PFS units to increase the second break out force. The first
breakout force is the force necessary to move the control column, rudder, or other flight
controls from the neutral position. The production PFS units provided initial movement
of the control column from zero after the first breakout force was exceeded. The column
force then increases linearly with column position until a second breakout force is
reached, after which the column force continues to increase with column position at a
reduced rate (to prevent excessive column movement). The modification on the accident
airplane added shims at the end of an internal spring to increase preload for the second
breakout. The change increased the second breakout point from the original 40 pounds to
50 pounds of force. According to Bombardier, the test flight was intended to demonstrate
that the modified PFS units were sufficient to meet the CAA requirements in the heavy
weight/aft e.g. configuration.
[2}The flight control sweeps were flight test checklist items to collect data.
[lOlThe pilot and copilot display control panels retained a selected heading of230° in
nonvolatile memory.
lliLThe stick shaker, or control column shaker, is designed to warn pilots of an
impending aerodynamic stall, and is accompanied by audible alerts and lights. For more
information about the airplane's stall warning system, see section 1.8.
[lZLThe CL-604 is equipped with an aural bank angle warning system. For more
information about the airplanes aural warning systems, see section 1.8.
[ULAn STC authorizes alteration of an aircraft engine or other component that is
operated under an approved type certificate.
4
(I 1Recurrent simulator training was the only formal proficiency check performed by
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Bombardier at the company's commercial training facility in Montreal.
[ll}_Pilot logbook information indicates a total time of6,585.5 hours.
UQLA special flight authorization permits a foreign-registered civil aircraft that does
not have the equivalent of a U.S. standard ainvorthiness certificate to be operated within
the United States.
Ullstall protection vanes are located on the lefi and right side of the fuselage. They
measure the local airflow on the forward fuselage. The stall vane measured angles are
used to derive the airflow over the airplane's wings and provide stall warning and stall
prevention. All AOA values in this report are vane AOA.
[llU_No SPC maintenance was recorded during the period that included the airplane's
final five flights.
[12lThe non-phase advanced shaker and pusher angles are based on a flap setting of
20° and a pressure altitude ofless than 2,000 feet.

l 201The stick pusher activates when each vane angle (on the lefi side and right side of
the airplane's nose) reaches the preset activation angle.
[UlFAA publication FAA-H-8083-1, Aircraft Weight and Balance Handbook, states
that fuel weight is determined by its specific gravity and temperature.
22
[ 1-The standard day, sea level density for Jet A fuel is about 6.789 pounds per U.S.
gallon.
2
[ 3.LFuel samples taken at the Bombardier facility on November 16, 2000, nearly
matched the typical fuel density of6.75 pounds per gallon.

l 24LThe

13.8° value was chosen as a minimum flow, or best-case scenario assuming
fuel shifts near rotation.

l 25 LThe value of 40.5 percent MAC does

not include tolerances for e.g. position or
for changes in fuel density that could change this MAC value by more than I percent in
either direction.
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l 261Index C includes air carrier aircraft of at least 126 feet in length but less than 159
feet in length. According to 14 CFR 139, a minimum of two or three ARFF vehicles must
carry a total quantity of3,000 gallons of water for foam production.

l 271For more information on the synchronization of flight test and FDR data, see the
Flight Data Correlation Study in the Safety Board's docket for this accident.
(2SLThe Safety Board uses the following categories to classifY the levels of CVR
recording quality: excellent, good, fair, poor, and unusable. An excellent recording is one
that is very clear and easily transcribed. A good recording is one in which most of the
crew conversations can be accurately and easily understood. The transcript that is
developed may indicate unintelligible words or phrases. Any loss in the transcript can be
attributed to minor technical deficiencies or momentary dropouts in the recording system
or to a large number of simultaneous cock-pit/radio transmissions that obscure each other.
A poor recording is one in which a transcription is nearly impossible because a large
portion of the recording is unintelligible.
(2_2LFor information about the cabin passenger door, emergency exit and the flight
test engineer's seat see the section titled, "Survival Aspects."

l301The five drugs of abuse tested in the postaccident analysis are marijuana, cocaine,
opiates, phencyclidine, and amphetamines.
[3ILARFF officers and firefighters reported that they first heard a loud noise and saw
black smoke at the west side of the airport. The crash alarm activated as personnel were
running to their vehicles. The ARFF chief stated that, before he responded to the scene,
he confirmed that the ARFF dispatcher had contacted 911 and had requested mutual
assistance from Sedgwick County and the Wichita Fire Department (WFD).

l12Lin

addition to two police cars, the airport had four ARFF vehicles: S-1 was a
1997 quick response vehicle equipped with 300 gallons ofwater, 40 gallons of3 percent
aqueous film forming foam (AFFF) and 450 pounds of dry chemical agent. Safety 2 and
3 were Oshkosh T-1500 vehicles equipped with 1,585 gallons of water, 205 gallons of3
percent AFFF and 700 pounds of dry chemical agent. S-4 was an Oshkosh M-1500
equipped with 1,500 gallons of water and 180 gallons of 3 percent AFFF; S-4 was
undergoing maintenance and did not respond to the accident.
[J1LAccording to the Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR), cockpit front and side
windshield panes and the supporting structure for these panes must withstand, without
penetration, the impact of a 4-pound bird when the velocity of the airplane (relative to the
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bird along the airplane's flightpath) is equal to the value ofV (design cruise speed) at
c
sea level, described in 14 CFR 25.335(a). V for the accident airplane is 300 knots
c
indicated airspeed below 8,000 feet.
[34lseveral smaller holes were punched through the left and right front windows.
[35 LThe takeoff demonstrations included early rotation (V minus 5 knots) with one
r

engine inoperative; early rotation (V minus 10 knots, with a rapid rotation (or over
r

rotation of 2° pitch) with all engines operating; and maximum pitch mistrim within the
takeoff trim band with all engines operating.
P_6J_Simulator fidelity diminishes after entry into the stall.
[J?LAccording to International Civil Aviation Organization Circular 247-AN/148,
Section 3.1 0, a safety program "should be administered by an independent company
safety officer who reports directly to the highest level of corporate management." The
Safety Board, the FAA, and industry safety groups have also recommended that the
safety officer be independent and report directly to top management. Safety
Recommendation A-94-201 asked the FAA to require all carriers operating under Part
121 and Part 135 to "establish a safety function, such as outlined in Advisory Circular
(AC) 120-59, "Air Carrier Internal Evaluation Programs." AC 120-59 stated that an
evaluation program, which includes audits, inspections and evaluations, should be an
"independent process that organizationally has straightline reporting responsibility to top
management." The AC added that "this management [safety] position should be above
the level that directly supervises work accomplishment or procedural development and
should have direct contact with the chief executive officer or equivalent." Safety
Recommendation A-94-201 was listed "Closed-Acceptable Alternate Action" after the
FAA issued Joint Flight Standards Bulletins (HBAT 99-19 and HBA W 99-16) to FAA
principal inspectors that provided guidance for the development of a comprehensive
safety department and the suggested functions, qualifications, and responsibilities for a
director of safety position.
[J.ru_The description for this accident, LAX80F A073, can be found on the Safety
Board's Web site at <http://www.ntsb.gov>.
[39LThe description for this accident, CHI93MA276, can be found on the Safety
Board's Web site at <http://www.ntsb.gov>.
[40 L As a result of this investigation and an unrelated flight test accident involving a
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Lockheed C-130, the Safety Board issued Safety Recommendation A-94-101, which
asked the FAA to infonn members of the flight test community about the circumstances
of these accidents. Specific to the Byers, Kansas, accident, A-94-101 urged that "all
companies involved in flight test of airplanes with anti-spin parachute systems ...
incorporate a design feature that would prevent the parachute from deploying if the jaws
securing the parachute to the airplane are open." According to Bombardier, the spin chute
system has been redesigned to prevent the chute's deployment before it is secured to the
airplane.
Hll-The description for this accident, IAD99F A008, can be found on the Safety
Board's Web site at <http://www.ntsb.gov>.

H~lThe description

for this accident, TSB Occurrence No. A0000150, can be found
at the TSB Web site at <http://bst.gc.ca>.

[~3}_FAA Order 4040.26 was initially published in 1997 and was revised on March
23, 2001.
[HLThe Challenger 604 was considered to be under the sustaining program because
the airplane had been certified. The accident flight was considered experimental because
it was to test an unproven change to the airplane.
[421-According to the BFTC 3000 manual, hazard identification "begins with the
preparation of the test requirements document," which includes "a preliminary hazard
analysis." The manual states that the preliminary hazard analysis "is developed using
experience, scenario thinking, archives, and similar techniques."
HQ]_The BFTC 3000 manual lists risk reduction measures to be conducted before the
flight, including consideration of whether or not "this configuration (aerodynamic or
systems) [has] been flight-tested."

l47l1n

a November 27, 2003, letter to the Transportation Safety Board of Canada
(forwarded to the Safety Board), Bombardier challenged several conclusions and
observations contained in Transport Canada's postaccident audit. The company stated
that it had "challenged Transport Canada ... and provided substantial proof that the
subject documentation and procedures were readily available and that the required
engineering oversight for the safe conduct of flight testing was beyond reproach." In
addition, Bombardier claimed that the audit "lacked specifics" and that "many of its
findings were refuted by Bombardier." Corrective actions were also taken, according to
Bombardier, including having the safety manager report directly to the executive vice
president of engineering on safety issues and to the vice president of flight test on day-to-
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day issues.
GRLNational Transportation Safety Board, Rummy Overrun During Landing,

American Airlines Flight 1420, McDonnell Douglas MD-82, N215AA, Little Rock,
Arkansas, June /, /999, Aircraft Accident Report NTSB/AAR-01102 (Washington, DC:
NTSB, 1999).
H2lThe Safety Board had similar concerns during its investigation of an emergency
landing of Air Tran flight 913 in Greensboro, North Carolina, on August 8, 2000, because
of dense smoke in the cockpit. The Safety Board concluded that if the passengers and
crew had not been able to evacuate, there would not have been enough ARFF personnel
to enter the airplane and rescue occupants. The description for this accident,
DCAOOMA079, can be found on the Safety Board's Web site at <!mn://www.ntsb.gov>.
[SOLin a February 19, 2002, letter to the Safety Board, the FAA stated that it had
asked the ARAC Airports Issue Group to create an ARFF Requirements Working Group
to examine ARFF staffing levels as part of an overall ARAC review of 14 CFR Part 139.
On October 17, 2002, Safety Recommendation A-01-65 was classified "OpenAcceptable Response," pending results of the ARAC working group and implementation
of the recommendation.
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[DNN 001128] Helicopter test flight
crash kills pilot in Mie and 1 article

Helicopter test flight crash kills pilot in Mie
Police reported on Monday that one person died when a locally built
helicopter crashed at around 2:40 p.m. in a rice field near Yanagi Station
on the Kintetsu Suzuka Line in Suzuka City, Mie Prefecture.
According to Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Ltd., which built the aircraft,
the six occupants on board were employees of the local company. only pilot
Kenzo Takahashi, 54, did not survive the incident.
Authorities said that the helicopter, owned by Nagoya Aerospace Systems
Works (an affiliate of MHI), took off from a company plant next to Nagoya
Airport in Komaki City for a test flight over the Ise Bay.
Police said that parts of the helicopter were found near the scene of the
accident and an investigation into the cause is underway.
MHI said that the company produced the MH-2000 prototype on July 29 of 1996.
Citizens voice concerns over health issues
Aichi Prefecture recently released the results of a questionnaire that
asked citizens about their health and attitudes toward the maintaining
healthy lifestyles.
The questionnaire was also intended to get a grasp on how citizens are
making use of prefecture-run recreational facilities, the prefecture said.
The prefecture said that roughly SO percent of the 587 citizens who
responded felt anxiety about their health. Nearly 86 percent of respondents
said they didn't get enough exercise, the prefecture said, while roughly 73
percent said they had experienced forms of mental pressure or stress in the
last month.
--Compiled by Tokuko Ogawa
Yoko Naito (yoko@april.co.jp)
-=<< APRIL COMMUNICATIONS, INC. >>=: International Research Division
TEL:+81-52-971-0906/FAX:+81-52-951-8429 : http://www.ea1.or.jp/DNN/
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Sayonara MH-2000
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries halted plans
for its 10-seat MH·200l helo. A type cer·
tificate was issued in 1997, but the first
prototype was lost in an accident during a
flight test in 2001. Design improvements

were made and six more-vehicles were
built, but sales never took oiL
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Equipment Malfunction
Likely Cause of An-70 Crash
Alezey Ko•aroY/Moscow

A cnsh landing ofan Antonov An-70
four-e-ngine propfan transport on
Jan. X7 appears to have bern cawed by
rqaipmcnt f.ailure, occonling to onolrocial rrpons.
The aircraft, a prototype being wed
in the resr flight program, crashed
&honly after rakeoff following an engine failnre, fnrtber delaying the already troubled dn<:lopment program
(AWd-STFeb. 5, p. 44).
Although the official findings of
the inquiry board, headed by Valery
Voskoboiru1coY of the Russian aerospace
ogmcy Rosaviakomtos, ba>e not )ft hem
n:ka.cd, the Umstig:uion tcun has traced
the inddcntto a rupture in a hydraulic
line feeding the connterrotating propfans on engine number three. according to an official at the AntonOY Desigo
Bnreau, which d<&igoed the aircraft.
The line break led to a loss of pitch
control on the rear &<I of blades, creating a negatiw: thrust of approximatdy
5 metric tons and gmerating nubulence
along the wing and strong vibration,
the official said.
r/APRJL 9. 2001

drop,

To compensate for the power
the An-70 crno pu.thed the engine throt-

de forward ro maximum position, but
due to a malfunction in the lin: turbine
RPM &<DSOr on mgine number one, the
automatic engine control unit receMd
an cnncrank sigoal and shut down the
engine. The aircraft lost speed, and the
crew performed a gear-up emtrgucy
landing On a snow-<:<lftred field.
The damagtd aircraft was transported to the Polet aviation plant in Omsk
for rtpair. Afttr a detailed airframe examination, damaged rlem.tnts will be
rtplaced, and the aircraft r<tumed to
the Antonov plant in Kitv.
An-70 program leaders hope to have
the aircraft bark in the air this May in
time for the Paris air show.

Meanwhile, bilateral negotiations
were planned early this month to nail
down a series production program for

the Ukrainian airlifter, which is urgently n<rded by the Russian armed
forces. IIOWn<:r, Russia still has to pay
Ukraine a reported $50 million owed
for dn<:lopmenL
0
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An-70 Crash Disrupts
' Airlifter Program

· ; 1 '111u '""tbtJ jlrst bellmpler
1 ll'llb IUI-mellll rotor biiiJ/es:
i ~Bell Model47
i !!) Hlller Model 36o

Al£XEY KOMAROV/MOSCOW

' £> Sikorsky 8-5l

2111ejlrslfour rngfne /urbojelpourrrtl s/rolegfc bomber to
berome operolkmol

'

gineers scurrying to recover.

In IIHJ U.S.S.R. II'OS:

The second-and only-prototype of
the four-propfan transport made an emergency landing shortly after takeoff from
Omsk in Siberia on Jan. 27, damaging the

M-i "Bisoo"
!!)Tupolev Tu-16 "Badg<t"

'!,) M)llslshchev

£) Tupolev Tu-16o "Blackjack"

aircraft and injur-

ing four of the 33
people on board.
Two of the engines
had failed.
The RussianUkrainian An-70
w.JS on its way from
the Antonov Design Bureau base in
Kiev to Yakuuk for
cold certification trials. It was canying II
crewmernbers and 22 engineers and tech-

3This u·os liN first Amerlcon

T

T.0 Texao

b) Curtiss P-io \l'arbnk

£)Curtiss Model751lnk

nicians. along with about 1 ton of test

equipment. The aircraft had landed in
Omsk about 12:30 a.m. local time torefuel after the 5.5-hr. flight from Kiev, and
had taken off again at 5:38a.m. for Yakutsk with 38 metric tons of fuel on board.
Barely 16 sec. into the flight, one of the
starboard engines failed, followed 4 sec.
later by the failure of one of the port

a) Cullo-\l''rlghl X-100 \TOL
b)
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An-70 and features a complex three-shaft
design with a mluaion gearbox. The manuf..auru claims it offers 40% better economy than equivalent turboprops.
An investigation board is anc:mpting
to esublish the reason for the engine failure. The board is headed by Valery
Voskoboinikov of the Russian aerospace
agc:ncy Rosaviakosmos, with assistance
from specialists
from the Russian
and Ukrainian air
forces, scientific
industrial insdtutes. the Antonov
Design Bureau

heAn-70is
among Russia
and Ukraine's
top pnonttes

tllrcrofl of ll'bfcb orer 1,000

u-err produced;
1!,) llanw

T

he crash landing of the Antonov
An-70 prototype threatens to further delay the troubled airlifter program, and has Ukrainian and Russian en-

~

---

andZMKB.
A report is expected
shortly,
probably before

Russian President Vladimir Putin and

Ukrainian President l.amid Kuduna meet
in Dnepropetrovsk in the first halfof February to discuss aerospace cooperation.

The An-70 project is among the two countries' top priorities, following the rcjeaion
last June of a proposal to base the European airlifter on the Russian-Ukrainian
aircraft.
The first An-70 prototype was lost in
a February 1995 midair collision on itS
engines.
fourth flight. The Antonov Design BuTHE WWN, Vitaly Gorovenko, was able reau spent almost two years building the
to perform a gear-up landing on a snow- second aircraft, which made iu first flight
covered field next to the airport. Due to in April 1997.
skiiJfui piloting and the An-70's short take-At the end of last year, the An-70
off and landing capabilities, the landing reached the final stages ofacccpunce flight
was relatively soft and there was no fire. tests under a joint Russian-Ukrainian cerThe four injuries were minor.
tification program, and a preliminary deA preliminary invc;stigation showed rel- cision was made by the defense ministries
atively little damage, according to Andrey of the two countries to approve the start
Sovenko. an Antonov Design Bureau of serial production. A final green light
spokesman. Several skin panels on the cen- is expected this quarter.
tral fuselage were damaged as were some
•tHlll All NO SIGNS yet that the acciaircraft subsystems, and the left outer en- dent will impact [this] decision," Sovenko
gine and auxiliary power unit will have to said. Vasily Teplov, the An-70 chief debe replaced. The skin can be fixed at the signer. was even more sanguine: ·nc acPolet aviation plant in Omsk. After field cidentwill not affect the An-70 serial prorepairs, the aircraft will fly back to Kiev duaion program," he said flatly.
for full recheck and reconditioning,
The Aviant aircraft produaion plant in
Sovenko said.
Kiev is reported to be close to a contract
The damaged An-70 was powered by for an initial batch of five aircraft. Plans
four ZMKB Progress/Zaporozhye D-27 call for the first serial An-70 to be compropfans driving 16-blade Stupino SV-27 pleted in 2002. The Ukrainian armed
high-thrust. coumerrotating propellers. forces has a requirement for an estimated
The D-27 was specially developed for the 65 An-70s, and Russia for up to 164. 0
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FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT
Report Number: 20010622013109G
General Information
Local Date:
Local Time:
City:
State:
Airport Name:
Airport Id:
Aircraft Information
Aircraft Damage:
Phase of Flight:
Aircraft Make/Model:
Airframe Hours:
Operator Code:
Operator:
Owner Name:
Narrative

06/22/2001
12:00
CARUTHERSVILLE
MO
CARUTHERSVILLE MEMORIAL
M05
MINOR
FCD/PREC LDG FROM CRUISE

CA-B
43

EXPERIMEtiTAL AIRCRAFT PERFORMING FLIGHT TESTING AT 15,500 FEET
MSL. AT TAKEOFF, PILOT DETERMINED THAT 104 GALLONS OF FUEL WAS
ONBOARD AIRCRAFT. WHILE AT ALTITUDE, PILOT STATED ENGINE QUIT DUE
TO APPARENT FUEL STARVATION. HOWEVER, AIRCRAFT FUEL TOTALIZER
ESTIMATED 44.2 GALLONS OF FUEL REMAINED. PILOT CONTACTED MEMPHIS
CENTER FOR THE NEAREST AIRPORT LOCATION, WHICH TURNED OUT.TO BE
VM~ BUREN, MO AIRPORT. AIRCRAFT SPIRALED DOWN TO AIRPORT AND PILOT
ELECTED TO LAND OFF THE RUNWAY ONTO THE GRASS DUE TO RUNWAY
DROPOFF AT THE END. AIRCRAFT PROPELLERS CONTACTED SOFT GROm~
PRIOR TO COMING TO REST RESULTING IN BENT PROPELLER BLADES. OTHER
NOTABLE AIRCRAFT DAMAGE WAS TO THE AIRCRAFT SKIN NEXT TO LM~ING
GEAR. CREW SUSPECTS FUEL LEAK FROM UNDERSIDE OF RIGHT WING.
THERE WERE NO INJURIES. SECOND PILOT ONBOARD AIRCRAFT WAS
PERFORMING FLIGHT ENGINEER/RECORDING DUTIES ONLY.
Detail
Primary Flight Type:
Secondary Flight Type:
Type of Operation:
Registration Number:
Total Aboard:
Fa tali ties:
Injuries:
Landing Gear:
Aircraft Weight Class:

PERSONAL
PLEASURE
GENERAL OPERATING RULES
155JD
2

UNDER 12501 LBS

Engine
Engine
Engine
Number
Engine

Make:
Model:
Group:
of Engines:
Type:

T ul( !3PfJI?.cp
Wflt.-~

H{;t'//V

1

Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions:
Secondary Flight Conditions:
Wind Direction (deg):
Wind Speed (mph):
Visibility (mi):
Visibility Restrictions:
Light Condition:
Flight Plan Filed:
Approach Type:

VISUAL FLIGHT RULES
UNKNOWN

DAY
UNKNOWN

Pilot-in-Command
Pilot Certificates:
INSTRUCTOR
Pilot Rating:
LAND
Pilot Qualification:
Flight Time (Hours)
Total·Hours:
Total in.Make/Model:
Total Last 90 Days:
Total Last 90 Days Make/Model:

COMMERCIAL PILOT FLIGHT
AIRPLANE SINGLE, MULTI-ENGINE

15500
42
60

71i/V

0

t

t:.~fF>

-

--·
-

--

-

-

--

'iiegligei11:e trial with Singapore judge Tan Lee
Meng ••eking written
submittals fiom artom<ys
within five weeks. Tan

also instructed the plaintiffs to choose a focus for
I

their case-pilot suicide

:or negligence by SilkAir's
management. They are

seeking unspecified damages from the airline for
the December 1997 loss
of a 737 that has been
linked to pilot suicide. 0

RUSSIA

Acelebration of the 75th
anniversary of Russian
naval aviation was marred

by a fatal accident involving a Sukhoi Su-33
naval fighter. The July 17
accident occurred during
an air show at the Naval
Aviation Pilot Combat
Training Center in Osuov. The pilot, Maj. Gen.

1imur Apakidze, deputy
commander of Russian
Naval Aviation, was killed
in the crash which oc-

curred on approach afier

The FAA Is also taking a

close look at TWA's
maintenance procedures

afier the carrier had five
emergency landings due
to engine-related problems July 11-18.
0
With a 92% tornout,
about 85% of 17,000
Boeing employees in the
Puger Sound area have
voted against unionization. The International

Assn. of Machinists and
Aerospace Worker1 petitioned for the vote, seeking to represent admin-

istrative, software and
technology workm. last

year, a whin:-coUar suike
severely curtailed commercial aircrafi deliveries
at company facilities in

the area for 40 days as
16,000 engineer5 and
technicians repr=nted by
the Society of Professional Engineering Employees in Aerospace walked
out (A\V&ST Mar. 27,
2000, p. 42).
0
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Airplanes. ~~British Aviation Oub
in London._ :1. week that the next new
aircraft f r..::::> t>eompmy would be an
ultra-dfic1c:;ign in the 200-250-seat
ategory ___..:.vai!.bility in 2007-08.
Cruise s pc:c=<lld be similar to the 747's,
railier tha...r:a. r~ mn.sonk region. Earlier.
·Boeing sa..i. C::fato of the Sonic Cruiser
would be: <Led by year-end, but officials now- s decision may not be announced -..x:carly next year.
0
PanAmSCII fu etptcltd to Joia lntdsat in bid....!-; for Pa.ris·based EU[clsar,
with the Pzbased satellite operator likely to attrac;crger deals worth about $3
billion f"rc:><<>th U.S.-based companies.
The U.S- hare likely to intensify grumbling f'rorEurope, and particularly
France,. """"":re fears of a takeover have
reached t:
threat" level

(1_'~~!]~~:2...~~------3LjSik.or~•ky has selected Turbomeca's Arturboshafr engine to power fuhl.r has announced it was to
versions of the S-76 utility heli-

. testing of the Typhoon comait:ctra.: Flight testing had been susena.eu irl!c wake of the loss ofDcvd0
pm.en.r .A-craft 6 on Nov. 21.

/CO~>t<~

0

ultralong-range Airbus A340-500
oqtainc:d European JM cenification after

completing a 500-hr. flight test program.
The Dash 500, a 313-seat aircraft, has a
8,650-naut.-mi. maxin1um range.
0

RUSSIA

Russia's minister for economic dcvd-

opmcm and trade, German Grcf, is re ...

ported to have criticized Tupolcv over the

lack of progress on its Tu-334 regional jetU.S. aerospace Industry Is nperltndng a "creeping crisis" led by plum-

IO!es of civil aircraft and a "virrually disappearing" civil space sector that is
·~'J5.:fp~:!~:~~ structural problems, according to the Aerospace Industries Assn.
~·
and CEO John W. Douglass told 350 members of the industry,
media in Wasl>ington wt week that the crisis is developing inl'<•ncallJr w·ith bad news coming in "almost cvety day. • For example, aerospace
COITil''~Jesduting the past 18 months have armounccd layoffs of93,000 workers.
UC>U!>'"'" said the industty's employment level is at its lowest since 1953 and in
pc;occ:tiOtc: since the 1930s.
Tot>! industry revenues declined to $148.2 billion this year from $153.1 billion
200 I, with anothc1 drop of $10 billion forecast for nat year. Civil aircraft
are apcctcd to drop nearly $12 billion in 2003 after falling $8 billion this
1\!iliwy aircraft and missile sales arc softening the blow of the civil sector with
1 ~r<>Wth of nearly $4 billion this year and nearly $3 billion nat year. However, the
sector is in even more distress than civil aircraft, with only two comme.rclal s.ndlites being sold worldwide this year instead of the 70 that were forefoe 2002 duting the late 1990s. Douglass said the decline is presaging longstructural problems such as airlines not having enough money to deploy the
av•.u•••o equipment needed to develop a new air naffic comrol system.
On a positive note, AlA reported that the industry has logged a $5-billion inin its trade balance this year as the dollar value of acrospacc imports into the
declined for the first time in seven years. The positive shift came despite a
m<><lest drop in U.S. aerospace exports.
Douglass believes recommendations in the just-completed report of the Commission on the Future of the U.S. Aerospace Industry can help turn the industry's
sitU.tion around even though it will be hard to find solutions for the airline crisis.
Lasr week, industry leaders met with senior representatives of several U.S. govcmt "j;c,,cic:sto develop action plans for implementing the recommendations. A
follow-up meeting is p!.nncd for February.
0

1

liner. Gref warned that unless substantial
progtess was made, Russia faced losing irs
commercial aircraft seaor within the next

fcwycars.

0

ASIA-PACIFIC

Philippines Prosldtnl Gloria Macapagal
Aquino was handed a setback last week
when the country's supreme coun told her
government to return to the: negotiating
table to sort out the controversy sur

6

rounding Terminal 3 at Manila's Nonoy
Aquino International Airport. Aquino's
government had abrogated a contract favorable to Philippine Air Terminal Co.
(AW&STNov. 18, p. 48).
0
Ia a mon mol with protests by consumer groups, Australia's Tourism Task

Force said airports and airlines will pass
the costs of baggage screening cquipm<nt
and other securiry measures on to passengers rather than see the government
pick them up as an antiterrorism expense.
Higher ticket prices arc apcctcd.
0
Corrtclloa: Kim Dae Jung is president of
South Korea, not North Korea (AW&ST
Nov. II, p. 48). The leader ofNonh Korea
is KimJung IL
0
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T-50 Trainer Begins High AOA Flight Tests

South Korea's air force has begun high angle-of-attack flight
tests of the Korea Aerospace Industries/Lockheed Martin T-50
jet trainer (right In photo) at Sachon AB, to verify predicted
AOA stall and departure limits, the aircraft's departure charaterlstlcs and the effectiveness of Its digital flight control system (DFCS) In preventing stalls and recovering from them.
lnlllaltests will use basic air-to-air loadings and Include
planned departures from controlled flights. The T-50's DFCS

""'"''n Boeing on a two-customer path
that would serve it well, building aircraft for the military-the KC-135-and
commercial customers-the 707.
0
'

The FAA has proposed an airworthi-

Is designed to be departure-free during normal operations
and to aid In the recovery of any out-of-control situation. It
has a high angle-of-attack limiter of 25-deg. AOA. Some 47
flights over four months are planned and will be carried out
by the second of four test aircraft. That aircraft has been fit·
ted with an external spin recovery parachute assembly, which
Is shown during parachute testing. KAI and the air force have
conducted some 400 T-50 test sorties.
0

ness directive requiring that certain
Boeing 747-series aircraft undergo a
one-time inspection to "find and fix"
discrepancies of the frame web and
inner chords on the forward. edge
frame of the No. 5 main entry door

~~

=~

cutout. The proposed AD was prompted by a report of cracking of the frame
web and inner chords. The FAA notes
discrepancies could result in "cracking,
subsequent severing of the frame and
consequent rapid depressurization." 0
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F-35 Transition to Production Well Under Way
F-35 Forward·Fusolaga Assembly Begins. July 12 marked tho official start of F-35
forward-fuselage assembly at Lockheed Martin in Fort Worth, Texas, U.S.A., as workers
loaded a structural bulkhead into an assembly tool. Center-fuselage assembly Is under
way at Northrop Grumman In El Segundo, Calif., U.SA Assembly of the an fuselage and
tails will begin at BAE SYSTEMS in Semlesbury, England, later this year. First flight of the
F·35 is planned for 2006.
Carbon Fiber Production UnderWay. BAE SYSTEMS has begun production of carbon
fiber components for the F-35, which will have a higher percentage of carbon fiber
content than any other fighter aircraft to date. The first components, being produced at
BAE SYSTEMS' Carbon Fibre Compos~es facility in Samlesbury. are the nacelle skins,
which form part of the an fuselage and are located near the engine ducts In the world's
most advanced multi role stealth aircraft

T.eltllk/•o • .,,, 1-15 torw.rl·fwHI•,. ....,Ufy llf
lMthHII IA•rlltr l11fott Worflt.

r•••a.

Honeywell System Helps Reduce Weight on F-35. Development testing has begun
on Honeywell's new integrated Power & Thermal Management System IPTMSI
for the F-35. The PTMS, which Integrates the auxiliary power, emergency power,
environmental control and electrical power generation into a single system, facilitates

significant weight reductions for the fighter. The Integrated system also offers better
reliability and lower life-cycle cost than separate systems.

111'11 f:Onlpoll.,_ ol C•r6CNI fliNt lroiUctfOII pf

INid.r _.., •r BAE SYSTEMS' c.ttH Fibre c.m,o.;tH
IBIIJty Ill S.,.ln&wy. ltlfiMd.

NORTHROP GRUMMAN • BAE SYSTEMS • PRATI & WHITNEY • GE AIRCRAFT ENGINES
LOCKHEED MARTIN

SIA-PACIFIC
U5. plans to reduce troop levels in
South Korea are prompting talk that
Seoul will increase its defense spend· 10"!...,.,1'!'1
ing more than expected in Fiscal 2005.
Won Jang-hwan, director of the
Acquisition Policy Bureau, says the
Ministry of Defense will seek a 13.4%
increase next year, or 21.4 trillion won
($18.5 billion). The U.S. says the cur- I''WW-"1.
rent level of 37,000 personnel will be
cut 12,000-13,000 next year. U.S. troop
commitment has been regarded as a
benefit to U.S. suppliers. During the
past decade, the U.S. has held close to
80% of Korea's defense procurement
budget. With the troop pullback, however. European equipment makers are
hoping that their chances of winning
major contracts will be improved. 0 investment among the major aerospace
contractors.
Corrections: In a report on Aviation
The article "Looking Ahead"
Week & Space Teclznology's Top- (A IV&ST July 5, p. 25) contained an
Performing Companies study, the posi- incorrect reference to the moon Titan.
tion of Smiths Group pic was incorrect- It orbits Saturn, not Jupiter.
ly stated (AIV&ST July 5, p. 43).
A story on an advanced concept to
Thales, not Smiths, was the third- reduce fratricide misidentified a U.S.
largest generator of cash flow return on Army. aircraft being used as a surro-

54 AVIATION WEEK& SPACE TECHNOLOGY/JULY 19.2004

gate for a close air support aircraft in a
test (AII'&ST June 21, p. 34). The aircraft was a Beech C-12 twin turboprop.
Honeywell will be the sole provider
of air traffic and terrain av<>id:mce \113n,. A
ing functionalities for the Airbus A380,
through its Aircraft Environment Surveillance System (AIV&ST June 14,
p.ll).
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News Article
22 November 2002- Eurofighter Typhoon DA6 Test Flight incident/Accident Update
(Hallbergmoos- 22 November 2002) Further to an earlier report covering the air incident
involving Eurofighter Typhoon DA6.
During a routine test flight in the mountainous Toledo region of Spain the !\\in-seat
Eurofighter Typhoon DA6 was involved in an air incident that resulted in the loss of the
aircraft. The aircrew, EADS CASA Chief Test Pilot, Eduardo Cuadrado and Spanish Air
Force OTC Pilot, Ignacio Lomba, ejected safely from the aircraft and returned to the
EADS-CASA Flight Test Centre in Getafe. Follo,\ing medical checks both were released
from care.
The incident occurred approximately 15 minutes after take ofT from Getafe Flight Test
Centre over the Military Flight Test Range near Toledo (Poligono de Pruebas de
Anchuras). The aircraft was flying level at 45,000ft at a speed of Mach 0.7. In accordance
"ith pre agreed procedures for the use of development aircraft an investigation panel has
been formed to establish the cause of the accident
Eurofighter Typhoon DA6 is one of seven development aircraft in the programme. To
date the DA-fleet has accumulated more than 2,000 flight test hours. DA6 has
accumulated 362 missions for 326 flying hours. In addition, three Instrumented
Production Aircraft (IPA) recently joined the flight test programme.
The Eurofighter Flight Test programme has an exemplary Flight Safety Record. This
recent event is the only air accident to have occured in the Eurofighter development and
flight test programme.
Like all DA-series aircraft, DA6 is fitted \\ith specialized flight Test Instrumentation and
Flight Data Recorders. Real time data covering every aircraft system and parameter is
sent to the Flight Test Centre throughout every flight for analysis.
Based on established processes for military air accidents the investigation \\ill be headed
by the Spanish Accident Investigation Agency (CITAM- Comision Investigacion
Tecnica Accidentes Militares) on behalf ofNETMA and the four Eurofighter partner
nations.
In accordance \\ith existing protocols Eurofighter will provide support to the
investigation through a designated Eurofighter Accident Surveillance Team.
0 Eurofighter 2004 developed by open platform

Eurofighter Typhoon- Nothing Stands In Its Way

News. Article

Page 1 of 1
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22 ~lavember 2002- Eurofighter Typhoon DA6 .Test Flight lncidentlt
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Printed on 05/05/2
NTSB ID:

National Tran~tlf~sarrty Board

FAC~~1l;ORT

Occurrence Date:

Olney
Airport Proximity:

On Airport
Aircraft Information Summary
Aircraft Manufacturer
CarterCopter

Sightseeing Flight: No
Narrative

04/08/2003

Occurrence Type: Accident

.o~

Location/Time
Nearest City/Place

FTW03LA125

State

Zip Code

local Time

Aircraft Registration Number: N121CC
Most Critical Injury:
Investigated By:

None
NTSB

I

Time Zone

TX
76374
1545
Distance From landing Facility:

COT
Direction From Airport:

ModeVSeries

Type of Aircraft

Prototype

Air Medical Transport Flight:

Gyrocraft
No

Brief narrative sta1ement of facts, conditions and circumstances pertinent to the accident/incident

On April 8, 2003, at 1545 central daylight time, a CarterCopter prototype gyro craft, N 121CC, owned
and operated by CarterCopter LLC, of Wichita Falls, Texas, sustained substantial damage during a
wheels-up landing at the Olney Municipal Airport (ONY) near Olney, Texas. The private pilot and the
flight test engineer were not injured. The research and development flight was operated under Code
of Federal Regulations Part 91. Visual meteorological conditions prevailed, and a flight plan was not
filed. The local flight originated from ONY at 1530.
The pilot reported in the Pilot/Operator Aircraft Accident Report (NTSB Form 6120.1/2) that while
landing on runway 35 he was distracted by a twin-engine airplane taxiing on the runway and "forgot'
to extend the landing gear prior to landing. The flight test engineer reported in the Passenger
Statement Report (NTSB Form 6120.9) that the chase ground crew alerted the pilot that the landing
gear was not extended. Subsequently, the pilot attempted to go around by applying full power;
however, the gyrocraft impacted the runway surface.
Examination of the gyrocraft by the operator revealed that the tail boom was partially separated from
the fuselage and the top of the right rudder was separated. Additionally, the propeller was damaged.
The gyrocraft, which was built from composite materials, was powered by a 350-cubic inch
automotive engine, had accumulated over 360 hours. The pilot in command accumulated over
2,000 hours of flight time, 1,400 hours of rotorcraft, and 80 hours in the make/model of the
gyrocraft.
The airport manager at the Olney Airport reported at the time of the accident, the winds were from
the north at about 12 knots.
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Occurrence Date: 04/08/2003
Occurrence Type: Accident

Landing Facility/Approach Information
Airport ID Airport Elevation Runway Used Runway Length Runway Width

Airport Name

ONY

OLNEY MUNI

1275 Ft. MSL

35

5000

50

Runway Surface Type: Asphalt
Runway Surface Condition: Dry
Type Instrument Approach: NONE
VFR Approach/Landing:

Full Stop; Traffic Pattern

It

Aircraft Information
Serial Number

Model/Series

Aircraft Manufacturer

Prototype

CarterCopter

001

Airworthiness Certificate(s): Experimental (Special)
Landing Gear Type:

Retractable · Tricvcle
Certified Max Gross INt.
~mebuilt Aircraft? Yes
Number of Seats: 5
---,gine Type:
Engine Manufacturer:
Reciorocatinl!
General Motors
-Aircraft Inspection Information

I

Date of Last Inspection

Type of Last Inspection
Continuous Airworthiness

LBS Number of Engines: 1
3750
Rated Power:
Model/Series:
350 CID
300 HP

I

Time Since Last Inspection
Hours

3.5

03/29/2003

Airframe Total Time
Hours

363.8

-Emergency Locator Transmitter (ELT) Information
ELT Installed?

Yes

I ELT Operated?

I ELT Aided in Locating Accident Site?

No

No

Owner/Operator Information
Registered Aircraft Owner

Street Addr~s;

CarterCopter

City

20 "·

ur Hil!hwav
State
F~lk

TX

Street Address
Same as RPai•·•·
City

Operator of Aircraft
Same As Reg'd Aircraft Owner

I

Operator Does Business As:
-Type of U.S. Certificate(s) Held: NnnP

~

"

.. OwnPI
State

I

Zip Code

71';"<1 0

T

Zip Code

Operator Designator Code:

Air Carrier Operating Certificate(s):

IOperator Certificate:

=erating Certificate:

Regulation Flight Conducted Under: Part 91: General Aviation
Type of Flight Operation Conducted:

Flight Test
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NTSB ID:

FTW03LA125

Occurrence Date: 04/08/zuu,

ON

Occurrence Type: Accident

First Pilot Information
Name

City

Larry R Neal
Sex: M

Boyd

I Principal Profession: Civilian Pilot

I Seat Occupied: Left

Certificate(s):

Private

Airplane Rating(s):

Mul"

Rotorcraft!Giider/LTA:

~

Instrument Rating(s):

1\lnno

Instructor Rating(s):

-'·le Land:

~·

'

State

Date of Birth

Age

TX

On File

51

ICertificate Number: On Fi 1e

ng'ne Land

' >nP

None

Type Rating/Endorsement for Accident/Incident Aircraft?

T Current Biennial Flight Review?

No

081031200

Medical Cert.: Class 3

IMedical Cert. Status: Valid Medical--no waivers/lirPpate of Last Medical Exam: 08113/200

-light Time Matrix

An""'

?000
lq::J<;

lotal Time
Pilot In

This M•k•
and Model

80
80

~

138

8

Last 30 Davs

l?n

~

I?

R
?

Seatbelt Used?

Yes

~-

~
469
449

ry

Airplane
Mutt-Engine

42
22

Night

Simulated

Rotorc~ft

11
8

Glide<

Uljlhtw

Than Air

14m

I'

138~

12
Toxicology Performed? No

Yes

ISecond Pilot?

No

r
State

Airport Identifier Departure Time Time Zone

State

ONY
Airport Identifier

t /I ncirlPnt Lnciltion

I

Instrument

Actu ..

3

I Shoulder Harness Used?

Type of Flight Plan Filed: 1\lnno
! Point I

S"'m" ""A ..

1530

COT

I nr:ol "lioht

Type of Clearance: I ln~nn ... n
Type of Airspace:

r.l:o<:<: F

Weather Information

~of Briefing:

I

Unknown

Method of Briefing: Unknown
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NTSB ID:

FTW03LA125

Occurrence Date:

AY-1;/J; ON

04/08/2003

Occurrence Type: Accident

Weather Information
WOFID

Observation Time

E15

1545

Time Zone

WOF Elevation

WOF Distance From Accident Site Direction From Accident Site

1123 Ft. MSL

COT

20

Sky/Lowest Cloud Condition: Clear
Lowest Ceiling: None
Temperature:

12

Wind Speed:

16

oc

I

Ft. AGL

I Visibility:

Fl AGL

oc

Dew Point:

·2
Gusts: 21

Visibility (RVR):

Ft.

Restrictions to Visibility:

None

Type of Precipitation:

None

Wind Direction:

NM

145

Deg. Mag.

Condition of Light: Day
SM

10

Altimeter:

30.38

Density Altitude:

320

795

"Hg
Fl

Weather Condtions at Accident Site: Visual Conditions

Visibility (RW)

SM

Intensity of Precipitation:

I

Accident Information
Aircraft Damage:

Substantial

Aircraft Fire: None

Aircraft Explosion

None

1-flssification: U.S. Registered/U.S. Soil
-Injury Summary Matrix
First Pilot

Fatal

Serious

Minor

None

TOTAL

1

1

11

11

I?

I?

I?

I?

Second Pilot
Student Pilot
Flight Instructor
Check Pilot
Flight Engineer
Cabin Attendants

Other Crew
Passengers

·TOTAL ABOARD·
Other Ground

·GRAND TOTAL·
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NTSB ID: ·

FTW03LA125

Occurrence Date: 04/08/2003
Occurrence Type: Accident

Administrative Information
Investigator-In-Charge (IIC)

I

Hector R Casanova
Additional Persons Participating in This AccidenUincident Investigation:
Paul D. Vercellino
Maintenance Inspector
Federal Avation Administration
Forth Worth, TX 76177

I
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NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION SAFEtY BOARD
PILOT/OPERAlOR AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT REPORT
This form To Be Used For Reporting CMI Aircraft Accidents
Involving Commercial and General AvlaUon Aln:ra!t
. . . ... . ...... ·. . .
·.
.
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t2}~~ eMf~
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?.,
ttiiiSI.

Lcealloft · . .

,,....,

...

~··.
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l="X/rl
L

II Tho Aa:ldenl

E!7i!lon,f

I"

0. Acptcadl, T&ktoS,.. WII'WI 31Ailos c1 Nl MllC<1, CQnoc>lala Tho

.

lnlonnalon

P,Jdmity To Airport

t.rr'o.~

s.O

3.0 Wltlln 112 Mit
4.0 Wl1111n 314 Mit

2.Q Wii'WI 1/4 r.wlt
~Name

~ldtnl

7.0 Wlltln 3 MllH
BlyQr4 3 t.llln

WIHn 1 Mit
WII'WI 2 Ulloa

..0

a.o

RIIIWI)'/I.ardng SIJtllco Ccndlllons:

~~·-:-~g

0/..Nt:Y /l1tll(IC./)J)!J

sn'Widllt
• .lW" Surlace:s'J,;,..~

.

s.a-Concfo'""' bPM

PlltH 01 Optrollon:

s.O nucw

1.0 Slandlng
Almtft lntonnadon
Rtglolrollon Uar\

Aln:nlllllanulacturor

fiJIJ..JtC

Cufrr

.O.rplane
Hof-18t

C,/f.-r.r

~~
7
GylqllanO

Balloon

1.0 SPo<ify

~

S.IUI Number

~w~~~h" ~

t.!Mu-WT

()0/

Typo 01 »-11!lntn Ce111ftcatt
1.0 Nonnal
S.O Reslric1ed
2.0 U1ifo!y
7~10<1
E:cperlmtnlal
3.0 krobalc
4.Q TransPQ<t
s.Q Spodly
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ODder
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1 D.O ~Of k>f!;li Ommta__ftoiiiSl

7.0 Approach

Almalf'l'ypoiWodol

Typo 01 Alreroll

1.0
2.0
3.0
1.0

..

S.O OUst
1.0 DIICOnl

..a Climb

2.Q Tall

Amaltur Buill
.....
1.12("
2.Q No

lAnding G11r

1.0 Tricycle-fill&d
2.~ricyclo--flenaat>lo
3.0 Talwheei-Flxod
SlliD'Womln; Systtm Installed

IFR Equipped

EnvlntTypo

1.0 .....
2.!B'No

till'Yes
2.Q No

1.0 Rodploca~IOI
2.aa'~~tljotlod

Engine

Eng\ne M1nutacturw

G"n ,,_« 11/""r.r
Englnt(o)

M~.

Date or Mfg

fJ't/lt;,/Of

Engit'le No.1

Engi1'o No.2

12..<; (, II

(EL1l

S~ll:h

Roglatorod Alrcnlll ~~

Ct~rh·r

;,,... G.
,.,p

ELT Manutactu~ki
flm~r:-

1.00.

C"

2.00W

~rr

~ 01 -'lrcrtll
1 Same ~ Reglalorod Ownor
2.Name

TouiTlmt
1 "JJ

s,.w.

~UAnnod

--

Lb& llvusl

1-iours

.
.

.=?. 6

Hourt
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-
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3, f>

HourS

To<al T""

J {.,, ~ £ L

ttours

75-'q;jp

s.n.ryo~'k. >s
PI IIP
1 (M/01'()

Aldod In Acc~t LO<tUon
t.OYwo :z. No

2.12(No

.~

,1,~

Hours
HoUri
Hoo.n
Hoo.n

:2

'r...... h1/h~r

h/, ~ r -j'y

Samt M Rtg!Siorod 0wnot
~·

1

Tlme Sin~ OvtrtiiUI

Hours
Hours

T""' Since WI

).1/.-,/,;h

lo

C)!lfr-1."'~ ..L.

1.Nont
2.Spoclly

Tlmt Slnctlnspectloll

Operated

Mdrott

1.0 1uto Sholl

Type or Are Extinguishing

Ho!Oopower

IIEUS"Itit.
1\- fl{)'
1.0Yws

s.Q 111t1>o Fsll

T..t>o l'ro9
1.0 T..t>c>Jol
Systtm Uotd

~ (./
0
~.ell.

Typo Of uot lniPtctlon
1.0Ar<ul
2.Q IOOfbn
3.0 MIP
I.!B'" ConltUlul NrworllinoSI

'"-

Traf\amltter

i'~

s.O

Hoo.IT>

:Engklt No.3
EngtM No.4
Typl Or Ualntenanc1 Progr-am
1.0 ,..,.I
2.0 ~~l'rojrn
~.g.,OII'er ~
Pr<>g>tn(MIP)
c. Conlrwul _,..,.,.
5.Q Spodfy
Emer;ency
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~b

Serial No.

~:f:::=

Englntlllltd Po-

Mode~erl..

350 {.1./>.

No.Ois....
FlighL'Cabin

7.0 Sldd
s.Q UmiiO<I
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s.Q Amphibian

ffw'2

71?~/IJ,.

~-----

I o-w1

. .

I (c:onL)

• ,. La!lof Dnlgna""l

I Of FllaM

li~

..•

I Flight

IFAR ••••

··~i ~od

<A··
Ul Mrlal ~'lion

s.a

t.O FifTY
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4.0 Transpor1
5.0
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2.~ Single Engine Land
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MWliOfllllne Sea

s.o

~~

Foreign

li.O None
10.Spoei~

I.CY"~ Rating (s)
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::..::0'

ng(l)

[ ~".n.s.e.
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3.0 tiencopter
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1.0 Frll Balloon

t.O

a.O
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1, ...... Gilder.
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~
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4.0
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AI
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.....
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5.0 NoOne
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0
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~
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.,
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NTSB Form 6120.112

PILOT/OPERATOR AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT REPORT

Forms m>J be ob!lined from the Natlorul ~rtltion Sllety
Boll\1 Field OlriCU and the Federal Aviation Admlnlstntlon. fTi£!11
Stu\dlrds Datritt Offices.

Wu-ry as a result ol beina In or UPOn the aircraft or by dirtet contact
with the alrcnft or lll)'thln( atuched thereto, or In which the alrtn/1
recelvu substantial cWnaiiC-

Rulu pertainina lo lirmft accident, accidents, OY<rdue alrmh.
and s.J'ety lnvtstltation art contained ln Pltt 830 ol the National
'l'nnsPOrtation SlletJ Boar4's Rt~atlons, 49CFR. These rules state
the authori!J ollhe Boar4's Rei!Ull!ioru, 49CFR. These rules stm !he
authority of the Board, define accidents, Injuries, and other tetms, and
PnMde procedures for initial and immediate notification by airmlt
pilotslopentions.

2. "Substantial Damote" means «Wna,, or structunt failure which
advmely afl'et'..s the structural strenath, performana: or llial>t charac·
tmstia or the lirm.\ and which would normally nquire major
repair« npbament «the aflectrd comPOnent NOTE: Enaine fail.
ure I«Wnal• Umited to an en~ne}, bent falr!na or eowlint, dented
skin. small punctured holes in the skin or fabric, around cWIIal• to
rotor or propellu blodes, «Wnateto land'ma Jlw; wheels, tltts,llaps
enaine aettssories, brakes, or wina tips are not considtttd "substantial
«Wnal•" for purposes or this rtpOrt.

A. APPLICABIUTY

The piloVopentor ol an alrmft shall file a report with the rltld
oma of the N•tional Tnnspcrtatlon Sllety Board neanst the accident or incidenL The report shall be filed within ten (10) flays ofttr an
accident lor which notilication Is required by Section 830.5 or whon
lftrr seven (7} chys an overdue lircnlt b still mbsina.
The Pilot{)pen.tor.Nrcnft Acddtnt RePOrt Fonn b usee! in detn·
minint the facts. conditions, and circumstances (or llrmlt accident
prevention activities and lor statistical purposes. It b necessary that
ALL questions be ww.red completely and accuntely to serve the
above purposes.
B. DEFit-.1TIONS

1. "Aircralt A<tident• muns an cccurrence with the operation of an
aircraft ..t!kh bkts place between the time lft1 penon boards !he air·
cnJ\ with the intention or night until such time as aU such penons
have disembarked, and in which any penon sulTen death, or serious

3. '1lemollshtd" includes destruction by fire

4. "Operator" means an7 penon ..t!o causes or authorizes thr oper.
ation ol an airtnll. such as the owner, luseo, or bailee or an aircran.
5. "FoUl Wurf means any WuTY which results in death within

thit!J (30) days ol the accident.
6. "Serious Injury" means any injury which (I) requires hospitali:>tion for more than 48 houn, eommtncina within 7 days from the date
the Wury was recelvtd: (2) results in a fracture oC any bone (uapt
simple fracture orrmaer, toes, or nose): (3) involves lacerations which
cause severe htmorrlu!les, nerve, muscle, or.tendon dama:e: (4)
iiiYOlvts inju-ry to lnJ lnttmal or&an; or (5) involves second- or thirddegree bums, or lft1 bums afftctin& more than 5 perttnt ol the body
surfact.

INSmUcnONS TO PILOTS/OPERATORS FOR COMPLETING THIS FORM

It Is necessary that All questions on this report be answered completely and accurately.
1/mr 1. l.txation: Ust the name ol the nearest community that has a
Post Office in lhe state where the accident occurred. Da/r & Tfm"

Indicate if dayfilbt savinll or stanchnl time.
Eleoation: Provide elnation or the accident site.
Airport ldentiliaztion: l'rov!de 3 or 4 character Identifier. !IJmwv:
Dlrection-hul!ina being used; Surface-composition. I.e. to,..
etc.
crete uphal~ &rass. etc.; Condition-ct. slick.
PhaJt of Opcatian: Durin& wh>t Plwe of Operation did the accident occur. Note: U lhe &cciden\ occumd inflillht. state the olti·
tudr o( the occumnce.

son.

ftrm 2. Airr:rcr1t Data: Make and Hodel-entu as shown on llrmlt
naistration Ctrtifiate; £na:ine-entrt make &nd model U shown

on engine nameplate.
Cnlificalrd Haz Crou Wright-Indicate the etrtificatrd mu llrou

weiJiht for the alrcrafl involved in the cccumnct.
~ of
Ertilfguishing svsttm- lnclude hand type extlntulshen, Ufin was Involved, and extini!Uisher was used.

rut

Jrrm .1 Prnposr ofF/lght and~ of Opnvrion: Mort INn one setec.
tlon may be made to Indicate the l)'pt of operation tNt was belna
conducted at the tlme of the occumna.

Jtmr #. Pl1otfnlormatlon- Pilot-in-Command (P!Cl Includes solo

night time.lnstructor-lndicate all dual flight Instructor ll!ven.
Jtmr 5. Stcond Pilolfnfonnation-lndiate the c:apacity in which lhe
second pilot was actina at the time ol the accident.
ll<m 6. SIU-ErplllTI410l71.
fltm T. S.U- Exp/IJTI410l71.
/lmr 8. Wrathrr WOTtMtion at thr Atridmt Silt. Indicate the wether
condjtions at the accident site 1.t the time of occurrence.
Skr/IC.ocDnl Cloud Condition: U cloud eondition was scattered, br<>ken or O\Oras~ includr heilht clouds above IIJOUnd ltvCL
Restriction to V'rsiln1itv: Haze, dus~ smoko, lot, ete.
~ Prtc/pllation: !lain, snow, hail, etc.
firm g, Collisiatl Aceidmt. This Includes collision with puked literal\.
firm JIJ..U. Art seU-uplanatory.
Item IS. Additlon.t Flight Cnw Membcn. Thb Pal< should be complded if there art more INn two required night crew mombcn on

or

the airmlt.. This also Includes a check ainnan performina ollidal
dutitL For aircrafl requlrina two nillht crew memben or less, and
there were not other nquired nil!ht <TN memben !IIYO!vtd. S<parate thiJ pore.

.....

FORM APPROVED FOR USE THROUGH 9/30/97 BY OMII NO. 3147-()002

NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION SAFETY BOARD
Washington, D.C. 20594

PASSENGER STATEMENT
The National Transportation Safety Board, a Federal Agency, is charged by an Act of Congress with the investigation of transportation accidents. The Safety Board issues reports and makes recommendations to other federal
and local agencies and to the industry to prevent future accidents and to prevent unnecessary injuries caused by
such accidents.
We would appreciate very much your assistance in giving us the benefit of your personal observations and comments regarding this accident so that we may better evaluate the facts, conditions and c:in:umstances surrounding this accident. Your observations also could assist us greatly in our evaluation of the cause of injuries as well
as the adequacy of equipment and procedures affecting your survival and escape.
In addition to completing the following specific information, please feel free to comment on any aspect, before,
during or after the accident, that you believe may have had a bearing on the accident cause or on subsequent
events.

STATEMENT
Date ofAod~1:nt: ---'-~,..U.'--""-....C...-
Name: ----':....LI'-"""u.:::::=

If you sustained injuries and were treated, provide name and address of doctor or treatment facility:

Are you handicapped (through vision, missing limbs, spinal problems, etc., which may affect your movements.)

Please specify: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Seat Location: If you do not recall your seat number, please specify your position as on the left or right, aisle or
window location, number of rows from the front or back, near a specific door or any other method which will
assist in locating your position.

NTSB Form 61203 (Rev. 10/94)

A.l\IY OBSERVATIONS BEFORE THE ACCIDENT
t;>escribe your observations before the accident ha
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B.l\IY OBSERVATIONS DURING THE ACCIDENT
Describe the accident circumstances considering such th"
the presence of fire or smoke; the direction in which y mgs asthroany u~usthual oc~rrences ~wing the accident;
ou were
wn, e seventy of the Impact; etc.
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C. MY OBSERVATIONS AFTER THE ACCIDENT
~be your ~ethod of escape and any difficulties encountered with your seat. seatbelt, dehris, etc.; the reac-

non and behaviOr of other passengers; your observations of any outside rescue attempts; any occurrence which
seemed unusual to you; etc.
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D. OTHER GENERAL OBSERVATIONS
You may use thls space to comment on any other aspect of the accident or you may sketch the general accident
scene as you observed it, your escape method or the location of fire, etc.
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NORMAL PROCEDURES
BEFORE EXTERIOR CHECK

I. Covers, T~edowns, Locking Devices, Grounding
Cables - Removed and stowed
2. Cockpit safety check
- Master & Ignition Switches Ofl)
- Red guarded switches (4)- DOWN
3. Publications/Aircraft & Pilot documents
4. Fuel sample (first flight of the day)
EXTERIOR CHECK

Main rotor blades, linkages, spindle, pylon, & mast
Left cockpit window area
Nose, nose wheel, and nose boom
Right cockpit window
5. Right wing leading edge
6. Right wing trailing edge
7. Right main landing gear
8. Right side engine compartment
9. Ballistic chute cover- Installed and secure
I0. Right tail boom and rudder
1I. Camera cap removed
12. Horizontal stabilator
13. Left rudder and tail boom
14. Propeller and propeller hub
IS. Left side engine compartment
16. Ballistic chute- verify armed
17. Fuel quantity and quality
I 8. Left main landing gear
I 9. Left wing trailing edge
20. Left wing leading edge
I.
2.
3.
4.

N-1

NORMAL PROCEDURES
INTERIOR CHECK

Cabin -Condition and security
Restraint harness- Fasten and adjust
Helmets- Fasten and adjust
Main gear- AIR EXTEND
Nose gear- AIR EXTEND
Prerotate clutch pressure- LOW
Airpump -OFF
VAC pump- OFF
Collective Assist- MANUAL
Pylon-MANUAL
-MANUAL
12.
-MANUAL
13. Gnd Ext- OFF
14. Fan (cockpit air) -As desired
IS. Fuelpumps-REAR
16. Prop Controller-AUTO
17. Avionics Master switch- OFF
18. A/S-MANUAL
19. Pilot/Copilot switch- Left
20. Cyclic Lock- Lock
21. Master switch- OFF
22. Circuit breakers- IN (except cooling fans (2) &
electric air pump (I})
23. Copilot Display/Reset- UP
24. Copilot main display switch- UP
25. Prop Control switches- CENTERED
26. Engine Ignition switches (2)- OFF
27. Intercom priority- CNTR (headset) (VOX light on,
Music light oft)
28. Collective hold switch- (left cyclic} AFT/MANUAL
29. Prcrotator clutch/rotor rpm switch- (right cyclic) AFT
I.
2.
3.
4.
S.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

N-2
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NORMAL PROCEDURES
ENGINE START

NORMAL PROCEDURES
BEFORE TAXI

1. Throttle- IDLE

2. Master switch- ON
3. Avionics master switch -ON
4. Alarms - VERIFY working
S. Center display- SELECT Page 1
6. Pilot & Copilot Display- As desired (Page 12)
7. Collective- Set at 00
8. Ekctric Air Pwnp Circuit Drcaka - lN then OUT
(verify air pwnp operating)
9. Avionics- As needed
I 0. Radio Selection- 2 & Doth
11. Drakes-HOLD
12. Signal ground crew- "PROP CLEAR"
13. Ignition engine switch- ON (check light on)
14. Ignition aux battery switch- ON
15. Start switch- OUT/MOMENTARILY DOWN
16. Alarms-CHECK
17. Display page I -CHECK parameters
18. Air Pwnp-ON (check pressure)
19. VacuumPump-OFF
20. Verify Pilot & Copilot switch· Coli & Prerotate
21. Collective Assist- AUTO
22. Pylon • AUTO
23. Fuel pumps- TOGGLE & VERlFY, set to REAR
-Low pressure- OFF I REAR (Verify warning)
-High Pressure- FRONT /OFF I REAR (Verify
engine sputters in OFF and return to REAR)
24. Display page 2- Check EGTs
25. Display page 3- Verify parameters (Cyclic trimOteck and set 0" SIS & +S" (aft) F/A)
N-3

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Engine water temp- VERIFY 150 deg min
Flight Instruments- ON As needed
Suction gauge- GREEN (if pump on)
Fuel Quantity- CHECK
Navigation/anti-collision lights- AS REQ

PREROTATE FOR TAXI

1. Throttle- IDLE (1200 RPM)
2. Collective hold switch- AFT Oeft cyclic switch)
3. Collective- CHECK hold then set at 0"
4. Cyclic Position- 0° SIS I +5° (aft) F/A
S. Clutch pressure- LOW
6.
7.
8.
9.
I 0.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Pylon- AUTO - Check aft 18°
Clutch arming switch- AFT (right cyclic switch)
Signal ground crew- "ROTOR CLEAR"
Prerotate clutch- ENGAGE {check light on)
Brakes- PUMP (until no pedal movement)
Cyclic- FULL AFT (90 RPM TO 120 RPM)
Clutch pressure- HIGH at 120 RPM
Throttle -INCREASE gradually untill45 RPM
Brakes- HOLD
Clutch arming switch-FORWARD {right cyclic
switch)
16. Throttle- IDLE (1200 RPM)
17. Flight Controls- VERIFY free & correct (TM
checks if required)
18. Spindle trim- VERIFY proper motion(== 50%
travel), set 0
19. Brakes- CHECK

N-4

NORMAL PROCEDURES
REPEAT PREROTATE (When Rotor<40RPM
or Flappiug > 3° or for Take off)
1. Brakes- HOLD
2. Set Pitch Hold- 4°
3. Throttle -IDLE (1200 RPM)
4. Collective hold switch- AFT (left cyclic switch)
S. Cyclic- 0 degrees SIS and + 5 degrees (aft) F/A
6. Colledive- Set to 0°
7. Clutch pressure switch- LOW if RPM:!:: 120
8. COLL ASSIST- AUTO
9. Pylon-AUTO
10. A/S-MANUAL
11. Cyclic Lock - LOCKED
12. Clutch arming switch- AFT (right cyclic switch}
13. Prerotate clutch- ENGAGE (check light on)
14. Brakes-PUMP (until no pedal movement)
15. Clutch pressure switch- HIGH if RPM> 120
16. Throttle- INCREASE gradually until22S RPM
17. Brakes-HOLD
18. Clutch arming switch-FORWARD (right cyclic
switch)
19. Cyclic Lock Switch- UNLOCK
20. Throttle -IDLE (1200 RPM)

N- 5

NO~

PROCEDURES

BEFORE LANDING (Prior to 1,000' AGL)
l. Main Gear- AIR EXTEND (below 125 MPH)
2. Nose Gear- AIR EXTEND (below 125 MPH)
3. Rotor RPM- Check and adjust with collective (225
RPM MIN)
4. Check Gear Lights- 3 GREEN (after approx 10 sec)
5. Check Red pressure lights- 2 OUT (after approx 10
sec) Nose gear red light ON indicates < 300 PSI
6. Main gear pressure- CHECK
> 175 PSI normal/! 00 PSI min
7. Air pump pressure- CHECK
> 175 PSI normal/ 100 PSI min
> Nose gear pressure indicated while nose gear being
pumped
DEFORE TAKEOFF
If WATER X TEM (WaT) ~ 235°
I. Point aircraft into wind

2. Throttle- 2000 RPM until water temp is < 235°

If WATER X TEM (WEsT) < 235°
3. Cockpit and tail boom cameras- ON
- Cycle master switch - OFF momentarily
- Cameras- ON
- Displays -RESET
4. Prerotate (see procedure on N-S)
- Throttle- lNCREASE slowly to full throttle once
engine > 1800 RPM)
- 325-350 RPM (rolling) or 375-425 RPM (jump)

N-6

NORMAL PROCEDURES
ENGINE SHUTDOWN
1. Throttle - IDLE
2. Avionics master switch- OFF
3. Ignition & Battery switch- OFF
4. Cyclic Lock - LOCKED
5. Brakes- HOLD
6. Cyclic- 0 degrees S/S and +S degrees (aft) F/A
7. Raise collective slowly to decay rotor rpm
(full up< 200 RPM )
8. Collective - DOWN
9. Clutch pressure - IDGH (< 90 RPM)
tO. Clutch arming switch- AFT (right cyclic switch)
ll.Prerotatc clutch- ENGAGE (check light on)
Wile a rotor stop31
10. Master switch- OFF

BEFORE LEAVING THE AIRCRAFT
1. Fonns- Complete
2. Cockpit safety check
1. Master switch- OFF
2. Ignition switch- OFF
3. Ignition battery switch -OFF
3. Walk-around- Complete
4. Secure aircraft- As required

N-7
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EP-1

EP-2

EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

FIRE ON THE GROUND
1. Fire- CONFIRM
2. Fire extinguisher switch(s)- ON based on
appropriate high temp. light
3. Cabin door- OPEN
4. Engine ignition- OFF
5. Ignition battery switch- OFF
6. Master switch- OFF
When rotor an: is clear
7. Aircraft- EVACUATE

EXCESSIVE NOISENWRATIONS
1. Collective- FULL DOWN
2. Throttle- IDLE
3. Land- as soon as possible (plan for power-off
approach and landing)
4. Throttle- only~ required for landing

ENGINE OR ELECfRONICS DAY FIRE
(IN FLIGHT)
1. Throttle- REDUCE to minimum practical
2. Fire extinguisher-ACTIVATE
3. High pressure fuel pump- OFF
4. Land- As soon possible (plan for power-off
approach and landing)
If fire persists
5. Engine ignition- OFF
6. Ignition battery switch- OFF
After landing
7. Engine ignition- OFF
8. Ignition battery switch- OFF
When rotor arc is clear
4. Aircraft- EVACUATE

UNIDENTIFIED NOISEIVIDRATIONS
ON THE GROUND
I. Engine ignition- OFF
2. Collective - RAISE slowly to decay rotor
RPM (full up< 200 RPM)
3. Clutch pressure switch- HIGH (< 90 RPM)
4. Collective- oo < 90 RPM
5. Clutch/brake anning switch- ARMED
6. Clutch switch- ENGAGE (check light on)
When rotor stops
7. Master switch - OFF

EP-3

EP-4

EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

UNIDENTIFIED NOISFJVIBRATIONS
IN FLIGHT

RUDDER FAILURE
1. Airspeed - REDUCE
)> Tluottle- slowly reduce to min practical
)> Pitch Attitude- slowly increase
)> Collective- as required to maintain rotor
RPM
2. Landing Gear- DOWN
3. Land as soon and as slow as possible
4. Engine ignition- OFF
5. Master switch- OFF

Climb and turn in direction of airfield
Determine soun:e of noise/vibration

Rotor noise/vibration
1. Collective- REDUCE as much as practical
2. Rotor RPM- REDUCE to Min practical
3. Lower landing gear
4. Land - As soon as possible (plan for poweron approach and landing)
Engine/propeller noise/vibration
1. Throttle- REDUCE as much as practical
2. Lower landing gear
3. Land- As soon possible (plan for power-off
approach and landing)
If vibration excessive
4. Engine ignition- OFF
5. Electric air pump- ON (circuit breaker in)
After bnding
6. Engine ignition- OFF

EP-5

EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
ROTORCONTROLFMLURE
If unable to maintain aircraft control
1. Ballistic Chute ·DEPLOY
2. Lower landing gear
3. Engine ignition- OFF
4. Master switch- OFF
5. Prepare for crash landing
Ifable to control aircraft
1.

Airspeed- MAINTAIN GREATER THAN
150 MPH with power and glide path control

2. Land -as soon as possible (Plan for power-on
approach and landing)

3. Landing gear- DO NOT LOWER OFF
RUNWAY
4. Fly shallow approach maintaining no less
than ISO MPH until just above runway
5. Reduce power when landing is assured and
hold nose off runway as long as possible
After laadiag

6. Engine ignition - OFF

EP-6

EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
ENGINEffHROTTLE FAILURE
If engine failed or throttle stuck closed
I. Throttle- MAXIMUM AVAILABLE (until
landing assured)
2. Lower landing gear
3. Electric air pump- ON (circuit breaker in)
4. Collective- AS REQUIRED to maintain
flapping within limits
1. Plan for power-off approach and landing
2. Airspeed - Maintain between 40 & 70 MPH
5. Short roll landing- ACCOMPLISH
If throttle stuck open

1. Climb until landing assured
2. Landing gear- DOWN when landing
assured
3. Electric air pump circuit breaker- IN
4. Engine ignition- OFF when landing is
assured
5. Engine battery switch - ON after engine
stops
6. Plan for power-off approach and landing
7. Maintain airspeed between 40 & 70 MPH
8. Short roll landing- ACCOMPLISH
9. Master switch- OFF
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EP-7
EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
NOSE GEAR FAILS TO EXTEND
1. Air pump circuit breaker- RESET
2. Landing gear switch -RESET
3. Land nonnally and leave aircraft on tail
wheels
ONE MAIN GEAR FAILURE TO EXTEND
I. Landing gear- RETRACT MAIN
2. Nose gear- EXTEND
3. Consider landing on soft terrain
ALUBOTH MAIN GEAR FAILURE TO
EXTEND
1. Air pump circuit breaker- RESET
2. Landing gear switch - RESET
4. Consider landing on soft terrain

......
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EXPANDED PROCEDURES
TAKEOFF
1. Drakes -Hold
2. Torque- increase slowly to full throttle once engine
>1800RPM

3. Cyclic- Full aft (10 deg)
4. Clutch arming switch-FORWARD (right cyclic
switch)
5. Brakes release- when engine speeds up
6. Steer with brakes wttil approx 40 mph
7. Collective- 4° in 2 sec. Start once aircraft is rolling
and lined up. This helps hold pitch attitude. In it's
retract position, landing gear is mushy and detracts
from pitch capture.
8. Capture pitch attitude (lower line on horizon) and hold
with cyclic.
9. Hold collective until "flapping warning" then decrease
collective to hold maximum rotor pitch (4-5 degrees
of flapping). This will occur about 3 seconds after
liftoff.
I0. As aircraft is climbing and accelerating, move cyclic
forward to hold pitch attitude.
11. Climb at 75 mph minimum to mid-field and then
slowly accelerate to 95 mph.
12. Landing gear- UP (1,000 AGL minimum)

EXPANDED PROCEDURES
NORMAL LANDING (Best rate of glide)
1. Collective - set to hold 4·5° flapping
2. Approach speed- 15 mph
3. At twenty feet AGL • Start gentle flare with cyclic to
stop descent and level. Allow aircraft to pitch up and
lower line to rise two inches above horizon and then
reset to lower line to horizon
4. Cyclic • AS REQUIRED to hold lower line on horizon
5. Collective ·AS REQUIRED to flo.re
6. Cyclic - AFT as main gear touchdown
7. Keep collective up and stick back wttiluircraft nose is
lowered
Once aose firmly oo the ground
8. Collective- Full down
9. Cyclic- Full Centered
NORMAL LANDING (Steepest Approada)
1. Collective- set 0 degrees
2. Approach speed - 60 mph
3. At thirty feet AGL • Start gentle flare with cyclic to
stop descent and level Allow aircraft to pitch up and
lower line to rise two inches above horizon and then
reset to lower line to horizon
4. Cyclic • AS REQUIRED to hold lower line on horizon
5. Collective • AS REQUIRED to flare
6. Cyclic - AFT as main gear touchdown
7. Keep collective up and stick back until aircraft nose is
lowered
Ouce nose firmly on the ground
8. Collective- Full down
9. Cyclic- Full Centered

r
ZERO ROLL LANDING

AIRCRAFT STOPS ON TRAINING WHEELS

1. Collective - 0" till rotor RPM is above 300
2. On final- 75 MPH airspeed (65 MPH min)
3. Throttle - idle
At approximately 20ft AGL
4. Flare
- Cyclic -position lower windshield reference line 2"
above horizon and then back to horizon after slowed
5. Collective as required to cushion landing
6. Touch down at near full collective
7. Use brakes to prevent aft rotation during aerobrake

It Rotor RPM > 225 RPM
I. Collective- Down
2. Rotor- Conf1rm 22S RPM or greatez
3. Cyclic- Full aft
4. Brakes -release
S. Throttle- Increase until~ 1S MPH
6. Throttle- Idle
7. Bralces- Gently lower nose before aircraft stops
8. Collective- Slowly increase as nose lowers
- Should be> 8" when lower line is on horizon
9. Keep collective up and stick back until nose is lowered
Oace 11ose firmly on the ground
IO.Cyclic- Full forward
ll.Collective- 0"

AERODYNAMIC BRAKING

13. Cyclic- As required to hold lower line on horizon
14. Brakes- Use as a drag device to control landing
attitude as collective tends to pull you backwards.
I 5.Collective- Slowly increase as speed slows (reach 8"
or more as aircraft ground speed slows to 20 MPH.
16. Brakes- Increase brnking as required to gently lower
the nose before ground speed drops below 10 to I 5
MPH.
17.Cyclic- Full aft prior to nose drop
lS.Keep collective up and stick back until aircraft nose is
lowered
Once Dose finuly on tbc ground
19. Collective -Full down
20. Cyclic - Full Centered

..
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If Rotor RPM < 115
l. Cyclic- Ce~tcred (+SF/A)

2. Throttle- Idle
3. Avionics master switch- OFF
4. Ignition & aux battery switches (2)- OFF
S. Brakes - Hold
6. Raise collective slowly to decay rotor rpm
(full up < 200 RPM)
7. Clutch pressure switch- HIGH (< 90 RPM)
8. Collective - Down < 90 RPM
9. Clutch arming switch- AFT (right cyclic switch)
10. Prerotate clutch switch -ENGAGE (check light on)
11. Master switch- OFF (once rotation stops)
12. Exit aircraft
13. Lift on horizontal stabilizer until nose lowers
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Photo. General view of the gyrocraft's fuselage damage.
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Brief of Accident
Adopted 07/23/2003
Fnv03LA125
File No. 13695

0410812003

Make/Model:
Engine Make/Model:
Aircraft Damage:
Number of Engines:
Operating Cerllficate(s):
Type of Flight Operat1on:
Reg. Flight Conducted Under:

Last Depart. Point:
Destination:
Airport Proxim1ty:
Airport Name:
Runway Identification:
Runway Length/Width (Ft):
Runway Surface:
Runway Surface Condition:

Pllot·in·Command

CarterCopter I Prototype
General Motors I 350 CID
Substantial
I
None
Flight Test
Part 91: General Av1at1on
A~rcraft was Home built

Same as Accident
Local
On Airport
OLNEY MUNI
35
5000 I 50
Asphalt
Dry

Age: 51

Cert1 f1ca te( s)IRati ng( s)
Private; Multi·eng1ne Land; Single·engme Land; Gyroplane
Instrument Ratings
None

Olney, TX

A~rcraft

T1me (Local): 15:45 COT

Reg No. Nl21CC
Crew
Pass

Fatal
0
0

Minor/None

Serious

0
0

Cond1t1on of Light:
Weather Info Src:
Basic Weather:
Lowest Ceiling:
Visibility:
Wind Dir/Speed:
Temperature (•C):
Obstr to Vision:
Precipitation:

2

0

Day
Weather Observation Facility
Visual Meteorological Cond
None
10.00 SM
320 I 016 Kts
12
None
None

Flight Time (Hours)
Total All Aircraft:
Last 90 Days:
Total Make/Model:
Total Instrument Time:

2000
38
80
Unk/Nr

While landmg on runway 35, the pilot was d1stracted by a twin·engme airplane taxiing on the runway and "forgot" to extend the landing gear prior to landing. The chase ground
crew alerted the pilot that the landing gear was not extended. Subsequently, the p1lot attempted to go around by applying full power; however, the gyrocraft impacted the
runway surface.

Brief of Acci~4~ (Continued)
FTW03LA125
F1le No. 13695
Occurrence #l:
Phase of Operation:

0410812003

Olney, TX

WHEELS UP LANDING
LANDING· FLARE/TOUCHDOWN

Fmdmgs
1. (C) GEAR EXTENSION· NOT PERFORMED· PILOT IN COMMAND
2. (F) DIVERTED ATTENTION· PILOT IN COMMAND
3. WHEELS UP LANDING· PERFORMED· PILOT IN COMMAND
Findings Legend: (C)= Cause, (F)= Factor

The National Transportation Safety Board determmes the probable cause(s) of this accident as follows.
The p1lot's failure to extend the landing gear. A factor was h1s diverted attention.

Pnnted on 05/05/2004

Aircraft Reg No. Nl21CC

Time (Local): 15:45 CDT
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Natlonal Transp=n Safety Board
Washlng=-c 20594
Brief of Accident
Adopted 3/30/2005
IAD03MA049
File No._17499

-- _412_6120_0~-.

Make/Model:
Engine Make/Model:
Aircraft Damage:
Number of Engines:
Operating Certificale(s):
Type of Flight Operalion:
Reg. Flight Conducted Under:

_L_oma Alta, TX ________ _

Sino-Swearingen I SJ30-2
Williams International/ FJ-44-2A
Destroyed
2
None
Flighl Test
Part 91: General Avialion

Crew
Pass

·-·--

Pilot-in-Command

Aircraft Reg ~o, Nt38BF____ _lime_(L~I):J 9~0~- COT_ __

- - - - - - - - - - - - ----

Fatal

Serious

Minor/None

1
0

0

0
0

0

----------

Last Depart. Poinl: San Antonio, TX
Deslination: Local
Airport Proximity: Off AirporVAirstrip

Condition of Light:
Weather Info Src:
Basic Weather:
Lowest Ceiling:
Visibility:
Wind Dir/Speed:
Temperature ('C):
Obstr to Vision:
Precipitation:

Age: 59

Flight Time (Hours)

Certificate(s)/Rating(s)
Airline Transport; Multi-engine Land; Single-engine Land
Instrument Ratings
Airplane

--------Day
Weather Observation Facility
Visual Meteorological Cond .
None
10.00 SM
330 I 010 Kts
16
None
None

Total All Aircraft: 12000
Last 90 Days: 39
Total Make/Model: 625
Total Instrument Time: Unk/Nr
---------------

The corporate jet was in a descent to attain a Mach 0.884 target speed during an airplane type certification flutter test. The airplane (a unique test bed) had a known speed-dependenl
tendency to roll right which was attributed to wing and aileron twist deviations. As the speed increased during the accident flight, the pilot had to apply full left aileron to be able to maintain
airplane control. The airplane completed the test point about 30-degrees right-wing-low, and subsequently began to roll to the right, "like a barrel roll ... not real fast," that the pilot reported he
could not stop. Although the manufacturers engineering analysis (which did not include any high-speed wind tunnel testing) predicted positive lateral stability up to Mach 0.90, lateral control
was lost during the accident flight, and the airplane rolled about 7 times during a 49-second timeframe, from about 30,500 feet until a near-vertical ground impact. A review of telemetry data
revealed that, just before the rolls began, the airplane's elevator moved to the 3.5 degrees trailing-edge-up (TEU) position, and the airplane's heading deviated right. Less than 1 second
laler, the rudder moved from 2 degrees trailing-edge-left (TEL), to 6.5 degrees TEL, and the combination of the TEU elevator and the left rudder input coincided with a marked increase in
airplane's right deviation.
Elevator-up deflection and rudder-left defection were maintained, with some variation in magnitude, to nearly the end of the data. Because the known
speed-dependent tendency to roll right had created significant control problems on a previous flight, the ailerons were removed, modified and replaced, and a Gurney flap was added to the
right wing. After the addition of the Gurney flap, the lateral trim margin improved to about 40 percent required (where 50 percent was neutral) up to 305 KCAS. It was then determined that
flutter testing could continue to higher airspeeds if the pilot needed to apply a "small" wheel force to augment the trim. The pilot had been instruc!ed to reduce airspeed if there was a
problem during the flutter testing, and had done so during an uncommanded roll to the left on the previous flight. Telemetry data from the accident flight revealed that at initiation of the
upset, the pilot attempted to level the wings and raise the nose, but the airplane conlinued to diverge from stable flight, and it continued to accelerate beyond the airplanes demonstrated
flight diving speed. It is undetermined if the pilot could have reduced the speed of the airplane In time, during the initiation of the upset, so that the airplane would not diverge. After the
accident, the company conducted high-speed wind tunnel tests, and found that lateral stability decreased with increasing Mach and angle of attack (AOA). Laleral stability became negative
(unstable) above Mach 0.83, and rudder Input Intended to augment lateral trim above a certain Mach could aggravate the situation. In addition, a TEU elevator input would Increase AOA,
and also result in deteriorated lateral stability. High speed wind tunnel data also revealed that roll authority deteriorated above Mach 0.86, and by Mach 0.88, the aileron upper and /ower
surfaces were both in separated flow regions. The follow-on flutter test airplane, which successfully completed the certification requirements. was equipped with vortex generators and
thicker trailing-edge ailerons. It also did not require the external trim device needed on the accident airplane due to improvements in manufacturing.

Brief of Acci---continued)
IAD03MA049
File_No. 1!~99._ __
Occurrence #1:
Phase of Operation:

-- ----~12612Q_03__

Lomal\lta, TX _______ _

LOSS OF CONTROL -IN FLIGHT
DESCENT

Findings
1. AIRCRAFT CONTROL· NOT POSSIBLE
2. INFORMATION INSUFFICIENT· MANUFACTURER
3. (C) INADEQ SUBSTANTIATION PROCESS,INADEQ DOCUMENTATION· MANUFACTURER
Occurrence #2:
Phase of Operation:

IN FLIGHT COLLISION WITH TERRAIN/WATER
DESCENT- UNCONTROLLED

Findings
4. TERRAIN CONDITION • GROUND
Findings Legend: (C)= Cause, (F)= Factor
-------- - - - - The National Transportation Safety Board determines the probable cause(s) of this accident as follows.
The manufacture(s incomplete high-Mach design research, which resulted in the airplane becoming unstable and diverging into a lateral upset.

Printed on 4/512005

Printed on 2/7/05
NTSBID:

National Tran ~d~~ Safety Board

FACT bJORT
A'l 'ziiO~N
Locationmme
Nearest City/Place

Aircraft Registration Number: Nl388F

IAD03MA049

Occurrence Date:

Most Critical Injury: Fatal

4/26/03

Occurrence Type: Accident
State

Zip Code

Investigated By:

Local Time

NTSB

Time Zone
'

Lorna Alta
Airport Proximity:

TX
78840
1005
Off Airport/ Airs ~lance From Landing Facility:
Aircraft Information Summarv
Aircraft Manufacturer
ModeVSeries
Sino-Swearingen
Sightseeing Flight: No
Narrative

"

COT
Direction From Airport
Type of Aircraft

SJ30-2

Airplane

Air Medical Transport Flight:

No

Brief narrative statement of facts, conditions and ciraJms!ances pertinent to the accident/incident

HISTORY OF FLIGHT
On April 26, 2003, at 1005 central daylight time, a Sino-Swearingen Aircraft Corporation (SSAC)
SJ30-2, N138BF, serial number 002, was destroyed when it impacted terrain near Loma Alta, Texas.
The certificated airline transport pilot was fatally injured. Visual meteorological conditions
prevailed for the flight, which departed on an instrument flight rules flight plan from San Antonio
International Airport (SAT), San Antonio, Texas, at 0911. The local test flight was conducted under
14 CFR Part 91.
At the time of the accident. the airplane was undergoing flutter testing for Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) type certification. SSAC Report 30-2222, 'Flight Flutter Certification Test Plan
for SSAC SJ30·2." delineated the flutter testing requirements, which included the Federal Air
Regulation (FAR) Part 23.629 requirement that the airplane be demonstrated to be free from flutter,
control reversal, and divergence up to the 'demonstrated flight diving speed' (Vdf/Mdf). The testing
was to be conducted in two phases, with the first phase planned to clear the airplane to its
'maximum operating limit speed' (Vmo/Mmo) of 320 KCAS/Mach 0.83, and the second phase, to
clear it to its Vdf/Mdf of 372 KCAS/Mach 0.90.
Phase 1 flutter testing had been successfully completed. The first flutter mission of phase 2, flight
test number 230, was flown one day before the accident flight, with the same pilot onboard. The
objective of that flight was to complete flutter test points 1-12 (Mach 0.844) and 1-13 (Mach
0.864). Test point 1-12 was completed, and subsequently, the airplane went into a uncommanded
roll to the left, which the pilot recovered from. Afterwards, during test point 1-13, a discrepancy was
noted between the pilot's displayed airspeeds and those reported by a chase plane pilot, so the pilot
terminated the flight.
After the flight, the pilot realized that he had incorrectly set up the airspeed display in the test
airplane, and was flying faster than his airspeed indicated. In addition, the pilot reported, that
during the flight, he had felt a 'rumble' in conjunction with the left roll. In his notes, he had written,
'.855', and immediately below that, 'Abrupt LH Roll [space) Rumble', and beneath that, 'Rudder
"""1nput?'

.

According to the project's flutter consultant, a Designated Engineering Representative (DER), a
(Continued on next cage)
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Narrative (Continued)
possible explanation for the rumble was Mach buffet. However, to help confirm there wasn't an
in-flight mechanical problem with the airplane, flight test personnel assigned a second SSAC pilot as
a backseat chase plane observer for the next (accident) flight, flight test number 231.
The chase plane was a contracted Northrop T-38 iet, N638TC, with a pilot and the second SSAC test
pilot onboard. The accident flight was also being monitored in a telemetry van in Rock Springs,
Texas, by the flutter consultant and three SSAC personnel.
Prior to the test flight, a mission briefing, led by the accident test pilot, was conducted via
conference call between the San Antonio-based personnel and the telemetry van personnel.
According to a briefing participant, all of the flight test cards were covered, 'including the test
limitations, test set-up, test points, weight and balance, airspace operational considerations, aircraft
limitations, maintenance actions since last flight, instrumentation status, and chase aircraft
procedures.' A number of witnesses also noted that the test points briefed were 1-14 (Mach 0.884),
and 1-15 (Mach 0.894) if conditions permitted.
An 'SSAC Flight Briefing Guide' was also utilized, which included a review of hazard analyses, and
abnormal/emergency procedures. During the briefing, the test pilot stated that he was responsible
for safety of flight.
The flutter consultant also stated that he had, during previous discussions, advised that for the
purpose of flutter testing, if the pilot ran out of aileron/elevator trim, the tests could still be
completed, even if the pilot had to hold aileron/elevator force to steady the airplane. He further
stated, however, that the continuance of the testing would never override the pilot's decision as to
whether the control forces were unacceptable or hazardous.
According to the flutter consultant, after takeoff, the accident airplane climbed to 39,000 feet, and
prepared for a shallow dive along an easterly track for flight test point 1-14. A telemetry lock was
then obtained. However, when the airplane reached indicated Mach 0.875, the test pilot called
'Mark' on the radio. rAn optional test point '14A' (Mach 0.874) was listed on the flutter test card;
After the 'Mark' was received, the
however, on the previous day's flight, it had been crossed out.l
pilot initiated a single pulse input to the elevator. After checking the telemetry strips, the consultant
then gave a 'Go' for a single pulse to the aileron, followed by another 'Go' for a single pulse to the
rudder. Telemetry van personnel noted that all the modes excited were 'well damped.'
Telemetry van personnel also reported that after the pulses were completed, the test pilot stated
that the uncommanded roll to the left (which was experienced on the previous flight), did not occur.
There was also no mention of a rumble. In addition, the chase plane pilots confirmed that there
were no mechanical anomalies evident on the accident airplane.
The flutter consultant further stated that the accident airplane subsequently turned back to the west
and began to climb back to 39,000 feet to prepare for the reasterlyl dive to the 1-14 point.
Discussion between the pilot and telemetry van personnel included the fact that the 1·14 point might
be the last one of the mission due to fuel concerns, particularly for the chase plane.
Following telemetry lock, the airplane began a shallow dive.

At indicated Mach 0.884, the pilot
(Continued on next page)
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Narrative (Continued)
called "Mark." Each control surface was again pulsed by the pilot, and the responses were again "well
damped."
Following the final pulse, the pilot was cleared to the next test point, 1-15 (indicated Mach 0.894), "if
flight conditions permitted the test pilot to do so." However, the pilot did not acknowledge the
clearance, but instead, reported that the airplane was rolling to the right, and he couldn't stop it.
In a written statement, the chase plane pilot confirmed that after the 1-14 test point had been
completed, the test pilot was cleared to accelerate to the 1-15 test point, if able. At that time, the
accident airplane appeared to be in a shallow right bank with the chase plane less than 500 feet
above and 500 feet behind it. According to the chase plane pilot, "very soon thereafter." about
30,000 feet, the accident airplane began rolling to the right. The rolling maneuver appeared to be
stable, and continued unchanged until ground impact. The accident airplane appeared to remain
intact throughout the event, and no parts were seen departing the airframe. After the accident
airplane began to roll, and the test pilot stated that he couldn't stop it, the chase pilot called, "get
out• twice. The accident pilot responded that he couldn't get out, that there were too many "g's."
The second SSAC test pilot, who had been in the back of the chase plane, also reported that the
accident sequence began after the completion of the 1-14 test point. During the sequence, the
chase plane was not close enough to observe the accident airplane's control positions; however, the
second SSAC test pilot observed the accident airplane's nose to be •a little low," and in an
approximately 30-degree right bank after test point 1-14 was completed. A few seconds later, the
accident airplane entered a "barrel-roll type maneuver" to the right, then continued to roll, and
increased its dive angle until ground impact.
When the second SSAC test pilot saw the first roll, his first thought was, "what did he do that for?"
Then he saw that the accident airplane "came around and made another barrel roll. It was not
around a point like an aileron roll; and it was not real fast; it looked lazy." The chase pilot then
mentioned the roll to the accident pilot, who replied that he couldn't stop it. The accident pilot did
not say anything further about how the airplane was performing, or what he was experiencing.
At some point during the sequence of events, the accident pilot transmitted information about the
flight controls and/or aileron trim; however, witness accounts differed on what and when it was
transmitted. According to the chase plane pilot, the accident pilot stated, "I can't let go" after he was
cleared to test point 1-15. The flutter DER stated that the accident pilot advised he "could not
release the wheel" shortly after the 1-14 aileron pulse, and a telemetry engineer, who was calling out
airspeeds to the DER, stated that the accident pilot reported, 'full aileron trim and I can't let go'
when the accident airplane had accelerated to Mach .881, prior to the 1-14 pulses.
PERSONNEL INFORMATION
-- Accident Pilot -The accident pilot held an airline transport pilot certificate, with ratings for the Boeing 707, 727,
and 747, and Airbus 300. He also had combat experience in the Vought F8J Crusader, and served a
---total of 30 years as an active duty and reserve Naval officer.
(Continued on next page)
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According to the pilot's resume, dated July 2, 1996, he had 12·13 years of flight test experience
prior to joining SSAC, including experience at LTV (Ling-Temco-Vought) Aerospace, Douglas Aircraft,
the U.S. Navy, and General Electric. He was not a test pilot school graduate.
Between 1966 and 1969, the pilot flew A-1 Skyraiders, then transitioned to the A·3 Skywarrior. He
subsequently flew EKA·3B conversion flights from a depot level rework facility, and later, F-8
Crusader and F-4 Phantom acceptance flights.
In 1969, the pilot qualified as a Boeing 727 flight engineer for a major airline. Later that year, when
he was furloughed from the airline, he qualified as an agricultural application pilot. He later became
involved in a short take off and landing (STOL) conversion as both a "project pilot• and a flight
demonstration pilot, and he also flew the F-8 Crusader in an operational reserve fighter squadron.
From 1970 to 1972, the pilot was carrier-based, flying combat missions in Vietnam. He applied for
the U.S. Navy Test Pilot School, but was shot down and captured about 1 week before selections
were made. Once repatriated, the pilot pursued a college degree while concurrently serving as a
fighter pilot instructor. The pilot subsequently completed two more tours of operational duty.
In 1973, the pilot again qualified as a flight engineer on a Boeing 727, and flew with a major airline
through 1974. Between 1978 and 1983, the pilot participated in flight testing a turbine-powered
agricultural application airplane, involving liquid and dry material dispersing. Between 1983 and
1985, the pilot served as a System Safety Engineer at Douglas Aircraft Company for the development
of a Navy T-45 training system. As such, he was involved in hazard analysis and system safety for
three prototype airplanes, along with simulators and academics. He also participated in system
safety and hazard analysis for the NASA propfan program.
Between 1985 and 1988, the pilot was a flying flight test engineer on the McDonnell Douglas MD-80
transport airplane.
Records indicate that, in 1989, the pilot was hired as an "experimental test pilot• at General
Electric's Flight Test Operation · Mojave. As one of only two pilots, he was "involved in virtually all
aspects of testing for the various CFM Series, CF-6 Series and GE-90 Series engines." Testing
included "stabilization on a test point, low altitude Vmax speed points, wind-up turns, airstart
envelope determination, V2 climb profiles, over-rotation tests, aircraft stall maneuvering, high AOA
investigation, zero 'g', various operability trials and profiles, plus others throughout the test
envelope." The pilot became rated in the Boeing 707, 747 and Airbus 300 at that time.
The pilot also reported that he was a member of the Society of Experimental Test Pilots, and wrote
the organization's Flight Readiness Review and Preflight documentation.
According to SSAC records, the pilot joined the company in 1997, and was serving as chief test pilot
when the accident occurred. Prior to the accident flight, he had accumulated 294 flight hours in the
accident airplane, and 331 flight hours in airplane serial number 001.
The pilot's logbook was not recovered after the accident, and according to an SSAC representative,
(Continued on next page)
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Narrative (Continued)
the pilot always took his logbook with him on his flights. On July 3, 2002, the pilot's latest Federal
Aviation Administration second class medical certificate was issued, and at that time, he reported
12,000 hours of total flight experience.
The second SSAC pilot reported that the accident pilot did not have experience performing flutter
tests, but as chief pilot, he wanted to do it. The second pilot. who did have experience with flutter
testing, provided training to the accident pilot. "I checked him out· he wanted to do it • we went out
and I demo'd it, and he did it. He understood it: he's an F·8 guy. If I had any qualms about it, he
wouldn't have been able to do it." The second SSAC pilot also stated that the accident pilot knew to
slow the airplane should he run into any difficulty. "We discussed it a lot (power idle). We talked
and talked about throttles idle. In my mind, I know he did that.•
·· Second SSAC Test Pilot ··
According to the second SSAC test pilot's undated resume, he had previously served as a test pilot at
McDonnell Douglas on the MD-80 series and MD·ll certification programs. He also served as chief
pilot, and was responsible for six test pilots and six loadmasters.
The second test pilot reported 7,000 hours of flight time, with 3,000 hours of test pilot experience
over a 15-year period. He was also a graduate of the U.S. Air Force Test Pilot School.
·· DER ··
Per a technical services agreement, the flutter consultant DER was hired to "provide oversight and
guidance in the execution and documentation of flutter analysis" for certification compliance with
FAR 23. In conjunction with the agreement, the consultant was "given authority as director of test
preparation, test conduct, and analysis of results.•
According to the DER's undated resume, he had worked in the field of aircraft flutter and dynamics
for over 30 years. He had also been employed by Boeing for 12 years as a specialist engineer in
flutter and vibration, and was involved with the Boeing 707, 727, 737, 747, and served lead engineer
for the YC-14 flutter group. Previously, he performed flutter work, as a dynamics engineer, for
development of the British Aircraft Corporation (BAC) Concorde. He became an independent DER in
1981, and •supported engineering work on projects ranging from the Cessna 180 to the Boeing 747
aircraft, with engineering analysis, design and testing as required for individual programs."
The DER also had several published papers to his credit, including "Transient Excitation and Data
Processing Techniques Employing the Fast Fourier Transform for Aeroelastic Testing," "Effect of
Stabilizer Dihedral and Static Lift on T·Tail Flutter," and "The Use of Transient Testing Techniques in
the Boeing YC-14 Flutter Clearance Program:
COMPANY INFORMATION
__A.ccording to a company representative, in May 1995, The Sino Swearingen Aircraft Company was
-formed as an international joint venture between Swearingen Aircraft, Incorporated, and Sino
Aerospace Investment Corporation, Taipei, Taiwan. The Company's status later changed to a
(Continued on next page)
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Corporation.
The original proof-of-concept SJ30, serial number 001, was built by Swearingen Aircraft, Inc., in the
early 1990s, and first flew on February 13, 1991. In the mid-1990s, due to market demands and
the products offered by competitors, the airplane was reconfigured. It was lengthened considerably,
the wings were changed from anhedral to dihedral, and a new avionics suite was installed. It first
flew in the new configuration in November 1996. By the time of the accident, the company had
manufactured three more (flying) airplanes in that configuration, along with a static test platform
and a fatigue test platform.
The company's headquarters were located at San Antonio International Airport, and a manufacturing
facility was located in Martinsburg, West Virginia. The Martinsburg facility manufactured the vertical
tail and the horizontal stabilizer. At that time, another company, Gamesa Aeronautica, of Vitoria,
Spain, manufactured the wings and the fuselage. The San Antonio facility mated the wings,
fuselage, and tail, installed the aircraft systems including the avionics, and flight tested the
airplanes. All design and certification activities were accomplished at San Antonio.
SSAC was organized with Engineering, Manufacturing, and Quality Assurance departments reporting
to the Senior Vice President of Operations. Engineering was comprised of Aerodynamics, Design,
and Flight Test units. Manpower between the San Antonio and Martinsburg facilities totaled 382, of
whom 118 reported to the Vice President of Engineering.
Airplane certification was being accomplished under an agreement between SSAC and the FAA,
entitled, 'Project Specific Certification Plan (PSCP) for SJ30·2, Report Number 30-041.' The PSCP
called for the certification of a 'seven-passenger (including crew) airplane of conventional metal
construction powered by two aft fuselage mounted Williams flnternationall FJ44-2A medium bypass
turbofan engines.' The airplane was to be certified in the commuter category for single pilot
operation and all-weather capability, with a maximum operating Mach of 0.83 and a maximum
altitude of 49,000 feet.
Formal engineering procedures governed airplane acceptance and development.
Engineering acceptance of flight test airplanes prior to first flight was governed by SSAC Engineering
Procedure 007 (EP007), 'a formal process ... to determine and document the airworthiness of an
aircraft prior to acceptance by the SSAC Test Operations Department.' The procedure included a
review by the SSAC Flight Safety Review Board, and a Flight Safety Review Checklist, including a
flight test risk assessment.
Engineering changes to flight test airplanes was governed by SSAC Engineering Procedure 006
(EP006), which delineated 'the method of configuration control to be used for the 'experimental'
licensed aircraft which are owned and/or operated by... SSAC.'
ACCIDENT AIRPLANE INFORMATION
The accident airplane, serial number 002, was first flown on November 11, 2000. At the time of the
accident, the airplane was operating under a Special Airworthiness Certificate with Experimental
(Continued on next page)
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Operating Limitations for the Purpose of Research and Development.
The airplane was inspected using an Approved Aircraft Inspection Program (AAIP) titled, "SJ30·2
Data
Inspection Procedures Aircraft S/N 002, Report Number: QA·INSP-500 (QA-500)."
accumulated during the airplane's design and operational testing was analyzed to formulate the
inspection program requirements.
Inspections
Inspection,
inspections
Work Order

included the First Flight of Day Inspection, Next Flight Inspection, After Last Flight
Periodic/Phase Inspections (A, 8, C) and Special Inspections. The Periodic/Phase
were accomplished at 100-hour intervals. Inspections were recorded on the Flight Test
(FTWO).

Aircraft maintenance manuals had not been developed for the airplane.
Maintenance was
accomplished by FAA-certificated technicians using aircraft drawings and specifications in
conjunction with vendor component maintenance manuals. Maintenance work was also recorded on
the FTWO.
The last Periodic/Phase Inspection was a "B" Check, accomplished on January 14, 2003, at 284.2
hours. A First Flight of Day Inspection was accomplished on April 26, 2003, for the accident flight,
at 315.9 hours.
According to an FAA inspector, a review of aircraft maintenance records revealed that SSAC was in
compliance with the requirements of the approved aircraft inspection program.
The airplane was equipped with a trailing cone for static air pressure and a nose boom for dynamic
air pressure. The combined inputs resulted in a "reference system airspeed." The pilot would have
had to operate two cockpit switches to be able to display reference system airspeed. Failure to do
so would have resulted in him reading a lower airspeed, generated from the airplane's internal
airspeed indicating system.
The airplane was also instrumented to communicate 27 critical test parameters at 300 samples per
second to a ground station van via telemetry, in order to support the flutter test plan. In addition,
the airplane also had onboard computers, which recorded over 450 flight parameters.
METEROLOGICAL INFORMATION
Weather, recorded at an airport about 35 nautical miles to the south, included clear skies, winds
from 330 degrees true at 10 knots, and 10 miles visibility.
WRECKAGE AND IMPACT INFORMATION
The wreckage was located at 29 degrees, 52.37 minutes north latitude, 100 degrees, 57.65 minutes
west longitude, about 250 degrees magnetic, 10 nautical miles southwest of Lorna Alta, Texas, and
---350 degrees magnetic, 30 nautical miles north of Del Rio, Texas.
lhe accident site was located in a remote area of sparsely vegetated plateaus and canyons, at an
(Continued on next page)
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elevation of 1,741 feet, near the top of one of the plateaus. The main crater was cut almost straight
down, about 5 feet, into a sandstone formation. There were additional cuts, consistent with wing
positions, oriented along a 085/265·degrees magnetic axis.
The wreckage was fra1m1entEid, with debris spread over an area of approximately 9 acres, dispersed
360 degrees around the impact crater. Evidence of all flight control surfaces was found at the scene.
Slat tracks were identified; however, no slat structures were identified in the debris field. There was
no evidence of an in·flight fire or in·flight failure of structural elements, and all fracture surfaces
examined exhibited evidence of static overload. Control continuity could not be confirmed due to the
severity of the impact damage.
The airplane's onboard computer hard drives were located; however, their condition precluded any
data recovery.
MEDICAL AND PATHOLOGICAL INFORMATION
An autopsy and toxicological testing could not be performed.
TESTS AND RESEARCH
A Vehicle Performance Group was formed to review flight test and other pertinent data, including
radar, telemetry parameters, lateral control and lateral trim documentation, and transonic wind
tunnel tests. Results excerpted from the Vehicle Performance Group Study include:
·· Radar ··
Long and short range radar data indicated that the accident airplane was on an easterly course,
about 35 miles north of Del Rio, Texas at an altitude of 30,500 feet when the accident event began.
The accident airplane was transmitting beacon code 4761 during the flight test and the chase plane,
as second in a flight of two, was not transmitting an independent transponder code.
Subsequent to the accident, the chase plane began transmitting beacon code 4761.
·· Telemetry Data ··
The telemetry data for the last 3 minutes of flight 231 was transcribed from binary to engineering
units by SSAC personnel, and provided to the Safety Board.
The telemetry data included airplane flight conditions (altitude, airspeed, Mach number); magnetic
heading; control surface positions for the elevator, rudder, and ventral rudder; fuel weight; and 19
accelerometer parameters requested to support the flutter certification testing. Onboard parameters
of interest that were recorded, but unrecoverable, included accelerations near the airplane's center
of gravity; angle of attack and sideslip angle; roll and pitch attitude; aileron surface, speedbrake,
slat, flap, and gear positions; engine parameters; control input positions; and column, wheel, and
pedal forces.

(Continued on next page)
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No significant telemetry data dropouts occurred prior to the initiation of the event. However, the
recorded telemetry data subsequent to the lateral upset event contained a large number of dropouts,
which were attributed to the masking of the onboard antenna as the airplane rolled.
Telemetry scale limits were met or exceeded for three parameters. The calibrated airspeed reached,
and remained at its maximum threshold value (400 knots) by 268 seconds, about 27 seconds prior
to the end of data. In addition, the indicated Mach number maximum threshold value (Mach 1.0)
was maintained between 272.9 and 278.3 seconds, and the telemetry minimum pressure altitude
(10,000 feet) was reached, and maintained, beginning about 4 seconds prior to the end of the data .
.. Accident Event Timeline ..
The timeline was based in part on SSAC document, 'S/N 002 Accident Investigation Final Report:
Lateral Instability Theory; dated August 1, 2003.
The telemetry data began at 130 seconds (10:02:10) with the airplane about 38,000 feet, Mach
0.805 passing through a magnetic heading of 36 degrees as it executed a right, shallow, descending
turn toward a magnetic heading of approximately 073 degrees. The airplane accelerated to about
Mach 0.83 by the time it completed the turn, and continued its shallow descent, accelerating to
about Mach 0.85 by 180 seconds. The airplane stabilized about Mach 0.85 for nearly 8 seconds,
while passing through 36,000 feet, then passed Mach 0.86 about 193 seconds. One second later,
accelerometers recorded noticeably higher amplitude oscillations, consistent with high· speed buffet.
(The lift coefficient at 194 seconds was calculated to be 0.25, which correlated to what would have
been expected, based on the SJ30·2 buffet boundary curve.)
The airplane reached Mach 0.87 about 202 seconds, and maintained that airspeed as it passed
through 33,500 feet. The airplane then reached Mach 0.88 at approximately 214 seconds, and as it
stabilized at that airspeed, the rudder position transitioned from about 0 degrees, to about 1.5· to
2·degrees trailing·edge·left (TEL).
An elevator pulse was completed at 218.5 seconds, while the airplane was passing through 33,000
feet on a heading of 074 degrees magnetic.
A rudder pulse was completed at 228.5 seconds, while the airplane was passing through 31,500
feet.
An aileron pulse was completed by about 239 seconds, as the airplane passed through 30,500 feet.
Before the aileron pulse damped out, the rudder position moved, from about 2 degrees TEL to about
3.5 degrees TEL, during a 2-second timeframe. The ventral rudder position moved about 0.75
degrees TEL, the same direction as the rudder, between 237.8 and 243.2 seconds. About 240
seconds, and over a 3.2-second period, airplane heading deviated nose-right from about 074 to
076.5 degrees magnetic. About that time, the chase plane pilots reported that the accident airplane
was in a shallow· to 30-degrees right bank.
At 243.2 seconds, the rudder moved about 1 degree TEL, from 3.5 to 4.5 degrees TEL, and the
(Continued on next
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airplane-nose-right heading rate was briefly arrested at 244.4 seconds.
Until 243.2 seconds, the elevator remained relatively constant at its initial test condition position,
near 1·degree trailing-edge-down (TED). After time 243.2, the ventral rudder position appeared to
represent a scaled, offset reflection of the rudder position time history.
At 244.6 seconds, the elevator moved to about 3.5 degrees TEU in 1.8 seconds. The elevator
maintained positions between 2 and 5 degrees TEU for the next 34 seconds. Also, about 244.6
seconds, as the elevator moved TEU, the airplane heading once again deviated airplane-nose-right.
At 245 seconds, rudder rate increased significantly, as the rudder moved 2 degrees TEL, over a
1-second period, to 6.5 degrees TEL.
The combination of increased TEU elevator and increased and rudder TEL coincided with a marked
increase in airplane nose right heading rate. From about 246.2 seconds to the end of the telemetry
data, magnetic heading established a periodic oscillation between 065 and 095 degrees magnetic
with periods that varied between 6 and 9 seconds per cycle.
At 254 seconds, the accident airplane completed one roll, and through the end of telemetry, at 295.1
seconds, it completed about six more rolls. Elevator TEU deflection and rudder TEL deflection were
maintained, with some variation in magnitude, to nearly the end of the data. Calibrated airspeed
and Mach number increased to well beyond the SJ30·2 Vmo/Mmo and Vdf/Mdf design goals during
the accident descent.
.. Performance Calculations ..
Flight 231 pressure altitude, Mach number, and rudder position telemetry data were used to
calculate the airspeed, ground speed, flight path angle, and sideslip angle. Radiosonde data was
used to calculate the speed of sound. As the accident airplane accelerated toward the test condition
Mach number, it transitioned from level flight to a flight path angle about 7 degrees below the
horizon. The flight path angle was about 10 degrees below the horizon at the completion of the
aileron pulse. At 243.2 seconds, as rudder deflection TEL opposed the airplane nose-right-heading
deviation, the airplane's descent became increasingly steep. The flight path angle continued to
decrease toward a final estimated value of 77 degrees below the horizon.
Sideslip angle was estimated as a function of rudder position based on SJ30·2 steady heading
sideslip data. Results were considered valid only for periods when 1) the airplane was maintaining a
relatively steady heading, and 2) rudder position was constant or slowly transitioning. Sideslip angle
results were plotted between 210 and 247.5 seconds. Sideslip angle was calculated to vary
between, at most, plus/minus 1 degree until the aileron pulse, when it increased to about 2 degrees
between 238 and 243.2 seconds. The sideslip angle increased toward 2.7 degrees with increasing
rudder TEL deflection between 243.2 and 244.4 seconds, at which point, the airplane established a
nearly constant roll rate during the high speed descent.
.. Other Telemetry Data Features ..

(Continued on next page)
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The forward fuselage lateral and vertical acceleration parameters contained distinct features or
"spikes" 10 times during the data collection. The features appeared only in the two forward fuselage
accelerometer channels, which SSAC personnel attributed to interference from pilot radio
transmissions.
The character of the left and right aileron accelerometer data changed between 220 and 230
seconds. The left hand (LH) aileron data indicated a cycle (plus 6 g's at 222.5 seconds; minus 3 g's
at 228 seconds) not present in the right hand CRH) aileron data. The LH aileron cycle occurred at
approximately 0.1 Hz. SSAC personnel concluded that the frequency was too low for a piezo-electric
accelerometer measurement to be valid, and that the LH aileron accelerometer data feature did not
likely reflect an actual flight event.
·· Accident Airplane Lateral Control History ··
The lateral trim system used an adjustable trim spring to apply a constant force to the control wheel.
The spring rate of the installed lateral trim system was equivalent to about 10 pounds of pilot wheel
force, or about 15 percent total roll authority. The constant force design dictated that the amount of
trim required to balance an aerodynamic force asymmetry was speed-dependent.
Utilizing telemetry and witness information, the Airplane Performance Group documented the
airplane's lateral control history, which included:
In 1997, SSAC purchased a drag chute and developed flight test installation plans. At some point
between 1997 and 2002, a decision was made not to implement the high speed drag chute
installation, originally planned for flutter testing, due to pilot concerns about the possibility of an
inadvertent chute deployment.
On May 7, 2002, a Temporary Test Aircraft Limitation CTTAL) was issued that limited pilot use of
aileron trim to the 20· to SO-percent range of a 0· to 100-percent scale, where 50 percent was
neutral. The TTAL was issued because the aileron trim motor bogged down at approximately 13.8
percent and 92 percent of travel.
Prior to flight 114, which occurred on June 1. 2002, a speed restriction of 250 KCAS was put in
place. In addition, it was discovered that the airplane required a significant amount of roll trim
adjustment, and that roll trim requirements were speed-dependent. As a result. the ailerons were
removed, measured, and replaced, to attempt to correct twist deviations from the aileron surface
design.
During flight 114, the airplane required much less roll trim adjustment, the roll trim requirement
was consistently left-wing-down (LWD) and increased with airspeed, and the airplane could be
trimmed in the lateral direction within the 250 KCAS speed restriction.
SSAC personnel
subsequently concluded that the airplane's tendency to roll right-wing-down CRWD) could be
attributed to wing, and remaining aileron twist deviations from their respective surface designs.
After October 2002, the airspeed restriction was increased to 320 KCAS/Mach 0.83 following
completion of Phase 1 flutter testing. The consistent LWD roll trim requirement was a known
(Continued on next page)
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airplane-specific characteristic, which required nearly full LWD lateral trim at 320 KCAS.
For flight tests 199 and 200, December 16-17, 2002, the airplane was instrumented with tufts on
the left and right wing upper surfaces. Two video cameras (one camera per wing) were installed to
record real time tuft positions on each wing upper surface. Tuft testing confirmed the presence of
large regions of shock-induced separation above Mach 0.81.
On April 14, 2003, the airplane's speedbrake travel was limited to 17.5 degrees of a nominal
35-degrees design travel, to reduce undesirable speedbrake deployment pitch characteristics (i.e.,
speedbrake deployment could cause a large, airplane-nose-down pitching moment).
On April 15, 2003, during an SSAC Safety Review Board (SRB) meeting, it was determined that due
to the airplane's lateral trim issue and flutter test plan airspeeds exceeding 320 KCAS, full LWD trim
and pilot hand pressure on the yoke would be required. The use of a Gurney flap on the right wing
tip was approved. (The Gurney flap was an aerodynamic device intended to balance the airplane in
the lateral axis, independent of airspeed, and restore lateral trim margin.)
On April 24, 2003, flight 229 was conducted to quantity Gurney flap effectiveness, flight-test the
flutter instrumentation, and perform a telemetry range check. The Gurney flap improved the lateral
trim margin, and for airspeeds up to 305 KCAS, approximately 40 percent lateral trim was required
on a scale from 0 to 100 percent, where 50 percent was neutral.
Subsequent to the flight, SSAC personnel considered the fact that the airplane would likely require
additional LWD control input to trim laterally as airspeed increased beyond Vmo (320 KCAS). The
flutter test consultant indicated that the flutter data analysis would be valid if roll control pulses
were superimposed on a basic wheel force required to hold wings level.
On April 25, 2003, as part of the pre-flight test review for flight 230, SSAC personnel decided to
continue with the flutter testing if the pilot needed to apply a "small" wheel force to trim laterally as
airspeed increased beyond Vmo (320 KCAS).
During flight 230, flutter test point 1·12 was completed. All available aileron trim was required at
Mach 0.84 for the point, at altitudes between 31,000 and 30,000 feet. Rudder pedal was used to
augment aileron trim (set at approximately 25 percent) as the airplane descended from 33,000 to
31,000 feet.
Data revealed that all of the earlier TIAL lateral trim margin (20 to 80 percent) was required to trim
the airplane between Mach 0.84 and 0.86.
During flight 230, rapproachingl test point 1-13, the airplane experienced an uncommanded LWD
roll. The roll event was corrected by pilot wheel input over a period of about 20 seconds as the
airplane decelerated below Mach 0.85. Rudder pedal was also used to augment the aileron roll
control during the recovery.
Subsequent to the flight, SSAC personnel concluded that the LWD roll resembled a wing drop, likely
caused by the presence of shock-induced separation. The pilot was briefed to expect increased
(Continued on next page)
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vibration, buffeting, and possible wing drops as the airplane passed the 1g buffet boundary at Mach
0.86.
·· Stability and Control Characteristics ··
Prior to the accident, SSAC estimated the SJ30·2 high speed stability and control characteristics by
extrapolating low speed wind tunnel data, using methods in the USAF Stability and Control Data
Compendium (DATCOM), conducting numerical simulation with Computational Fluid Dynamics
(CFD) tools, and extrapolating flight test data.
·• Wind Tunnel Testing ··
Between 1996 and 2002, SSAC personnel conducted eight low speed wind tunnel tests. A baseline
SJ30·2 configuration was developed as a result of three tests completed between February 1996 and
February 1997. Aerodynamic stability and control data for the production SJ30·2 configuration was
collected during tests in October 1997, and May 1998. Secondary flight control surface asymmetry
deployment effects were evaluated in September 2001.
Speedbrake pitching moment
characteristics, stall chute stinger/emergency egress deflector effects, and alternative speedbrake
configurations were analyzed in August and October 2002. The low speed wind tunnel data revealed
that separation, due to either speedbrake deployment or high (post-stall) angles of attack, tended to
reduce wing lateral stability.
Following the flight 231 accident, SSAC personnel developed a test plan and authorized a transonic
test to define the high speed stability and control characteristics of the SJ30·2. Al/9th scale model
was built to SJ30·2 design loft specifications and completed in December 2003. The model design
enabled hinge moment measurements generated by specific hinge-wise deflections of the horizontal
stabilizer, aileron, elevator, rudder, and outboard spoiler/speedbrake flight control surfaces. In
addition, vortex generator, thick trailing edge flap and aileron, Gurney flap, winglet, strake, and wing
blade components were built and tested. During January 2004, transonic testing took place in an 8·
by 9-foot transonic tunnel in Bedford, England.
In May 2004, results of the transonic test were presented to the Airplane Performance Group. The
test data indicated that lateral stability on the SJ30·2 deteriorated with increasing Mach number and
angle of attack. Lateral stability, measured in terms of rolling moment due to sideslip, became
negative (unstable) above Mach 0.83. Because of this, a rudder input intended to augment the
lateral trim (or roll capability) and raise a low wing could instead, beyond a certain Mach number,
actually aggravate the situation. Similarly, an elevator TEU input would tend to increase the angle of
attack, also resulting in deteriorated lateral stability.
The transonic wind tunnel test data also provided evidence that roll authority deteriorated above
Mach 0.86. Flow visualization results revealed that upper wing surface flow separated between
Mach 0.84 and 0.88, and lower wing surface flow separated between Mach 0.86 and 0.88, at
2·degrees angle of attack and 0-degree sideslip angle. A 1-degree angle of attack was representative
of the accident flight condition lift coefficient.
·· Computational Fluid Dynamics ··
(Continued on next page)
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SSAC personnel utilized Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) methods for wing design, and to
supplement SJ30·2 high speed stability and control database. Prior to the accident, vortex lattice
and Euler methods were primarily used. Euler methods tended to predict shock locations farther aft
than actual shock locations during transonic flight conditions.
Wing design calculations for the SA30 (a pre·SJ30·2 prototype) and SJ30·2 were performed using
WIBCO, a NASA/Grumman transonic small disturbance code. A coupled integral boundary laver
computation capability was available in WIBCO, but the code lacked an asymmetric analysis
capability. WIBCO was used primarily by SSAC for cruise analysis, although runs were also made at
Mach 0.88 (the dive Mach number at the time) to validate the onset of separation.
Prior to the accident, a three-dimensional MGAERO Euler code (inviscid mode) was used to design
the pylon for cruise, analvze the flap track fairings, and provide stability predictions. MGAERO
predicted a reduction in lateral stability above Mach 0.815, but positive lateral stability up to Mach
0.90. Two-dimensional CFD aileron studies indicted that aileron power would decrease with
increasing Mach number.
Following the accident, SSAC made inviscid calculations up to Mach 0.9, including sideslip, in an
attempt to understand three-dimensional, transonic, asymmetric characteristics. A more advanced,
fully viscous NSAERO Navier-Stokes CFD code was also utilized to gain additional insight, and other
advanced CFD methods were utilized to enhance the prediction of stability and control derivatives.
·· Accident Airplane Flight Testing ··
Steady heading sideslip flight tests conducted with the accident airplane revealed a positive lateral
stability from 1.2 Vs up to Mach 0.817. Sideslip angles up to 6 degrees were tested at Mach 0.817.
Bank-to-bank roll testing demonstrated adequate aileron authority to Mach 0.819. Flight 230 data
demonstrated the airplane's response to aileron and rudder inputs above Mme.
Flight 199 and flight 200 high speed tuft test data confirmed the presence of large regions of
shock-induced separation above Mach 0.81.
·· Airplane Improvements ··
SSAC personnel made aerodynamic improvements to the SJ30·2 following the accident, as a result
of post-accident design and development efforts. Vortex generators were added to the wings to
delay the onset of shock-induced separation, and thicker trailing edge ailerons were installed to
improve aileron effectiveness at high Mach numbers. In addition, a high-Mach-number roll spoiler
system was prepared, to augment roll control above Mach 0.835.
As a result of additional design work initiated prior to the accident, the single speedbrake panel on
each wing was relocated farther outboard to minimize the large pitch-down effects caused by tail lift
interference, and the speedbrakes became operational at all airspeeds within the design deployment
range.

(Continued on next page)
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The new SJ30-2 flight flutter test airplane, serial number 004, N404SJ, was equipped with a high
speed drag chute before flutter testing resumed. (Airplane serial number 003, N30SJ, was used
primarily as a systems validation platform.)
·· Post-Accident Flight Test Data (Serial Number 004) ·•
High speed flight test results on serial number 004, which incorporated the configuration
modifications outlined above, demonstrated improved SJ30,2 high speed stability and control
characteristics. The airplane flew multiple flutter test points to Vd/Md (372 KCAS/0.90 Mach). The
point of neutral lateral stability was found to be approximately 0.015 Mach higher at the critical
altitude (28,000 ft) than that predicted by the transonic wind tunnel data. The modified SJ30-2
configuration maintained a positive lateral stability at Mmo (0.83 Mach) and demonstrated neutral
lateral stability at approximately 0.85 Mach.
High-speed dive recovery (deceleration from Mach 0.885 to Mach 0.85), accomplished by reducing
thrust to idle, resulted in a return to a laterally stable flight regime within about 9 seconds.
Releasing rudder input from a nominally stabilized sideslip condition caused the airplane to return
to wings level flight at all Mach numbers tested up to 0.90 Mach, even when the rolling coefficient
moment due to sideslip was positive. Finally, the modified configuration repeatedly demonstrated
controlled flight into the 'unstable' regime, with positive roll control at all times and rapid recovery
to Mmo when required.
SSAC successfully completed SJ30·2 flight flutter testing in August 2004, and demonstrated that the
high-Mach-number roll spoiler, which was never installed, was not needed.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
-· Additional Airplane Improvements -According to an SSAC representative, follow-on airplanes, serial numbers 003 (used primarily for
systems validation), and 004 (handling and performance), exhibited well-balanced fight
characteristics that did not require external trim devices. Serial number 002 was the first airplane
to utilize current production tooling, while 003 and 004 represented continuous improvements in
build accuracy due to the 'learning curve and improvements in manufacturing tolerances.'
·· Company Improvements ··
According to the company's senior vice president of operations, in addition to the airplane
improvements previously noted, the company initiated other improvements since the accident,
including:
·· Personnel ··
- Hired additional test pilots and flight test engineers, all having previous business jet certification
experience.
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- Had all pilots and flight test engineers go through "recovery from unusual attitudes• training.
- Retained industry experts in aerodynamics, stability and flutter.
- Contracted outside experts to review all flight test reports for flight safety and duration.
- Enhanced the cross-functionality of flight test department personnel.
-- Equipment -- Purchased a new telemetry van and equipment to provide 360-degree tracking, 1120 parameters,
and a hot microphone from the test aircraft embedded in the data transmission.
- Moved the test area for critical flights to Edwards Air Force Base to utilize special test airspace
and test equipment
-- Processes -- Re-examined company safety board review procedures to ensure that the chairman and members
clearly understood their roles and authority.
- Hired additional safety board review members.
- Initiated a process to gradually step up speed and altitude tests, by comparing actual data to high
speed wing tunnel data.
- Required review and approval by the company aerodynamics group prior to all flight test plans at
Mach 0.83 or above.
-- Wreckage Release -On September 17, 2004, the wreckage was released, and acknowledged by a representative of SSAC.
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Airport Name

Airport ID Airport Elevation Runway Used Runway Length Runway Width
FlMSL

NA

Runway Surface Type: Unknown
Runway Surface Condition: Unknown
Type Instrument Approach: Unknown
VFR Approach/Landing:

Unknown

IAi

: lnfo1
Aircraft Manufacturer
Sinn. c:::,.,.,, ,: '

ModeVSeries

Serial r..Jur1ber

SJ30-2

002

Airworthiness Certificate(s): Experimental (Special)
I

1Gear Type:

Tricvcle

""w~~ ... Aircraft? No

I Number of Seats:

Certified Max Gross Wl

~

~:~~T~::

l3600

LBS Number of~··~"""~-

•Man~

Williams

;;g~~ LBS~

FJ-4.11.-?A

tl

2

- 4ir.-r:llft

Date of Last Inspection

Type of Last Inspection
Continuous Airworthiness

Time Since Last Inspection

1128/03

Hours

60

Airframe Total Time
284

Hours

- Emergency Locator Transmitter (ELT) Information
ELT Installed?

I ELT Operated?

Yes

I ELT Aided in Locating Accident Site?

No

No

Owner/Operator Information
Street

Registered Aircraft Owner

1770 Skv
Sino-Swearingen Aircraft Company

Pl;lr~

Operator of Aircraft

S;lm~ ;l~"'

City

Same As Reg'd Aircraft Owner
·Does Bu
1-Type of U.S.

~

City
San A1
Street Address

1..

Rnul·

State Zip Code
TX
_78216

-··
I

:As:

~A[-

~

State

Zip Code

·Code:

I Held: Nnn~

Air Carrier Operating Certificate(s):

Iup,.,"'"'' Certificate:

Certificate:
'Flight Conducted Under. Part 91· r-.

tl •

•• )0

Type of Flight Operation Conducted: r ugm Test
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First Pilot Information
Name

City
On File

On File
Sex: M

I Seat Occupied: Left

Certificate(s):

Mu'"
Rotorcraft/Giider/LTA: None

R

Age

On Filt On File

I Principal Profession: Civilian Pilot

59

ICertificate Number: On_file

.:.

Land;;:

·ine Land

oww•

Airplane Single-engine

~w

•w ..

AIAIC

, light Time Matrix

1?()()(\

urn•

Pilot In

..

l for

Yes

I Current Biennial Flight Review?

1 Medical Cert Status: Valid Medical--w/ waivers/H;f-P."t" of Last Medical Exam: 7/3/02

Medical Cert: Class 2

IDtal

Date of Birth

Airnl"""

Instructor Rating(s):

Type R · · g

I

Airline Transport

Airplane Rating(s):

uo~uuuowuo

State

-Tblsll••

....::::...

625

-

lluft-Engine

......

. ..._...........

-·

...........

Glldw

Ugh...
Than ...

OWl

.

Last90_~

_39_
17

Last30 Days
Last 24 Hou11

~

Seatbelt Used? Yes

1

r-ugm 1

39
17

39
17

~

~

I Shoulder Harness Used?

Toxicology Performed? No

Yes

ISecond Pilot?

No

uy

I

Type of Flight Plan Filed: II"R
·Point I
San_ Antonio._
I

State

Airport

TX
State

SAT
Airport •w~"""~'

owvuuoovo

Departure Time Time Zone
0911

COT

Local Fli!lnl
Type of Clearance: II"R
Type of Airspace:

r.1,.~~

A

Weather Information

~of Briefing:

Flight Service Station

Method of Briefing: TelcfJ••v• "'

FACTUAL REPORT- AVIATION

Paga3

NTSBID:

FACT~
JPORT
""
""''"'' " " ' ...nl
AY- -

IAD03MA049

Occurrence Date: 4/26/03

N

Occurrence Type: Accident

Weather Information
'NOFID Observation Time Time Zone
DRT

0953

'NOF Elevation

'NOF Distance From Accident S~e Direction From Accident Site

1000 Fl MSL

CDT

FlAGL

Sky/Lowest Cloud Condition: Clear
Fl AGL

Lowest Ceiling: None

NM

35

I Visibility:

Deg. Mag.

180

Condition of Light Day
SM

10

Altimeter:

30.16

Temperature: 16

oc I Dew Point

Wind Speed: 10

Gusts:

Weather Condtions at Accident Site: Visual Conditions

Visibility (RW)

SM

Visibility (RVR):

Fl

oc

5

Wind Direction: 330

Density Altitude:

"Hg
Fl

Intensity of Precip~tion:

Restrictions to Visibility: None
Type of Precipitation:

None

Accident Information
Aircraft Damage: Destroyed

_I Aircraft Explosion None

Aircraft Rre: None

;;;;;;;assification: U.S. Registered/U.S. Soil
-Injury Summary Matrix
First Pilot

Fatal

Serious

Minor

None

TOTAL

1

1

1

11

1

11

Second Pilot
Student Pilot
FOght Instructor
Check Pilot
Flight Engineer
Cabin Attendants
Other Crew
Passengers

·TOTAL ABOARD·
Other Ground
·GRAND TOTAL·

FACTUAL REPORT· AVIATION
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National Tra!l)~.
a
Sarety Board

FACT~
A

§PORT
6N

NTSB ID:

IAD03MA049

Occurrence Date: 4/26/03
Occurrence Type: Accident

Administrative Information
Investigator-In-Charge (IIC)
Paul R Cox
Additional Persons Participating in This Accident/Incident Investigation:

J. Chris Greene
Williams International
Walled Lake, Ml
Eric West
FAA/AAI-100
Washington, DC
Robert E. Homan
Sino Swearingen
San Antonio, TX
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NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION SAFETY BOARD
Office of Aviation Safety
Washington, D.C. 20594
July 8, 2003
Svstems Group Chairman's Fach1al Report
IAD031\IA049

A.

ACCIDENT
Location:
Date:
Time:

Aircraft:
B.

C.

Near Lorna Alta, Texas
April26, 2003
1005 Local Time (CDl)
Sino-Swearingen SJJ0-2, N138BF

GROUP
Chairman:

Tom Jacky
National Transportation Safety Board
Office of Aviation Safety (AS-40)
Washington, DC

Member:

Rick Simmons
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
ASW-170
Fort Worth, TX

Member:

J. Roger Wilson
Sino Swearingen Aircraft Corporation
San Antonio, TX

SUI\11\fARY
On April26, 2003, at 1005 central daylight time, a Sino-Swearingen SJJ02, N138BF, was destroyed when it impacted terrain near Lorna Alta, Texas. The
certificated airline transport pilot was fatally injured. Visual meteorological
conditions prevailed for the flight, which was operating on an instrument flight
rules flight plan. The experimental test flight departed San Antonio International
Airport (SAl), San Antonio, Texas, at 0911, and was being conducted under 14
CFR Part 91.
The systems group met at the accident site from April28, 2003 to April 29,
2003, to document the airplane wreckage. As part of the investigation, the group
met at the Sino Swearingen facility at San Antonio, Texas on April 27, 2003 for
familiarization with an airplane similar to the accident airplane.

I

Relevant airplane systems were documented at the accident scene. Airplane
components were recovered and identified by group members at the wreckage site.
Several pieces of wreckage were removed from the accident site for further
examination. The airplane parts and components removed from the wreckage and
retained by the National Transportation Safety Board were identified as:

I.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

Speedbrake/Spoiler Actuator
Part number: 40179-800-?R-14
Speedbrake/Spoiler Actuator
Part number: 40179-1000-1
Gurney Flap, no part number
Pitch Trim Actuator, part number unreadable
Portion of crushed laptop computer, part number unreadable
Two unidentified components

Pieces from each of the primary and secondary flight control systems were
identified There was no evidence of in-flight breakup or loss of airplane structure
prior to impact with the ground No evidence of system malfunction prior to impact
was found in the recovered wreckage.
D.

DETAILSOFINVESTIGATION
Accident Airolane. N138BF
The airplane wreckage was located on a ranch near Lorna Alta, Texas. The
airplane was completely destroyed by ground impact and post-crash fire. The
recovered wreckage displayed signs consistent with extremely high speed impact
with the ground
The impact area was searched for pieces of the airplane. The recovered
airplane pieces were examined for identification and documentation. The pieces
identified as part of a relevant airplane system were documented and considered for
further investigation.
The accident airplane was documented according to the following
categories:

I.

Airframe

The airplane was destroyed by impact with the ground. Multiple pieces of
unidentifiable airplane skin and internal structure were found in the wreckage. A
piece of a clip used to tie stringers to fuselage frames in the center fuselage section,
part number 30-22208-1, was identified in the wreckage.
A piece of the inboard edge of the wing to fuselage attachment was
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identified in the wreckage.
2.

Air Conditioning
No portion of the air conditioning system was identified in the wreckage.

3.

Auto Flight

An autopilot servo, part number 3044114, was identified in the wreckage.
No assessment of indication could be determined. No other portion of the auto
flight system was identified in the wreckage.
4.

Communications

The faceplate from a communication unit, a Honeywell RCZ-83 Comm
Unit, serial number 00014825, part number 7510700-768, was recovered and
identified in wreckage. The faceplate was crumpled and separated from the unit.
The remainder of the unit was not identified in the wreckage.
No other portion of the communication system was identified in the
wreckage.

5.

Electrical Power

Two pieces of electrical shunts were identified in the wreckage. Several
small segments of electrical cable were identified. No other portions of the electrical
power system were found.
6.

Equipment & Furnishings

A portion of cabin entry door gearing. used as part of the emergency egress
system, was found in the wreckage. No assessment of door position was possible.
The emergency escape hatch external door handle was also found.
assessment of door position was possible.

No

Portions of the test pilot's parachute were identified in the wreckage.
Several pieces of cabin flooring were located in the wreckage.
7.

Fire Protection
No portion of the fire protection system was identified in the wreckage.

8.

Flight Controls
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All primary flight controls are manually operated by a set of dual controls
and actuated through push-pull rods and cables. The pilot and copilot control
wheels, columns and rudder pedals are mechanically linked to operate in unison.
The primary flight control cables are 1/8-inch plated stainless steel and
pulleys or bell cranks are used to change cable direction if more than 3" is required.
Turnbuckles are used for cable rigging and adjustment, and the pulleys have guards
to prevent cable misplacement The last bellcrank or sector in each control system
has mechanical stops attached to limit control surface travel.
Each of the primary flight control surfaces (e.g. ailerons, elevators, and
rudder) is mass balanced.
Due to impact and fire damage to the airplane, the continuity of the primary
flight control cables could not be accomplished.
Multiple pieces of unidentified flight control system push/pull rods were
located in the wreckage. No attempt was made to determine the specific
identification of the pieces.
Three pieces of flight control surface balance weights, part number 30-44??
ECP31, were identified in the wreckage.

8.1 • Pitch Control and Pitch Trim Systems
The elevator control system and a horizontal stabilizer provide pitch control
of the airplane. The pilot and copilot control columns are mechanically linked
through a torque shaft beneath the flight deck floor. Movements of the control
columns translate into longitudinal movement of push-pull tubes beneath the cabin
floor. A bellcrank located forward of the wing translates the motion into a control
sector, which translates the motion into control cables. The control cables route
through the fuselage to a series of bellcranks and push-pull tubes that provide the
appropriate motion to the elevator control surface.
The elevators are located at the trailing edge of the horizontal stabilizer and
extend the entire length of the horizontal surface from the vertical stabilizer. The
elevator has an aerodynamic surface area of about 4 square feet and can travel
between 24.1" trailing edge up (TEU) to 19" trailing edge down (TED).
Movement of the horizontal stabilizer provides pitch trim from 1.7" leading
edge up to 14.3"leading edge down. Pitch trim switches are located on the pilot and
copilot control wheels and on the aft pedestal. The trim switches drive primary and
secondary electric motors, which in tum drives a dual screw jack electrical actuator.
The captain's and firSt officer's control columns were not identified in the
airplane wreckage. No flight deck pitch trim control was identified in the wreckage.
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Due to the damage of the airplane, no assessment of the elevator control cable
continuity was possible.
The left and right elevators were identified in the wreckage. The wreckage
included a partial part number 30-44114, which indicated the piece as a portion of
the elevator flight control surface assembly. Both elevators were fractured and
crushed by impact forces. No assessment of position of the elevators was possible.
The pitch trim actuator was identified in the wreckage. No part number was
identifiable on the actuator. The attachment rod fittings were fractured and sheared.
The actuator was almost fully extended, which indicates a nearly full nose up
horizontal stabilizer position. Photographs of the pitch trim actuator are included in
Attachment I as figures 1-1 and 1-2.
The horizontal torque tube assembly was identified in the wreckage.
Segments of the left and right pitch trim arm attachments were attached to the torque
tube. No part number could be determined. No assessment of horizontal stabilizer
position was possible.
8.2 -Lateral Control and Lateral Trim Systems
Roll control is provided by an aileron control surface located on the outboard
portion of the trniling edge of each wing. The pilot and copilot's control wheels are
mechanically linked to the ailerons and to each other. The control wheel output is
translated into longitudinal movement by a series of cables and a torque shaft to an
aft cable sector located behind the center wing section. The sector converts the cable
input into a series of push-pull tubes and bellcranks that provide motion to the
aileron.
Each aileron has approximately 4 square feet of aerodynamic area and can
travel between 16.5" TEU and I 03" TED.
The flight crew selects aileron trim via a switch on each pilot's control
wheel. The trim input drives a motor that sets aileron trim through a force bias
spring system. The spring tension balances the aileron and relieves the necessity for
control wheel pressure.
An "L-shape" gurney flap of approximately 10" long with !I," legs was
identified and recovered from the wreckage. The airplane manufacturer indicated
that a gurney flap was installed on the accident airplane's right wing to assist and
balance aileron trim forces. The gurney flap was installed on the airplane the day
prior to the accident. The gurney flap was attached to the underside of the right
wing, near the trniling edge, outboard of the aileron. The flap was attached using
rivets and aerodynamic tape.
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The gurney flap was found at the wreckage site fully separated from the
wing. It was bent about the longitudinal center of the flap. Aeronautical speed
tape was found on the flap, but no rivets were noted. Photographs of the gurney
flap, as found, are included in Attachment 1 as figures 1-3 and 1-4.
The captain's and frrst officer's control wheels were not located in the
aitplane wreckage. No flight deck aileron trim input was identified in the wreckage.
Due to the damage to the aitplane, no assessment of the continuity of the aileron
control cables from the flight deck inputs to the ailerons was possible.
Fractured and crushed pieces of the left and right ailerons were identified in
the wreckage.
Several pieces of aileron torque tubes and/or push'pull tubes were identified
in the wreckage. The pieces are noted as follows:

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Aileron push'pull rod with attachments, part number 30-70021-12(?).
Aileron push'pull rod with attachment, part number 30-70021-72(?)
Aileron push'pull rod with sheared ends, part number 30-70021
Aileron push'pull rod with sheared ends, part number 30-70021-127
Aileron push'pull rod, crushed, part number 30-70021-18

A photograph of several selected aileron push'pull rods is included in
Attachment I as figure 1-5.
Included in the recovered aileron push'pull rods were two "dog-bone"
linkages. The airplane has two dog-bone linkages, one in each wing. The linkage is
bent in the center of the linkage for clearance inside the wing. One recovered dogbone linkage's part number was discemable, 30-71017-5, and was bent in the middle
of the linkage. The other rod did not have a discemable part number, but had one
attachment with castellated nut and cotter pin. A photograph of the recovered dog
bone linkages is included in Attachment 1 as figure 1-6.
A piece of the aileron trim spring assembly was found in the wreckage. No
assessment of actuation was possible.
8.3 -Rudder Control and Rudder Trim Systems
Airplane yaw control is provided by the airplane's vertical stabilizer and
rudder control surface system. A separate ventral rudder system is incorporated into
the airplane's directional control system, but is not connected in any way to the
rudder on the vertical stabilizer.
The pilot and copilot's rudder pedals are mechanically linked to operate in
unison. The pedals are attached to a torque shaft that translates motion to a system
of push-pull tubes under the cabin floor. A bellcrank located forward of the wing
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translates the motion of the push-pull tubes to a control sector and control cables.
The control cables connect to a control sector in the aft fuselage. The control sector
is mounted to a torque tube at the rudder. The rudder has an aerodynamic area of
about 7.4 square feet and can trave127.5" trailing edge left and right.
Rudder trim is input via a rotary switch mounted aft of the engine throttles
on the center pedestal. The switch activates an electric motor that moves dual screw
jacks and a rudder trim tab located on the lower aft portion of the rudder's trailing
edge.
The airplane's ventral fin incorporates a ventral rudder. The ventral rudder
has an aerodynamic surface area of 1.7 square feet and can travel 30" trailing edge
left and right The ventral rudder is controlled by the autopilot and does not provide
feedback into the flight control system. The ventral rudder is used to augment yaw
control in cases of sensed uncommanded yaw. The airplane manufacturer indicated
that, for the accident flight, the ventral rudder system was deactivated.

A portion of a rudder pedal was identified in the wreckage. No other portion
of the flight deck rudder input system was identified in the wreckage. No
components of the flight deck rudder trim input system were located in the
wreckage.
Pieces of the rudder control surface were located in the wreckage. The
rudder surface pieces were crushed and fractured. The rudder trim attachment was
also located in the wreckage. No assessment of rudder control surface or rudder trim
position was possible.
The ventral rudder torque tube and attach fitting were located in the
wreckage. The composite ventral fm control surface was broken ofT the fitting. The
torque tube was fractured at the top of the fin.

8.4 -Trailing Edge Flaps
The airplane's trailing edge flaps are electro-mechanically driven via an
electric motor and torque shafts. The flaps are actuated by a flap control lever on the
center control pedestal, aft of the engine throttles, in the flight deck. The flight deck
controls have preset positions relating to flap positions of 0", I 0", 20", and 31". The
airplane has one trailing edge flap on each wing. The flaps are mechanically linked
via geruboxes and a universal crossover box and tube.
No flight deck trailing edge flap control components were recovered. No
assessment of the position of the flap selector was possible.
Several pieces of each trailing edge flap surface were identified in the
wreckage. Two fractured flap roller carriages were identified in the wreckage.
One was an assembly identified as part number 30-32131-5. A portion of a flap
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drive fitting, part number 30-32220-4, and a flap drive attachment, part number
30-32221-8, were identified in the wreckage. A portion of a flap drive torque
tube was identified in the wreckage. No part number was indicated.
Several pieces of flap tracks were identified in the wreckage. One
recovered piece with flap roller track did not indicate any trailing edge flap
extension. Another piece was located with the track fairing fractured. Several
pieces of the composite flap track fairings were found in the wreckage; one piece
was marked as "right center" flap track fairing.
8.5- Leading Edge Slats
The airplane's leading edge slat is a single piece unit located along the
leading edge of each wing. Each slat rides on four tracks and rollers attached to the
leading edge of the wing. The slats have two positions - fully retracted (zero
activation) and fully extended to 25", and are activated via the flap control lever.
Any selection of trailing edge flaps beyond the zero/retracted position actuates the
slats. The slats are actuated via 2 hydraulic actuators per wing and the system
includes a solenoid valve interconnect to coordinate slat activation.
No flight deck input components of the leading edge slats (the flap lever)
were identified in the wreckage.
Several pieces of the leading edge slats were identified in the wreckage.

Three slat tracks were located in the wreckage. Another slat track was identified
with slat structure attached to the track. Another leading edge portion of a slat was
located, with the top butterfly roller and lower roller attached. A piece of the
hydraulic flow regulator for slat extension was also located in the wreckage. No
indication of part numbers was noted and no assessment of slat position indication
was possible.
8.6- Speedbrakes
The airplane has one speed brake on each wing, forward of the trailing flap.
The speed brakes are hydraulically activated and can rotate upwards to a maximum
of 35" TEU. The manufacturer indicated that for the flight test the speed brake
actuators were outfitted with an internal sleeve stop that limited speed brake travel to
about 20". A switch lever located on the control pedestal in the flight deck controls
the speed brakes. The switch is configured to provide extend and retract positions
and the pilot can select the amount of speed brake extension or retraction by the
length of time of switch activation.
Several pieces of speedbrake surface panels were identified in the
wreckage. A speedbrake hinge was also identified in the wreckage. No part
numbers were identified on the speedbrake pieces.
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Two speedbrake actuators were identified in the wreckage. The indicated
part numbers were 40179-800-?R-14 and 40179-1000-1. For each actuator, both
actuator rods were noted as retracted.
9.

Fuel

Pieces of three fuel jet pumps were identified in the wreckage. The portions
of the pumps did not include part numbers. Several under wing fuel access panels,
part number 30-38322-17, were identified in the wreckage. Pieces of unidentifiable
wing fuel tanks were found in the wreckage.
10.

Hydraulic Power

A hydraulic accumulator/reservoir was identified in the wreckage.
determination of part number could be made.

No

Two unidentified hydraulic valves were identified in the wreckage.
determination of part number could be determined.

No

11.

Ice & Rain Protection

No portion of the ice and rain protection system was identified in the
wreckage.
12.

Indicating/Recording Svstems

No identifiable portions of the instrument panels were recovered from the
wreckage.
One loose, unidentified gauge was found in the wreckage. The gauge was
broken and crushed; no assessment of indication was possible.
Three portions of avionics equipment were identified in the wreckage. Two
pieces were black avionics boxes with faceplates missing. Both boxes were crushed
beyond recognition. The third piece was an unidentified avionics box rear plate,
painted black with "Video Product" painted on the plate.
A housing or shelf for avionics equipment was identified in the wreckage.
The piece was identified as part number MT604SS-0011A.
The airplane was equipped with on-board flight test instrumentation used for
measuring, recording and telemetering aircraft performance data for the flight test
program. The equipment was mounted on two racks located in the aft main cabin, at
approximately fuselage station (FS) 292 and 320. The test equipment included two
data acquisition computers, one flight test equipment computer, a Hi-8 mm
videocassette recorder, and associated power supplies and integrated wiring. The
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airplane was equipped with a Honeywell data acquisition unit, installed in the aft
equipment center
Portions of the two data acquisition computers were identified and recovered
from the wreckage. The computers were retained for further examination. The
videocassette recorder was not identified in the wreckage. Pieces of the test
instrumentation stand and racks were identified in the wreckage. Pieces of ballast
weight steel plates were identified in the wreckage. The data acquisition unit was
not located in the airplane wreckage.
Pieces of the flight test trailing cone assembly and attachment tubing were
located in the wreckage.
The airplane was not equipped with a flight data recorder (FOR) or cockpit
voice recorder (CVR).
13.

Landing Gear

Pieces of composite gear doors were identified in the wreckage. The pieces
were crushed and broken, and several were damaged by fire.
Pieces of the nose gear structure were located in the wreckage. No part
numbers were identified. The nose gear steering actuator was identified in the
wreckage. No part number or actuator position assessment could be determined.
Pieces of the main landing gear structure were found in the wreckage. The
gear was broken; no part number was identified. An assessment of gear position
was not possible.

A piece of the alternate gear extension valve was identified in the wreckage.
14.

Lights
No portion of the aiiplane lighting system was identified in the wreckage.

15.

Navigation

A piece of the automatic direction finder (AD F) antenna was identified in the
wreckage. No other portion of the navigation system was identified in the wreckage.
16.

Oxygen

A small segment of a flight crew oxygen hose was located in the wreckage.
The oxygen indicator system overpressure relief disk was identified in the wreckage.

17.

Pneumatic
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No portion of the pneumatic system was identified in the wreckage.

18.

Vacmnn
No portion of the vacuum system was identified in the wreckage.

19.

Water/Waste
The airplane was not equipped with a water or waste system.

20.

Central Maintenance Svstem
The airplane was not equipped with a central maintenance system.

21.

Airborne Auxiliary Power
The airplane was not equipped with an auxiliary power system.

N138BF Sister Aimlane. N30SJ
The group met at the Sino Swearingen facility in San Antonio, Texas on
April27, 2003 to examine an additional Sino Swearingen SJ30-2, serial number 003,
N30SJ. The group examined the airplane for familiarity of the flight control
systems, flight deck instrumentation, and general airplane layout

Thomas R. Jacky
Aerospace Engineer
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NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION SAFETY BOARD

Office of Aviation Safety
Washington, D.C. 20594
September 8, 2003
STBJ!CII!BES GROUp CJI:\IRJ\IANS FACTUAl. REPORT

IAD03l\fAIJ.49
A. :\CCIDENT

Location:
Date:
Time:
Aircraft:

Approximately 35 miles north of Del Rio, Texas
April26, 2003
Approximately 1000 local time (CDT)
Sinn-Swearingen SJ30.2, NJ38BF

B. SIBJ!CIJ!BES GBOJ!P

Chairman:

Brian Murphy
National Transportation Safety Board
Office of Aviation Safety (AS-40)
Washington, DC

Member:

Robert Romero
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
Fort Worth, TX

Member:

John Vieger
Sino Swearingen Aircraft Company
San Antonio, TX

Member:

Jim Henderson
Sino Swearingen Aircraft Company
San Antonio, TX

Stnctwrn Groap Famal Rrpon
Slno-Swurtngu SJ30-1

IADOJ~IAII49

C. SI!J\f!\BBY

On April 26, 2003, at 1004 central daylight time, a Sino Swearingen SJJ0-2, N138BF,
crashed during an experimental test flight. The airplane wreckage was located in a remote
area 35 miles north of Del Rio, Texas. The airplane diverted from controlled flight while at
approximately 32,000 feet altitude and was subsequently destroyed by impact and postcrnsh fire. The sole occupant of the airplane, the pilot, was killed.
The structures group met at the accident site from April 28, 2003 to April 29, 2003, to
document the airplane wreckage. As part of the investigation, the group met at the Sino
Swearingen facility at San Antonio, Texas on April 27, 2003 to inspect the accident
airplane's sister ship.
The group documented the wreckage distribution while at the scene. The group recovered
and identified relevant airplane struetural components for possible further investigation.
The components were identified, tagged, photographed and left at the accident site for later
recovery. The group also examined and documented the airplane's relevant structural items.
The group was able to identifY portions of the fuselage, wings, empennage and all control
surfaces in the debris field. There was no evidence of in-flight breakup, loss of airplane
structure or in-flight fire prior to impact.

D. DETAil S OF THE JNVESTJGATION

1.0 Aircraft Description
N-number:
Aircraft Serial Number:
Aircraft Manufacturer:
Model:
Engine Manufacturer:
Model:
Aircraft Year:
Airworthiness Certificate:
Approved Operations:
Aircraft Type:
Engine Type:
Aircraft Category:
Number of Engines:
Number Seats:
Max. Gross Weight:
Total Time:

N138BF
002
Sino-Swearingen
SJ30-2
Williams International
FJ44-2A
2000
Special
N/A
Fixed Wing Multi-Engine
Turbofans
Experimental R&D

2
7 (3 @time of accident for flight test configuration)
13,500 lbs
313.6 hrs
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2.0 Airworthiness
The airplane was completely destroyed by impact with the ground and post-crash fire. A
large portion of the aircraft remained unidentifiable. It was not possible to identify the four
1
comers of the aircraft. The entire aircraft fractured into small to medium size pieces of
debris upon impact. Portions of the fuselage, wing skins, engines, landing gear and,
empennage structure were identified along with all of the control surface structure. However
a determination of the pre-crash integrity and functionality could not be established due to
the extent of the damage. In addition, no evidence of an in-flight frre or in-flight failure of
the structural elements was noted and all of the fracture surfaces that were examined
exhibited evidence of static overload.
3.0 Accident Site
The geographic coordinates of the accident were N 29 52.368 latitude and W 100.57.651
longitude at an elevation of 1741 feet on a plateau with ravines on three sides. The accident
site was essentially barren with low level scrub brush and no trees. The impact resulted in a
crater that measured 31 feet in length along a 265-085 degree heading. The crater measured
5 feet in width at east and west ends and 13 feet at the center and measured 2 feet in depth
along the entire 31 feet of length. Additionally, there was no ground scaring present in the
area of the crater from any direction. In addition, the earth's composition at the location of
the impact crater was primarily solid rock. (see Attachment A Figure 8)
4.0 Wreckage Debris (see Attachment A pages 3 thru 12)
Wreckage was dispersed over an approximate thirteen-acre area around 360 degrees of the
main impact site. An aerial search of the accident site did not reveal any aircraft parts
outside of this area.
The debris area was divided into four quadrants about the crater midpoint using north-south
and east-west lines, after which the relevant structural items were surveyed, and
photographed. The wreckage was left at the accident site and will be recovered at a later
date.
5.0 Fire Damage
A post crash examination revealed the presence of a post crash frre in the area of the impact
crater and along a norther!~ path from the impact crater. Pieces of structure in these areas
were burned and/or charred. Soot was consistently found on the external surfaces of
structure located in this area and no evidence or any patterns like those typically associated
with a moving frre were identified. No bright scratch marks, scuffs and/or smears were
noted in any soot patterns examined. No melted or splattered aluminum was observed on
the structure in this area. Several normally adjacent sections of structure were found both
1

Small approximately 6 in. by 6 in. up to 12 in. by 12 in., medium 12 in. by 12 in. up to 24 in. by 24 in. and large
approximately 24 in. by 24 in. up to 48 in. by 48 in.
2
Direction oflhe prevailing winds on lhe day of the accident as reported by lhe deputy who arrived first to lhe site.
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with and without fli'C damage.
6.0 Structure
6.1 Fuselage
The fuselage structure was largely identifiable. Portions of the fuselage skins, frames
and stringers were found throughout the debris field. The largest piece of fuselage
structure recovered was a portion of the skin above the wing and measured
approximately 2 feet by 2 feet (see Attachment A Figure 9) Small pieces of the flight
test equipment racks (orange in color) were identified throughout the debris field.
Several large steel floorboards were identified at the main impact site along with several
of the seven aft mounted ballast weights. A reconstruction of the fuselage was not
possible due to the severity of the impact damage. (Reference wreckage diagram)

6.2Dams
The main cabin door handle and a gear from the internal door mechanism were
recovered at the accident site. (see Attachment A Figure 10) Additionally a portion of
the emergency exit (overwing) door was identified along with main gear door hinges
with attached door structure. The remainder of the main cabin door, emergency exit,
baggage, nose and main landing gear doors were unidentifiable amongst the wreckage
in the debris field.
6.3Wings

Both left and right wings fractured into numerous pieces. The largest portions of the
wing recovered were portions of the upper and lower wing skins. Both left and right
skin panels were identified at the site. The largest of these measured approximately 2
feet by 2 feet Portions of the movable leading (slat tracks) and trailing edge (flap tracks)
structure were recovered at the accident the site. The only portions of the front and rear
spars that were identified were those attached to the leading and trailing edge devices or
the systems push/pull linkages for controlling the ailerons. No internal ribs were
identified. A reconstruction of the wings was not possible due to the extent of the
damage.
6.4 Empennage
Both the horizontal and vertical stabilizers fractured into numerous pieces on impact
The largest piece identified was the horizontal stabilizer torque tube and control arm
structure. (see Attachment A Figure II) Numerous small pieces of horizontal and
vertical stabilizer main box structure (skins, ribs & spars) were identified in the
northeast quadrant of the debris field. A reconstruction of the empennage was not
possible due to the severity of the impact damage.
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6.5 Control Surfuces
All of the movable control surfaces were located in the immediate debris field and
identified at the accident site. The elevator and rudder structure were recovered in the
northeast quadrant Both the left and right flap (flap & flap tracks) and speed brake
structure were located in the immediate vicinity of the main impact site along with the
ventral rudder leading edge and torque tube. Both the right and left hand ailerons were
located on the north side of the main impact site along with the right wing gurney flap.
Slat tracks were identified at the main impact site however no slat structure was
identified in the debris field. (see Attachment A Figures 12 thru 20)
6.6 I anding Gear
Portions of the main and nose landing gear were identified at the accident site. The gear
structure was located in the immediate area and to the south of the main impact site.
Tires, wheels and brake components were spread over the southern area of the debris
field along with a large portion of the main gear. A small piece of the nose gear cylinder
was recovered under a boulder in the impact crater.
6.7 Flight Control Continuity
Flight control continuity could not be confirmed due to the severity of the impact
damage.

Brian K. Murphy
Aerospace Engineer
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Control Surface Structure
Latitude

29.8728
~9.87295

~9.872n
~9.8728
~9.87342
~9.87312
~.8739
~9.872n
~9.87382
~.8739
~9.87272
~9.87285

~9.87295
~9.87258
~9.87227
~9.87283

29.8734
~9.87283
~9.87348
129.87327
129.87298
~9.87307

129.87307
129.87335
129.87412
~9.87248

129.87255

Longitude Identifier Structure Description

100.96092
100.96045
100.96142
100.9611
100.96078
100.96097
100.96072
100.96122
100.96on
100.96037
100.96183
100.9604
100.96118
100.96162
100.95982
100.96158
100.96082
100.96083
100.96042
100.96047
100.96125
100.9611
100.96165
100.96035
100.96062
100.96042
f-100.96027

X

Crater

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

~Heron
~Heron Bent Pushrod

I Speed Brake

Elevator 6'3"- Elevator Balance Weight
Elevator
Elevator
Elevator I Rudder Trim Tab
Elevator Control Hom
LH Elevator
RH Elevator
Flap
Flap
Flap
Flap - 2 Pieces
Flap I RH PN: 30-3221 -4
Flap Fairinq
Horizontal Stab Torque Tube I Aileron
LH Aileron and Flap
LH Aileron- outboard
RH Aileron
Speed Brake Hinqe
Speed Brake Surface
Speed Brake Surface
Speed Brake and Emergency Cabin Door
Rudder Trim Attachment
Fliqht Control Section (Rudder)
~entral Rudder attach fitting

Table l
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Systems Components
Latitude

Lonaitude

?9.8728
?9.873
?9.87385
29.87415
29.8741
29.87277
129.87285
129.87317
129.87415
129.8729
129.87398
1?9.87418
1?9.87198
129.87378
129.87327
29.873
129.874
1?9.87283
129.87283
129.87338

100.96092
100.9604
100.96062
100.96068
100.96047
100.96067
100.96107
100.96123
100.9606
100.9612
100.96022
100.9603
100.9609
100.9591
100.9607
100.96135
100.96037
100.96125
100.96125
100.9614

Identifier Structure Descriotion

X

Crater

42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57

~Aileron Control Rods
rAvionics Trav
CircuH Boards
ComoUter Case w/compenents
Control Pieces
Control Rod- 30-70021-{127)
Control WheeiCAileron Cables), Control Pullev Lateral
CPU Assemblv
Flioht Control Bracket 130-70005-71
Hard Drive & Comouter Case
Low Soeed Comouter
Lower Wino. Aileron Trim
Motor Flap Drive
Pitch Trim Actuator
PN 30-70021-7 I Control Rod
Sional Conditioner/ Vertical Stab
Soeed Brake Actuator
Sooiler Actuator
IT-rim Actuator I PN: 30-840549

58
59
60

Table2
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Engine Structure
latitude
129.8728
129.8738
29.87288

LonQitude

100.96092
100.95938
100.96105
~9.87287
100.961
~9.87417
100.9596
129.87355
100.9601167
1?9.87286667 100.9605167
129.87435
100.9607667
129.87298
100.96007
129.87352
100.9593
129.87398
100.95943
~9.87285
100.96137
~9.87288
100.96117
129.B73n
100.95932

Identifier Structure Description

X
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73

Crater
l2nd LP Turbine
enaine mount
!Combustor
Diffuser & First LPT
Enaine Part 1
Enaine Part 2
Enaine Part 3
Enoine loniter
Enoine Oil Cooler
Fan Case N1
HP Turbine Module I Wino skin clank
HP Turbine Nozzle Sub Assv.
Rear Housing & 1st/2nd LP Nozzles

!Aft

Table 3
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Other Identified Structure
Latitude

~.8728
1:29.8738
1:29.87265
129.87278
129.87243
1:29.87417
129.87355
129.87263
129.87312
129.87345
129.87382
1:29.8732
1:29.87202
129.8733
129.87332
129.87397
1:29.8728
1:29.87252
129.87267
129.87385
129.87332
29.87365
29.87255
29.87202
129.87437

Longitude Identifier Structure Description
100.96092
100.96085
100.96087
f-100.96078
100.96187
100.95962
100.96012
100.96135
100.96035
100.96155
100.96053
f-100.96042
f-_100.96127
100.96128
100.96128
100.96042
f-100.96098
f-100.96022
100.95997
100.9594
100.95993
f-100.96088
100.96027
100.96043
100.9597

X
74
75
76

77
78
79
80
81
82
83

84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97

Crater
~OF Antenna Top Fuselage
Ballast Plate (Co Pilot)
Brake Disks
Center Wing Butt Une 0 Lower Splice
Egress Air Deflector
Elevator Transfer Mech
FIXed Trailing Edge
Fuselaoe 2' x 2'
FuselaCJe Skin
FuselaCJe Below Escape Panel
Large Fuselage Skin
Main Landing Gear Upper Trunion
N Number from Nacelle
Nacelle N-Number
NationaiiNST SCXI Signal Cond.
Piece of nose landing gear
RH Lower Fuse Center Flap Track, AJC Compressor
Section of Keel
Skin Splice
Structure w Rotating Transfer Mech
!Tail Cone Camera Access Panel
~entral Rudder attach fitting.
Wino Skin !Rioht Wino I
Win<! Plank-INBD
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Left Hand Elevator

Figure 12
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Right Hand Elevator

Figure 13
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Figure 14
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Powerplants Field Notes:
ACCIDENT:
Aircraft:
Location:
Date:

Sino Swearingen SJJ0-2, Nl38BF
Del Rio, Texas
April 26, 2003

GROUP:

Ragogna~

Group Chairman:

Jason A.
NTSB

Member:

Rick Gerry
Federal Aviation Administration

Member:

Chris Green
Williams Eng1nes
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ON-SCENE EXAMINATION:
Engine (serial# XXX)- Nearest to accident site.
Intake and Fan

One fan blade was found.

High Pressure Compressor
Not identified.
Diffuser Section
The diffuser displayed shadow marks, consistent with

the pattern on the combustor cover. A portion of the
vein section was recovered and showed impact related
damage.

Combustion section
The combustor assembly
was compressed and
displayed impact damage. The HP turbine nozzle
subassembly was identified; it was twisted and
deformed. The fuel slinger and manifold were not
identified. Remnants of the HP veins were identified.
The balance piston exhibited rotational score marks.

Turbine Section
The HP turbine disk was identified. All of the blades
were missing, except for 7 blades that were separated
at the root. Approximately ~ of the curvic coupling
gear teeth exhibited impact damage. Rotational
scoring was evident on both sides of the HP disk.
The LP shaft fracture surface displayed a 45-degree
sheer lip.
The #1 & #2 LP turbine disk/blade assemblies displayed
impact damage. The #1 LP turbine blades were bent,
fractured at various lengths, and some were missing.
The #1 LP nozzle veins were missing. A portion of the
housing (support structure) behind the #1 LP turbine
housing blade displayed a section of rotational
scoring. The rear housing (from exhaust section) was
crushed over the #2 LP turbine and was not accessible,
therefore no observations were made.
The LP trip leaver was not identified.

EXhaust Section
The exhaust nozzle (inner & outer skin) were
identified. It displayed sooting and exhibited impact
damage. The heat exchanger and bypass duct were not
identified.
Accesso~

Sect!on

The HMU, starter, fuel pump, & lubrication and
scavenge pump were identified at the accident site.

Engine (serial# XXX)- Located in Ravine

Intake and Fan
Three fan blades were found. No other parts were
identified.

High Pressure Compressor
The compressor was identified; however, all of the
blades were missing. Rotational scoring was observed
on the back face of the compressor.

Diffuser Section
A portion of the diffuser vein was identified.
fuel manifold was not identified.

The

Combustion Section
A section of the combustor cover was identified. A
piece of the combustor primary plate was identified.
The HP turbine nozzle assembly was not identified.

Turbine Section
The HP Turbine was not identified. The #1 LP turbine
was not identified. The #2 LP turbine assembly was
identified. The #2 LP turbine blades were bent
opposite direction of rotation, and some of the blades
were fractured at various lengths. Portions of the #1
and #2 turbine nozzles were identified; however,
displayed impact damage. The LP trip lever was not
identified.

Exhaust Section
The rear housing and mixer exhibited impact damage and
were compressed. The heat exchanger and bypass duct
were not identified.

Accessory Section
No accessories were identified.

STATEMENT OF PARTY REPRESENTATIVES TO NTSB INVESTIGATION
Aircraft Identification
Registration Number JJ/38BF
Make and Model
ST" 3 o
.a
Location ALT4 LaM,., T~
Date
"2- ..2C. -oJ

!

The undersigned hereby acknowledge that they are
participating in the above-referenced aircraft accident or
incident investigation (including any component tests and
teardowns or simulator testing) on behalf of the party
indicated adjacent to their name, for the purpose of
providing technical assistance to the National
Transportation Safety Board.
The undersigned further acknowledge that they have read the
attached copy of 49 C.F.R. Part 831 and have familiarized
themselves with 49 C.F.R. § 831.11, which governs
participation in NTSB investigations and agree to abide by
the provisions of that regulation.
It is understood that a party representative to an
investigation may not occupy a legal position or be a person
who also represents claimants or insurers. The placement of
a signature hereon constitutes a representation that
participation in this investigation is not on behalf of
either claimants or insurers and that, while any information
obtained may ultimately be used in litigation, participation
is not for the purposes of preparing for litigation.
By placing their signatures hereon, all participants agree
that they will neither assert, nor permit to be asserted on
their behalf, any privilege in litigation, with respect to
information or documents obtained during the course of and
as a result of participation in the NTSB investigation as
described above. It is understood, however, that this form
is not intended to prevent the undersigned from
participating in litigation arising out of the accident
referred to above or to require disclosure of the
undersigned's communications with counsel.
PARTY
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EGP
EGP
EGP
EGP
EGP
EGP
EGP
EGP
EGP
EGP
EGP
EGP
EGP
EGP
EGP

29.8-47
29.8635
29.8643
29.6746
29.6769
29.9179
29.9269
29.9348
29.8542
29.8544
29.8811
29.8705
29.8759
29.8753
29.878-4

-101.322
-101.201
-101.174
-101.038
-100.98
-100.947
-100.926
-1 00.907
-101295
-101267
-10123
-101.135
-101.096
-101.07
-100.999

15:02:31.96 Reinf
15:03:19.02 Relnf
15:03:31.17 Relnf
15:04:17.78 RN!f
15:04:41.46 Reinf
15:07:14.53 Reklf
15:07:28.37 Reinf
15:07:38.54 Reinf
15:02:43.70 Ben
15:02:55.66 Ben
15:03:07.41 Ben
15:03:42.90 Ben
15:03:SU3 Ben
15:04:06.18 Ben
15:04:29.40 Ben

10325
100.875
10025
97.!125
96.5
98.125
9825
98.375
102.875
102.125
1015
99.625
99
98.375
97

328.359
331.699
332.402
33827
337.939
339.434
340.137
340.752
329.15
329.854
330.908
333.545
334.867
335.391
337.412

3738
3n4
37!12
3826
38-45

3862
3870
38n
3745
3753
3765
3795
3808
3818
3839

3noo
34800
33400
27000
15300
12600
13200
14100
37200
36600

38000
31800
30600
29400

22000

KMN
KMN
KMN
KMN

KMN
KMN

KMN
KMN
KMN
KMN
KMN
KMN
KMN

KMN
KMN
KMN
KMN
KMN
KMN

KMN
KMN

29.8431
29.8369
29.8536
29.8449
29.855
29.8502
29.8548
29.8531
29.8558
29.8545
29.8563
29.8644
29.8842
29.8725
29.8793
29.8711
29.8741
29.8711
29.8788
29.8938
29.904

-100.909
-1 01.341
-100.902
-101.309
-100.908
-101.275
-100.912
-101.248
-100.913
-101.215
-100.917
-101.136
-101.103
-101.064
-100.967
-100.972
-100.975
-100.992
-101.003
-100.989
-100.978

15:02:23.93 Sch
15:02:36.28 Sch
15:02:47.80 Sch
15:02:48.23 Sch
15:02:59.96 Sch
15:03:00.07 Sch
15:03:11.89 Sch
15:03:12.10 Sch
15:03:23.96 Sch
15:03:24.17 Sch
15:03:35.81 Sch
15:03:48.17 Sch
15:04:00.12 Sch
15:04:11.96 Sch
15:04:47.90 Sch
15:04:47.92 Sch
15:05:23.88 Sch
15:06:23.89 Sch
15:06:35.95 Sch
15:06:47.89 Sch
15:06:59.83 Sch

111.625
99.5
111.375
99.875
111.125
100.5
111
101.125
110.875
101.875
110.75
103.625
104.625
105.375
108
108.25
108
107.625
106.875
106.625
106.5

140.361
150.645
140.01
149.678
140.098
148.711
140.188
147.92
140.188
147.129
140.273
145.02
144.229
143.174
140.889
141.152
141.152
141.592
141.68
141.064
140.625

1597
1714
1593
1703
1594
1692
1595
1683
1595
1874
1596
1850
1641
1629
1803
1eoe
1606
1611
1812
1605
1800

102000
38000
102000
36800
102000
37200
102000
36400
12000
34000
102000
31800
30400
28400
12400
1seoo
12400
102000
12000
12000
12000

STATEMENT OF
C.B. THORNTON, JR.

26 APRIL 2003
.
.
The undersigned was the pilot of Northrop T-38, N638TC call sign "Sino Test Chase· which was
contracted to provide safety chase for "Sino Test Two", the test aircraft. The aft seat of the
chase aircraft was o=~pied by Chuck Walls, a Sino Swearingen test pilot.

On this dale the lest aircraft had successfully completed its first test point several minutes prior
to the loss af the aircraft and Carron Beeler, the test aircraft pOol. had completed a right hand
racetrack p~ttem to reenter the test track (SAT 270" Radial) for the second test point. Upon
reaching the second test point target airspeed, the lest aircraft was approximately % mile in
front af and 1000' below the chase alraaft. At the end of the control input series, the test
ain:raft was deared by the company ground test facility to accelerate to the next data point If
able. The test airaaft pilot replied, "I can't let go•. At this point, the test aircraft appeared to be
in a shallow right bank with chase less than 500' above and 500' behind.
Very soon thereafter, the test aircraft began romng to the right and continued to do so at a rate
of approximately 120"/sec±. This rolling maneuver appeared stable and continued unchanged
until impact. The test aircraft appeared intact throughout and no part of the test aircraft was
seen departing the aircraft. There was no fire prior to impact. Aller the test aircraft began to roD
communications were approximately as follows:
Test Aircraft:
Chase:
Chase:
Test Aircraft:
Test Aircraft:

'.

•t can't stop it"
"Get our
·carroll, Get out•
•t can't get out. too many Gs"
•t am going to die"

During the terminal dive of the test aircraft, chase orbtted more or less above the test aircraft at
a distance from 500' to 8000' at a very high rate of descent. This is a very rough estimate of
distance. The undersigned did not observe the impact but did observe a fireball one or two
seconds after the test ain:raft was last obse<Ved. Chase recovered at approximately 10,000'
MSL, completed approximately two orbits and departed the area due to fuel considerations.
Houston Center and the Company Base Were advised of the situation. No parachute was
observed and the impact did not appear to be survivable. The chase aircraft returned directly to
KSAT.
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Obfervationa by W.Peter Jennings - Flutter DER conducting the flutter
test from the remote site telemetry van at Edwards Airport, Rocksprings,
TX.·
.
After departing. San.Antonio the' aircraft climbed to approx·39,000 ft
abOve Ft Jackson setting up for a shallow dive along an 090H track .for
condition l·l4(H•O.BB41 •

•

..

Telemetry'. lock· was obtained and the aircraft accelerated smoothly to
H•0,875 •. At .this speed the pilot input a single pulse to each control
surface, ·elevatQr, aUercn ' rudder,

Damping of eaeh pulse wa1 observed

and the pilot cleared for the input of the next pulse by the command ,
•GO• from WPJ via the radio link. This c·ondition repeated condidon 14A
achi~ved on the previous flight. ·The level of buffet was reported by
the pilot to be•lower than that experienced on the previous flight. The
pilot also reported the the aircraft tended to roll right. The strip
chart has the note "Rt Roll• written at the end.

-.

The aircraft decelerated and climbed to approx 39,000 ft setting up for
condition'l•l4, M•O.B84 on a 270M track. Following TM lock and steady
data signals the aircraft started a shallow dive. Strip recorder was
started at M•O.BS and test coodinator, (Pat Carvell called out the
aircraft Mach No freft the TH monitor display at approx 0,005 intervals.
The strip chart was anotated by hand.

rudder puloes were input by the.pilot.

At M•O.S84 elevator, aileron and

Responses were well damped.

Pile~

reported after the aileron pulse that he caul~ not release the
wheel. This was assumed to mean that not aileron trim was available.

After each pulse was observed clearance for the next pulse was give by
the •co• command. Following the final, (rudder), pulse with good
damping records the pilot was cleared to the next teat· condition of
H•0.894.
Pilot then reported"Roll Right.

Cannot Stop IT".

Telemetry signal was lose aPprox ~0 seconds after last rudder pulse.

No further radio signals were heard until T38 chase called Sino Base to
inform them of the loss of the aircraft and pilot.
At the TH van all records were secured and the TM data records were
backed up by Dave Schweitzer. Follo~ing this the TM station was broken
dawn and the crew returned to San Antonio.
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Observation on flight of SJ30-2, SN002, Nl38BF, flight number 231,
on April 26, 2003

XingJZhao

I, a senior dynamics specialist, sat next to Mr. W. Peter Jennings, flulter DER. in the mini van of
Sino Swearingen Aircraft Corporation at Edwards Airport, Rocksprings, TX, on April 26, 2003,
monitoring ielemetry traces on a strip chan for the flight 231.
·
Flight 231 was planned for the condition 1- I 4, 32k/0.884, following the completion of conditions 112 and 1-13 on the test cards in the previous flight, 230, on April25, 2003.
After departing SAT, the airplane reached an altitude about 39000 ft before a dive to the condition
of 1-14, 32k ft and Mach 0.884. When the airplane reached Mach 0.875, the test pilot called
"M31k" on the radio starting pulses unexpectedly. The telemetry traces on the strip chan showed
that the modes excited were well damped. After the pulses, the test pilot said that the abrupt roll to
the left experienced on the previous flight 230 did not happen and the chase pilot commented that
the speed was lower than flight 230 and landing gear doors, etc, were all tight. The airplane staned
climbing again to about 39,000 ft selling up for a dive to the condition 1-14, Mach 0.884 on the test
card.
When the airplane reached Mach 0.884, the test pilot called "Mark" to stan pulsing. After the end
of each pulse and quickly examining the TM traces on the strip chart, Peter Jennings said "Go" to
clear the airplane for next pulse. Three pulses, elevator, aileron, and rudder, were complete and
Peter Jennings cleared the airplane for next condition, 1-1 5, Mach 0.894, if flight condition
permitted the test pilot to do so. The test pilot did not acknowledge this. A few seconds later, the
test pilot said the airplane rolled and he could not stop it. Several seconds later, I heard on the radio
that somebody said "Get out". Nothing wa~ heard on the radio until the test pilot said that we lost
the test airplane and test pilot.

Personal Account ofSSAC Flight231 ofSJ30-2 Flutter Flight on Apri126, 2003
By: David H. Schweitzer, Instrumentation Lead
Position: Telemetry Van at Edwards Comlty Airport, Telemetry Monitoring Station
and Manual Antenna Tracking Station
The stations in the van consist of the following:
1) Right front seat facing forward with FIE display: Pat Carvel
2) Right middle seat facing aft: Flutter DER Peter Jennings with critical 8 channel
chart recorder.
3) Left middle scat facing aft: SAC Dynamics Engineer, Joe Zhao with second 8
channel strip chart recorder with display to his right, visible to Joe and Peter.
4) TM monitoring and antenna steering with TM monitoring display in back ofvan
on left side facing left with TM equipment rack between Joe and me.

The TM monitoring station has a signal strength meter, a TM data valid LED (~
Valid, Red lilvalid), a set of manual antenna steering switches, and an antenna bearing
indicator. The TM display contains aircraft heading for tracking purposes and analog TM
output voltages for all othrr channels to trouble shoot possible TM malfunctions and data
acquisition D to A problems.
A call was received from Sino Instrumentation indicating the aircraft and chase were
airborne at 09:13.
·
The TM GroiDid station data file was started at approx 09:30.
TM signal was acquired approximately 5 minutes later as the aircraft approached from
the East.
When the SJ30 made the VHF contact call with the TM van, TM signal was good.
The aircraft proceeded West to a position that was farther away than the previous day to
allow time for acceleration to the desired mach. TM was lost and acquired several times
before the aircraft turned South and reacquired when the aircraft pointed back to the East.
When TM was reacquired, the signal was weak but steady (10 micro amps, {m-amp}, in
strength)
The test point proceeded with the TM signal weakening as the aircraft descended but no
TM dropouts occurred. The mach number reached duplicated the point from the previous
day rather than going to the higher mach point briefed that morning. The pilot indicated
that he wanted to compare results from the previous day, and resulting aileron trim
changes were less than the previous day's flight. As the aircraft approached abeam the
TM ground station signal increased to 20m-amp at the end of the run. The aircraft

..•
turned back to the West and gained altitude for the next nm. Discussion from the pilot
with the ground station indicated that this may be the last point obtained for fuel
concerns, especially for the chase aircraft. It was decided that the original point and the
next point would be attempted on this run. if the pilot wished, and altitude allowed.
The distance out increased and 1M was lost, then reacquired as the pilot turned back to
the South. The signal strength was again about 10m-amp. As the pilot ac:celcratcd and
the test point begun, signal strength began to drop. The antenna bearing was 24S degrees
and the aircraft heading was OSO to 070 degrees. This indicated that the aircraft was
beaded almost directly at the 1M ground station so tracking was not going to be a
problem~ The Flutter DER cleared the aircraft to the ftrSt kick in the test point with a GO
comman~ As the aircraft descended and accelerated, the 1M strength continued to drop.
A second GO command was issued. A third GO command was issued and the TM
strength approached the threshold for Lock-On (about S m-amp). The signal strength
dropped again and the TM signal dropped out (LED went Green to Red) for several
seconds. A foiD'Ih GO command was issued and the TM signal reacquired (Red to
Green). Sometime after the last GO command, the TM signal dropped out again and was
reacquired.
The Flutter DER cleared the aircraft to the next point. TM dropped out again and was
reacquired, maybe several times.
The next report from the SJ30-2 pilot was "It's rolling and I can't stop it".
The TM dropped out completely and the next ttanSmission heard was "Carrol, get out~.
After an undetermined period (maybe a minute or two), the chase aircraft was heard to
transmit "We have lost the aircraft and maybe Carrol".
The TM data file was closed at approximately 1O:lS.
Two copies of the TM ground stiltion file were made. The file was copied to the
removable hard drive ( D: toE:) and also to the system partition ( D: to C: ).
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MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD

DATE: May 1, 2003

TIME: 1400

NAME OF PERSON CONTACTED: Chuck Walls
AT (location or number): Sino-Swearingen
SUBJECT: IAD03MA049, SSAC SJ30-2, N138BF, 04126/03
On this date and time the following were discussed: ·
Mr. Walls was the second company test pilot, and was in the chase T-38 when the
accident oc:dJrred.
According to Mr. Walls,
Prior to the flight, there was a telephone briefing with the telemetry van personnel.
There was a briefing guide in the briefing room, but it was no used for the accident
flight. The accident flight was basically the same as the previous day, but at higher
airspeeds. Regarding call-offs, Mr. Walls said that Mr. Jennings could call the knock-itoff if he saw something unusual. Carroll could do it too, as could the chase pilot. Peter
Jennings would make the call-off if the flutter test was not set up right.
One of the reasons Mr. Walls was on the chase plane was that on the day before, while
Mr. Walls was flying test airplane 003, Mr. Beeler thought he experienced an
uncommanded roll to the left at Mach 0.875. During the accident flight, Mr. Beeler
didn't feel anything, except when he backed out of approximately Mach 0.845. He
didn't feel anything or see anything that would have related to what happened the day
before.
During the flight, the test point was reached, and Peter Jennings cleared the pilot for
point. Carroll then had a discussion with Thornton (the chase pilot), and Thorton
advised him that the T-38 was running short of fuel. Mr. Walls didn't think that Mr.
Beeler would attempt another point, due to the accident airplane's altitude.
He (the accident pilot) was still in the same position as he ended up from the last test
point- right bank, and a little nose low.- a one thousand one, one thousand two, one
thousand three and the aircraft did a barrel roll to the right.
The first thing Mr. Walls thought, was 'what did he do that for?" The airplane then
came around and made another barrel roll. It was not around a point like an aileron
roll; and it was not real fast; it looked 'lazy." Mr. Thornton then said something to Mr.
Beeler, who replied, 'I know, I can't stop it.' Mr. Beeler didn't say anything else about
how the airplane was operating, or what he was doing.
Mr. Walls also noted that Mr. Jennings had previously explained that it was 'okay" to
have to hold a little wing force to hold the airplane steady.

Mr. Walls stated that he was not a DER; however, he had a lot of flight test experience,
first as an Air Force pilot and instructor at Air Force Test Pilot School, and had done
flutter tests with the C-17, MD-11, and MD-87, and was the chief test pilot for the C-17
project.
When asked why Mr. Walls didn't do the flutter tests when he had the most experience,
Mr. Walls stated that Mr. Beeler felt that because he was the chief test pilot, he should
do it. Mr. Walls gave Mr. Beeler training; 'I checked him out- he wanted to do it- we
went out and I demo'd and he did it He understood it; he's an F-8 guy. If I had any
qualms about it, he wouldn't have been able to do it •
When asked about Mr. Beeler's brief, Mr. Beeler said that if he 'felt anything abnormal,
I'll bring it home. • Mr. Beeler also knew to slow the airplane should he run into any
difficulty. 'We discussed it a lot (power idle.) We talked and talked about throttles idle.
In my mind! I know he did that (throttles idle.)
·
Regarding gurney flaps: 'I've never seen them used for roll control. I don't think that
had anything to do with it- should probably had more effect to the left'
Regarding the danger: 'Oh yeah- high speed - can't get out.'

Paul R. Cox
Air Safety Investigator
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Sl3D-2 Flutter Program Operation Roles

The SJ30-2 flutter test program was mnducted In accordance with standard Sino Swearingen
operating procedures and any appDcable procedures as defined by the Flutter Safety Review
Board (SRB) (and associated safety/haZard assessments) and the specific flight test briefings.
The aircraft, N138BF was based along with the chase T-38 out of San Antonio, Tx (KSAl). The
test mnductor team was based at the Rocksprings airport (69R).
The aircraft was flown single pilot In Older to minimize mission risk. AD flights were flown by
carron Beeler, Chief Test Pilot. The T-38 was flown by Chudt Thornton. The T-38 alroaft Is
owned and operated by Thornton Aircraft CDmpany, Suite 636 523 West Sixth Street. Los
Angeles, CA 90014 tel: 213-629-3867. During the ffight that resulted In the fatal accident Onx:k
Walls (SSAC- Rlght Test Pilot) was In the back seat of the T-38.
The test mnductor team mnslsted of Mark Fairchild (SSAC - Senior Flight Test Engineer), Pat
carve! (SSAC • Flight Test Engineer), Peter Jennings (mnsultant ·Flutter DER), Joe Zhao {SSAC •
Structural Dynamics Engineer), and David SchweitZer (SSAC - Fllght Test Instrumentation). On
the day of the acddent Pat carve! was the flight test engineer. The telemetry chedt and nrst
nutter flight was conducted by Mark Fairchild.
Flight Test f'rocedun::
Prior to the Hight a mission briefing was conducted via conference caD with both the San Antonio
based ITIQht test team and the test conduct team In Rocksprings In attendance. During this
briefing aU of the Hight test cards were briefed including the test Umitatlons, test set-up, test
points, weight and balance, airspace operational considerations, alraalt fimitatlon, maintenance
actions since last flight, Instrumentation status, and chase aircraft procedures.
Alter the briefing the flight crews prepared for the flight (I.e. flied flight plans and maMed
aircraft, etc) and the test mnduct team went to the airport to set-up up the telemetry station.
Once the aircraft took off the telemetry van
airborne and enruute.

was

telephoned

to let them know the aircraft were

When the test aircraft was In rarJQe the test pilot made posltlve radio contact with the test control
via the flight test erJQineer on the company radio frequency. Once a telemetly lock was
established with the aircraft the flight test engineer confirmed that with the pilot ot the test
aircraft.
Alter the test pilot established that he had obtained the airspace block required for the test with
the various contronlng agencies he reported it to the IT~ght test engineer. At this time the test
pilot confirmed with the flight test erJQineer the next test point and then began to get established
on the point. With telemetry lock confirmed, test point confirmed, and fuel state required for the
point confmned the test pilot was deared to test and the radio was then passed to the Flutter

DER.
Once on the test point the test pilot radioed "Mark•, he then proceeded with the control rap, and
the Flutter DER responded "Go• (assuming no flutter) which deared the pilot to begin his next
control surface rap for flutter excitation. After each rap, the Flutter DER would respond "Go• to
dear him to the next rap and the test pilot would respond "Ma~ prior to rapping. The test pilot
In accordance with the test cards rapped elevator, ailerons, then rudder.

•

Upon the successful mmpletlon of a Mach/speed point the fllght test engineer took bade the
radio In order to run the operatlonal side or the test and to note any mmments from the pilot.
The flight test engineer also monitored fuel load during the test In order to maintain
wing

run

tanks.
During the test the night test engineer monitored fuel load, airspeed/mach, and altitude.

Once the pilot got back on point for the next test point the radio was given bade to the Rutter
DER and the process was repeated.
During the test the Rutter DER was responsible for tennlnating the test due to nutter or anything
else he saw on the data that he didn't like. As pRot In mmmand the test pilot always had the
authority to tenninate the test for any reason. In addition the chase p!1ot/rear seat pilot In the T38 In addition to the fllght test engineer had the authority to can orr the test rr they saw
somethlng'they didn't like.
Upon the conclusion of the testing the flight test engineer confinned that the aircraft was enroute
bade to base and then the test conduct team would telephone San Antonio base to let them
know the aircraft was on Its way back.
If there are any questions on this procedure please feel free to contact me•

•

est Engineer

05,01.03

S-1-v~
The fatal crash of the SJ30-2 S/N002 on April 26, 2003 occurred wtule the aircraft was conducting flight
flutter testing in accordance with the FAA-approved certification SSAC report no. 3(}.2222, "Flight Rutter
Certification Test Plan for SSAC Aircraft Model SJ3G-2".

was preceded, over the course of
several weeks, by:
1. coordination meetings, both internal to the company and with the outside flutter specialist;
2. at least one Technical Review Board ITRBl. to understand, modify (if requirecl) and accept the
configuration of the airplane as it related to the specific test to be conducted;
3. at least one Safety Review Board (SRBl, to define hazards, cause and effect. and minimizing and
emergency proceaunes.

, As for many test flights considered hazardous, flight flutter testing

Usually, coordination meetings are conducted with persoMel from many departments Including
engineering, flightiest. quality assurance, procurement. ground operations, etc. as required.
TRBs are usually conducted by engineering, ffiQhl test, ground operations and, if asked to participate,
quality assurance. Once the aircraft confoguration Is defined and accepted, the SRB Is conducted, which
normally involves engineering and flight test only. TRB and SRB ane chained by the company safety
officer; the fmdings of the SRB remain In effect for the duration of the tests.
Flight flutter testing was no exception to the above. In fact, because it involved the participation of an
outside flutter engineering consultant and the use of telemetry, additional coordination meetings wene
conducted by the flight test engineer, the chief test pilot, the company flutter engineer, the outside flutter
engineering consultant and the company lead instrumentation engineer. During these meetings, the test
cards were briefed in detail and procedures wene agreed upon that addressed radio communication
between the TM crew on the ground (flight test. instrumentation and flutter engineers) and the pilot.
The agreement was for the pilot to conduct the required maneuver and, after review of the TM-transmitled
test data, for the flutter engineers to either clear the aircraft to the next test point. ask the pilot to repeat the
maneuver or stop him from proceedifiQ any further (faster). Furthermore, as with any previous test flight,
the chief test pilot made repeatedly dear that it was his prerogative to can off any test point at any time If he
deemed necessary to do so, either for operational or safety-of-flight reasons. This was fully understood
and accepted by all parties involved.
At the request of the chief test pilot, a chase aircraft and pilot were brought in from outside the company to
follow the flight test airplane during flight flutter testing. The crew aboard the chase aircraft was to check
for visible abnormalities during and aner each test point, with a particular emphasis on gear doors, access
panels, etc. possibly departing the test airplane as a consequence of the test maneuver. Any coordination
between the test and the chase aircraft was handled by the lwo pilots-in-command. For what resulted in
the final flight of S/N002, the crew aboard the chase aircraft consisted of its owner/operator and another
SSAC company test pilot, equipped with a pair of binoculars to observe the test aircraft durir~g and after the
flutter maneuvers.
The test aircraft was speciany equipped with an emergency depressurization valve, and an emergency
egress door with associated air deflector. The test pilot was wearing a helmet and a parachute attached to
a cypress device.
Due to the nature of the test, per a previous ::~grccment between SSAC and FAA, flight flutter was to be
conducted durifiQ company pre-TIA testing only, and not to be repeated durir~g FAA TIA testir~g.
Certification recognition was to be given to the results of flight flutter test, during which the airplanedemonstrated freedom from flutter was to be used to initially set VDF and MoF· Hence, prior to ground
vibration and flight flutter test, aircraft S/N002 and its test instrumentation were FAA-conformity inspected
in accordance with FAA request for conformity no. AC0-163, AC0-164 and AC0-174. The deviations from
the conformity requirements were documented in the appropriate discrepancy report (with attached FAA
81()().1 form). reviewed by the cognizant er~gineer(s) and deemed by the flutter consultant engineer as
acceptable for flutter.
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Aircraft Co.

Model: 5J30
Reg No: N138BF
SerNa: ~

Flight:
Date:
Cards:

~-rsi:J II Jo

Purpose ol Flight:
Flutter Testing· [Roport 30·2222)
Test Limitations I Hazards:
See Attached TIAL Summary

Circuit Breakers Collared:

Monitor Brake Temperatures
TAKEOFF- 500" F
MANUAL FUEL SYSTEM OPERATION
FOR DIVERTER VALVE
6 PSID PRESSURIZATION VALVES INSTLD
CABIN ALT WARN· 13840 FT+OI-1300 FT
AILERON CONTROLS MODIFIED·
TRAVELS +16"/·11•.
FLIGHT CONTROLS BALANCE TO AFT LIMIT
SPEEDBRAKES LIMITED TO

Yz TRAVEL

Test Specifics:
NOSE BOOM INSTALLED
EGRESS DOOR INSTALLED
TM ANTENNA INSTALLED
RAD ALT REMOVED
EMERGENCY DUMP VALVE INSTALLED
GURNEY FLAP INSTALLED
Standby sialic hoat. disconnected

Non Ess Bus
UR Ldg Light
Cabin Readlng/Ovhd
FSB I No Smoke
Emer Exit
Cabin Press
Column Pusher
lea Detect Cant I Pwr
HorStab
UR Wing lea Protection
URWAIPwr
UR AOA lea Protection
Rud Bias
AP Servos
URAOACmptr
Wx Rdr Cant I Pwr
TCAS, Fit Phone, Toilet
Hot Cup 1 & 2, Comp Outlet
Entertain System
Total Pilot Side • 18
Total Copilot Side "11

L I R WAJ Door Control Circuit Breakers -IN
U R WAf Door Operational via WAJ Swltch/FTE Cntl
SUck shaker elevator servo & column pusher motor
- cannoctorslwlrlng are cappodlatowed
.

~t r 1"
Takeoff

r.o. G.wt
T.O. N!

3.51:>0 .:ft
Flight Crew
Pilot
.!:B:.:.e:.:ol:.:or_ __
Co-Pilot I FTE - - - - FTE I Observer

E!jqh! T/mo
Taxi
Takeoff
Land
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Flight:

111:..

Date:

RegNo: N138BF SerNo:002

Test Purpose: PRE·START
Tnt Procedure;

1--

INSTRUMENTATION:

/

DISPLAYS ON & OPERATING

i/

·,/

v
I.

/'

./v

EGRESS DOOR;

INSTALL AND LATCH
(COORDINATE WITH GRND CREW)
PIN ENGAGEMENT (6)

l

I

v·

SYSTEM CONNECTIONS;

SEAL & ELECTRICAL

SYSTEM CHECKS:

OVERHEAD DOOR UNLOCK SW

.

V,.

~-=:·:s/-/
/

r./

OVERHEAD DUMP HANDLE:

STOWED I UNPINNED

DEFLECTOR:

EXTEND I UNPINNED

CYPRESS DEVICE:

ATTACHED

PILOT EVENT:

~~:~E_s_sE_D-(1_s_E_c)_...LI..:..t'l 7 ) 'l ""--+--.

Run

NS

All

Slats I

Flaps

Gear

Power Set

Bleeds

Optional
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\1~\

/ _-//
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..___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _____.~
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Flight:

'/NO-SWEARINGEN

2/1"..

Date:

Alr<fl/1 Corp.

t<eg No: N1388F Ser No:~

I Test Purpose·

FLIGHT CONTROL SWEEP

! 4 '')

"'
I ~ct-U
I 0•,
I. . .

Test Procedure:

I

I. tt..·

.

{ f [; q.

1) STARTTHERIGHTENGINE

~ ~

2) CHECK COMS WITH CHASE I BASE AS REQUIRED
3) FOR EACH AXES PERFORM A SLOW FLIGHT CONTROL ROLLOUT
4}-FOR-EAeH-AXEs-RUN-A-lRlM.COt.IIR0~WEEP

5) SET STABILIZER TO 7 DEGREES

-·

.,.

r 1 .,.. .

.------/:

(' .. ··,
P..~~~ I·~
.

)

"--"

A/S

All

1A

AR

Field

Slats I
Flaps
EXT/20

Gear

Power Set

Bleeds

EXT

AR/AR

OFF/
OFF

(

(.

~'7

6) SELECTNERIFY: PILOT AJR DATA REVERSION- NORMAL

Run

( ........

Optional

Flight:

/NO-SWEARINGEN
Reg No: N138BF

I Test Purpose·

311~

Date:

Alrcr'ft Corp.

Ser No: 002

FLAPS 20 TAKEOFF

Test Procedure:

1) TAXI TO HOLD SHORT OF RUNWAY

2) PILOT TO CLEAR GROUND CREW FOR TRAILING CONE DEPLOYMENT
3) PERFORM A CROSS-START OF THE LEFT ENGINE.

v

4) SELECTNERIFY: YAWDAMPER-ON

5) PERFORM A NORMAL FLAPS 10 TAKEOFF
NOTE: GROUND CREW VERIFIES TRAILING CONE REMAINS ON
AIRCRAFT. CROSS CHECK VSPEEDS AND POWER SETTING WITH
BASE.

{.1

V1

I

VR

I r·l

V2

I1,(\--·

•.
l'Jj}tl')

.\,
I

TON1

TAKEOFF TIME - - - - - - Run
2A

NS
AR

Aft

Slats I

Gear

Power Set

Bleeds

Field

Flaps
EXT 110

EXT

TO I TO

OFF I
OFF

Optional

(J /i

'/NO-SWEARINGEN

Flight:

Date:

411.

J1'
EN ROUTE TO THE TEST AREA
1) SELECTNERIFY: PILOT AIR DATA REVERSION TO

IN THE TEST AREA AT TEST ALTITUDE

IPILOTS TC ADC I

o_A.J_.~

[l..-"-r__f({_-__

1) CHECK COMMS BETWEEN ALL AIRCRAFT AND BASE
2)

VERIFY TELEMETRY DATA RECEPTION

3) GROUND STATION TO VERIFY PROPER INSTRUMENTATION
OPERATION

3A

NR

Flaps
AR

RETR I
RETR

RETR

TFLF I
TFLF

AR/AR

/

/

Flight:

/NO-SWEARINGEN

511:..

Date:

Aln;nfl Corp.

RegNo: N13BBF SerNo:002

I Test Purpose:

FtUTTER TEST- 30·2222

..--..

~~·

Test Procedure:

1) SELECT I VERIFY: YAW DAMPErf/OFF
2) TRIM FOR STRAIGHT LEVEL FLI HT

THE CONDITIONS NOTED

3) CROSS CHECK NOSEBOOM AIR DATA WITH COPILOT AIR DATA

4) FTE VERIFIES OK FOR TEST POINT
FLUTTER TEST

6) APPLY ELEVATOR CONTROl. RAP, REPEAT OTHER DIRECTION
7) APPLY AILERON CONTROL RAP, REPEAT OTHER DIRECTION
8) APPLY A RUDDER KICK (LEFT OR RIGHT), REPEAT OTHER DIRECTION
9) RAPIDLY DEPLOY SPEEDBRAI<E FULL (HOLD 2·3 SECONDS), RETRACT

10) AT THE COMPLETION OF TEST DECEI. TO PREVIOUSLY CLEARED
POINT, UNTIL FLUTTER COORDINATOR CLEARS TO NEXT TEST POINT.
NOTE: HIGH SPEED POINTS MAY REQUIRE A SHAJ.LOW DIVE.
THE TOLERANCE BAND FOR THE TEST IS +/·1000 FT.
NOTE: ON FTE CAJ.L OR ADVERSE CHARACTERISTICS
PERFORM ABORT MANUEVER.
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I

32k

RETR
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RETR·o '- RETR: ·TFLFITFLF·

RETR

RETR TFLFITFLF

OFF

Full Wing

~.:roFF:;'·,c,:FuiiWin'gV

OFF

Full Wing

\o.:.~:/. ,
1·15

(::/32k
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I t..
RETR

RETR TFLFITFLF
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0

Full Wing
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32k
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RETR TFLFITFLF
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Full Wing
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/NO-SWEARINGEN

,ll.t

Fllghl:
Dale:

71 1~

.''1

JNO-SWeARINGeN
Aircraft Corp.

Reg No: N138BF

Flight:
Date:

Ser No: 002
Gear

Power Set

8/1~

,;jJNO-SWEARINGEN

Flight:
Date:

9112

":/NO-SWEARINGEN

Flight:

Date:

101 i_

RegNo:
Test
EXITING TEST AREA

1)

SYSTEM CHECKS:

OVERHEAD DOOR -GUARDED I SAFE
ARM SWITCH - OFF

2)

OVERHEAD DUMP HANDLE: STOWED I PINNED

3)

DEFLECTOR:

4)

SELECTNERIFY: PILOT AIR DATA REVERSION • NORMAL

RETRACT I PINNED

All
NR

NR

Power Set
Flaps
RETRI
RETR

RETR

TFLF/
TFLF

AR/AR

Fllghl:
Dale:

/NO-SWEARINGEN
Aircraft Corp.

SorNo:

1) ALERT BASE APPROXIMATELY 10 MINUTES BEFORE LANDING

2) CONDUCT A NORMAL FLAPS 31 LANDING

3) TAXI TO END OF RUNWAY, TURN OFF, SHUTDOWN LEFT ENGINE
4) GROUND CREW TO SECURE TRAILING CONE

5) TAXI TO RAMP; TURN ON GROUND POWER, SHUTDOWN THE RIGHT
ENGINE. MAINTAIN ELECTRICAL POWER FOR DATA SYSTEM.

VAP _ _ _ _ __

VREF _ _ _ __
I

LANDING T I M E - - - - - - - - -

All
1.3Vs
+5

Field

Flaps
EXT 131

EXT

AR I AR

AR I AR

'/NO-SWEARINGEN

121 J~

1) CYPRESS DEVICE· DISCONNECT

2) DOOR:

DISCONNECT

SEAL & ELECTRICAL

DOOR:

ROTATE HANDLE
(COORDINATE WITH GRND CREW)

Run

Bleeds

<160

>5kfl

RETR

TFLF

OFF

~f#oo~.,..""'..,'

Aircraft S/N 002
Temporary Test Aircraft Limitation Summary

y·········--····-~·

nAt No

Weight:

Maximum Takeoff
Maximum Landing

AI"M Lmits
AFM Limots

Load Factor:

Clean
Raps tO, 20,31
Gear Operation

O.Og to 2.0g (trimmed), 0 to 2.0g (mislrimmcd)
O.Og to2.0g
tg ± 0.25g

Altitude:

Maximum

AFM Limits

Speeds:

Vmo/Mmo
Vfe(tO, 20)
V!e(3t)

320 knots I 0.83 Mach
180
150
200/225

VIol VIe
Yaw:

Gear Operating
Function of Airspeed (See Attached) 6"at200 knots
Gear Down I Locked Function of Airspeed (See Attached) t 0.7" at225 knots

Operation:

VMC conditions ONLY, IMC Operation Prohibited
Takeoff I Alternate airports and enroute musl meet VFR requirements or as
dictated by the PIC.
Crosswind TO I Ldg 10 knots

Pilot Forces:

Elevator:
Aileron:
Rudder:

Performance:

Systems:

Other:

Note:

P"!J" I

8,55

56
7
8
8
56
56

56
54,63,
66
58

Monitor Forces where large sideslips, p~ot control
forces or g Is expected.

55

Speeds
Brake Energy
Appr Grad (F10)
Balked Ldg Climb

Raps 10
AFM-2501bs
AFM +550ft
AFM+S
AFM-0.5%
AFM+0.9NM
AFM-2001bs
AFM +275ft
AFM+5
(Hp<2kfl) AFM +0.55 M~lion I {2k41p<4k~llioo
AFM-0.5%
AFM-2.0%

18,68
18,68
18,68
18,68
18,68
18,68
18
18
18

Cabin Della P
Wong Anti-Ice
Engine Anti-Ice
Auloprrol Use
Flight Director
Rudder Bias
Stick Pusher
landing light

6 Psld
6 Psid Valves Installed
Prohibned
Prohibned
Prohibned
Restricted (Uncoupled)
Prohibited
Prohibited
Prohibited

23,59

200 lbs
85 lbs
225 lbs

Takeoff

Landing
Flaps3t

1_0.55,\.._

MTOW
TOFL
Speeds
1~ Segment
3'" Segment Disl
MLW

LFL

18

18
18
1

2
5,16
13
16,44
6,33
57

· No Right into known heavy turbulence or forecasted greater than moderate
No Flight Into known Icing
No Full or Rapid Control Elevator Reversals (Exception Flutter)
No intentional engine manual reversions in flight above Idle.
Takeoffs I Landing Gear Retraction prohibited when Brake Temps > SOQ•F
Repealed Accei-Slops require to allow the entire brake assembly to coolie
less than too•F as noted by Instrumentation or handheld brake temp devi;:e
Landing Gear Warning Tone is disabled lor Raps less than landing
Aileron Trim restncted to 20% and 80% of DAU indications (- 20% remaining)
Slandby Sialic Sourca Heal Disconnected, Standby Pilot-Static Instruments
may be affected in icing condnions
Single Glidesope use Localizer Only Minimums, Dual Gfideslopes tuned and
monitored can use normal published minimas

10

4, 31
10
11

39
39
40

62
66
72

These limitntions supersede lhose contained with the Preliminary AFM unt1lliftcd as dctniled in
Engineering Procedures EP-008. For lim italians not listed refer to the Prelimin"ry 1\FM

002T7111.SumC.doc
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SINO-SWEARINGEN AIRCRAFT CO.
AIRPLANE LOADING MANIFEST
AIRCRAFT
FLTNo.:

SIN: 002
DATE:

SIN: N138BF
REV: D

Weight Fus. Sta. C. G.
IIJ
in
%Mac

Item Description

Basir;EmplyWeighl

34.99

Comments

Mom...
1/Fin/1000

9111

350.92

210

186.5 CB- 210, CW -165, MS -195, SH -190, JB -170, I
186.5
275.0
222.1 Two Locations Possible FS 221.2 or FS 293

BEWdel""""'edFTW002-5162

3197

Occupants
Pilot
Test Conductor I C~Pilot
Flight Test Analysis

Second O~e.ver

0

39

0

Cockp~

Parachutes
Seat Cushions

16.5
0

198
198

Parachutes 16.5 lbs I ea
Each Cushion 1.5 lbs I ea

3
0

0
0

236.8
236.8

Location can vary !rom FS 205- 349 @ 95 tbs
Add 61bs lor Rack when total Ballast+Rack>450 lbs

0
0

280
118

427.2
426.0

M Racks - 59 tbs ea

0

0.0
0.0

Main cabin
Repositlonable Ballast Box
Banas!

Aft Baggage Compartment
Ballast
Banas! Rack (2)

0
Unusable Fuel lb
Unusable Fuel, lb
ZERO FUEL WEIGHT (MAX 10,100 LB):

Maximum Weight- 440 lbsl ea. rack

120

Add 9,223 in-lbs I 1000 lor Gear
Retracted Moment Calculation

0
0

lnduded in SEW Build Up
9735

350.2

3500

344.7

13235

346.6

33.85

Fuel.lb
Fuel Quantity
RAMP WEIGHT (MAX 13,600LB):

Max= 458 gal, 3066 tb

1206.5

31.46

loading Summary
Total Occupant load (LB): 210 lbs
Total Fuel load (LB): 3500 lbs
Total Payload (LB): 398 lbs
Ramp C.G. (•t.MAC): 31.48

46161
Wheel loading Reactions
~
Main

951

12285

T.O. C. G. Limits: Fwd= 18.44, Aft"' 34.85

Checked I Approved by
Flight Crew Member

Approved by
Manager Test Operations

SINO-SWEARINGEN AIRCRAFT CO.
AIRPLANE LOADING MANIFEST
AIRCRAFT SIN: 002 SIN: N13BBF
FLT No.:
DATE:
REV: 0
Fuselage Station F.S. (inches) Fuel Burn tor 1 g Flight, Gear Down
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AIRCRAFT
RELEASE FORM

SWEARINGEN

A/C TYPE: SWEARINGEN SJ30=?

AICSIN:

00?

REG. NO.

N1311BF

REFERENCE LAS TEST SSAC APPROVED "AIRCRAFT INSPECTION I RELEASE AUTHORIZATION" DOCUMENT
FOR USTING OF AUTHORIZED PERSONNEL TO RELEASE THIS AIRCRAFT

1. AIRCRAFT PREFLIGHT:
THIS AIRCRAFT HAS BEEN INSPECTED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LATEST FAA APPROVED VERSION OF SSAC INSPECTlON
PROCEDURES "CIMNSPECTlOfUCIO". BASED ON THE FUGHT PIAN FILED (VFR, VFR NIGHT, OR IFRJ. THE APPUCABLE
, INSlRUMENlS & EQOIPM
SPECIFIED fol FAR §91.20S ARE OPERATIONAL

THeA~ISBEADYFQRGROUNQA@W:~

~~~~~!{,l.;;!i;,~-====

l

~

~Uru.HCE

2. CONFIGURATION/MAINTENANCE:
THIS AIRCRAFT WAS BAI..LASTEO ND FUELED IN ACCORDANCE WITH F1WO NO.
2-5223
Fl'I\IOIISSUED SINCE LAST GROUNOIFUGHT TEST HAVE BEEN CLOSED WITH THE EXCEPTION OF THE FOLLOWING:

INSTRUVENTATION SYSTEM FUNCT10NAI.ICAUBRATION CHECKS HAVE BEEN ACCOUPUSHED IN ACCORDANCE WITH
APPROPRIATE fTWDISIANOIOR SSAC REPORTS NlO IS SATISFACTORY

~;

4. TEST CARD I UMlTAnONS:·;~_;-::·-;

--·

t~ ~

..

..

~

·- · -:::. -~;-:<--~

~:~:~~~::~~:·

AIRCRAFT Nm INSTRUMENTATION ARE'kcS;TABLE FOR-TEST<s> PRESCRJBED ON resrwo •
. .,

;.

.-,

·.

.

.···:,-~

.

•,) < !L;

MANAGER, TEST OPERATIONS

5. AIRCRAFT ACCEPTANCE:
I HAVE REVIEWED THE CONFIGURATION CHANGES [FTWOI) THAT WERE MADE TO THIS AIRCRAFT SINCE THE LAST TEST

NlO
1

'O.~~~AN=RFUGHTTEST.

I

(_,

f;;f'/1
PROPRETARY STATEMENT
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SINO-SWEARINGEN AIRC~ .FT INC.
1

Time

Reg. No:

N13BBF
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All

AS

Serial No:

002
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Date:
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SINO-SWEARINGEN
Alrcrofl eo.

Model: WQ
Reg No: N138BF
SerNo: ~

Flight:

Date:.
Cards:

~

!llJl.

Purpose of flight:
flutter Testing ·[Report 30·2222)

·.

Test Limitations/ Hazards:
See Attached AI. Summary
Monitor Brake Temperatures
TAKEOFF- 500• F
MANUAL FUEL SYSTEM OPERATION
FOR DIVERTER VALVE

Circuit Breakers Collared:

n

8 PSID PRESSURIZATION VALVES INSTLD
CABINALTWARN • 13840 FT+0/·1300 FT
AILERON CONTROLS MODIFIED·
TRAVELS +16°/·11•.
FLIGHT CONTROLS BALANCE TO AFT LIMIT
SPEEDBRAKES LIMITED TOY. TRAVEL
Test Specifics:
NOSE BOOM INSTALLED
EGRESS DOOR INSTALLED
TM ANTENNA INSTAU.ED
RAD AI.T REMOVED
EMERGENCY DUMP VALVE INSTALLED
GURNEY FLAP INSTALLED
Standby static heat· disconnected

NonEaaBus
UR Ldg Light
Cabin ReadlngiOvhd
FSB I No Smoke
EmerExlt
Cabin Press
Column Pusher
Ice Detect Coni I Pwr
HorStab
UR.WJng Ice Protection
URWAIPwr
UR ADA Ice Protection
Rud Bias
APServos
URAOACmptr
Wx Rdr Con! I Pwr
TCAS, Fit Phone, Toilet
Hot Cup 1 & 2, Comp Outlet
Entertain System
Total Pilot Side •18
Total Copilot Side •11

L I R WAI Door Control Circuit Breake,. -IN
U R WAI Door Operational via WAI SwltchlfTE CnU
SUck ahaker elevator aervo & column pusher motor
- connectora/wlrlng a,. capped/stowed

ruwt

Fllqh!C!ew

T.O. G. WI

Pilot

T.O. Nt

ETE I Observer

Fllqh!Ume
.!Be=el~or:..__ _

Co-Pilot/ FTE - - - -

Taxi
Takeoff
Land

..
'"'\
....,

SINO-SWEARINGEN

Flight:-Date: _ _

II~

•
INSTRUMENTATION:

DISPLAYS ON & OPERATING

EGRESS DOOR:

INSTALL AND LATCH
(COORDINATE WITH GRND CREW)
PIN ENGAGEMENT (6)

SYSTEM CONNECTIONS:

SEAL & ELECTRICAL

SYSTEM CHECKS:

OVERHEAD DOOR UNLOCK SW
-GUARDED I SAFE
ARM SWITCH- ON ILLUMINATED

OVERHEAD DUMP HANDLE:

STOWED I UNPINNED

DEFLECTOR:

EXTEND I UNPINNED

CYPRESS DEVICE:

ATTACHED

PILOT EVENT:

DEPRESSED (1 SEC)
TOO: _____________

All
Flaps

Power Set

-\
...J
~"""·'. . .

rf

t

>'•

l

I

., ...,

.•

5/NO·SWEARINGEN

F/lghl:
Dale:

21:
•

1) START THE RIGHT ENGINE
2) CHECK COMS WITH CHASE I BASE AS REQUIRED

3) FOR EACH AXES PERFORM A SLOW FUGHT CONTROL ROLLOUT
4) SET STABIUZER TO 7 DEGREES

5) SELECTNERIFY: PILOT AIR DATA REVERSION- NORMAL

Run
1A

AR

Field

EXT

AR/AR

OFF/
OFF

..• /

···------··

SINO-SWEARINGEN

Flight:
Date:

3/ ~

1) TAXITOHOLDSHORTOFRUNWAY

2) PILOT TO CLEAR GROUND CREW FOR TRAIUNG CONE DEPLOYMENT
3) PERFORM A CROSS.START OF THE LEFT ENGINE.
4) SELECTNERIFY: YAW DAMPER- ON
5) PERFORM A NORMAL FLAPS 10 TAKEOFF

NOTE: GROUND CREW VERIFIES TRAIUNG CONE REMAINS ON
AIRCRAFT. CROSS CHECK VSPEEDS AND POWER SETTING WITH
BASE.

V1 - - - - - VA _ _ _ _ __

V2 _ _ _ _ __
TON1 _ _ _ _ _ __

TAKEOFFTIME - - - - - - - -

AIS
2A

AR

Field

Flap a
EXT /10

EXT

TO I TO

OFF/

OFF

.... ,.

"

··.~ ..;

. •.

-~~· ·

'hOt't" =· 1

t

)*

_,IIVU•_, WI::A.I(/Nf.;ii=N
Altcrafl C01p.

,.,gnr:

Date:

SerNo:

411

ENROUTE TO WE TESTA REA
1) SELECTNERIFY: PILOT AIR DATA REVERSION TO

IPILOTS TC ADC I

IN THE TEST AREA AT TEST ALNUDE
1) CHECK COMMS BETWEEN ALL AIRCRAFT AND BASE
2) VERIFY TELEMETRY DATA RECEPTION
3) GROUND STATION TO VERIFY PROPER INSTRUMENTATION
OPERATION

Alt

3A

NR

AR

Flaps

RETR I
RETR

RETR

TFLF I
TFLF

AR I AR

•.

/
.. +bd'O'' 'M

SINO-SWEARINGEN
~II Corp.

Flight:

Date:

SerNa:

5/1

1) SELECT/VERIFY: YAWDAMPER-OFF
2) TRIM FOR STRAIGHT LEVEL FLIGHT AT THE CONDITIONS NOTED
3) CROSS CHECK NOSEBOOM AIR DATA WITH COPILOT AIR DATA
4) FTE VERIFIES OK FOR TEST POINT
FLUTTER TEST
6) APPLY ELEVATOR CONTROL RAP, REPEAT OTHER DIRECTION

7) APPLY AILERON CONTROL RAP, REPEAT OTHER DIRECTION
8) APPLY A RUDDER KICK (LEFT OR RIGHT), REPEAT OTHER DIRECTION
10) AT THE COMPLETION OF TEST DECEL TO PREVIOUSLY CLEARED
POINT, UNTIL FLUTTER COORDINATOR CLEARS TO NEXT TEST POINT.
NOTE: HIGH SPEED POINTS MAY REQUIRE A SHALLOW DIVE.
THE TOLERANCE BAND FOR THE TEST IS +/·1000 FT.
NOTE: ON FTE CALL OR ADVERSE CHARACTERISTICS
PERFORM ABORT MANUEVER.

Run

A/S

Set

Flap a

~

.. ·'

SINO-SWEARINGEN

Right:
Date:

Power Set

1·15

0.894

32k

\
.

·~·

-=· .· • ·r

' ""J'

..
. (.'.:i

,,watef'rtitrd&zetrtt'6sinixdiii

SINO·SWEARINGEN
Altctafl Corp.

Flight:

Date:

7/.

Reg No: N1388E Ser No: 002

Power Set

·.

Yaw

'

..... ~·

SINO.SWEAR/NGEN
Altctlll Corp.

No: N138BF Ser
A/S

Aft

Right:
Date:

No:~

Gear

8/i
•

Power Set

----------------

.-..._
•

..

-

••

I

1:

0

3D

c t'tfn

..)

, itt'tifrr ·rtttt'

••

SINO-SWEARINGEN
.
Altcroll Corp.
Reg No: Nf38BF Ser No: QM

Right:
Date:

9/12

.

.

SINO-SWEARINGEN .
Alrcnll Cat)!.

Flight:

Date:

10/

Ser No:Q111

•
f)(mNG TEST AREA
1)

SYSTEM CHECKS:

OVERHEAD DOOR -GUARDED I SAFE
ARM SWITCH- OFF

2)

OVERHEAD DUMP HANDLE: STOWED I PINNEO

3}

DEFLECTOR:

4}

SELECTNERJFY: PILOT AIR DATA REVERSION • NORMAL

RETRACT I PINNED

Power Set
NR

NR

Flaps
RETR I
RETR

RETR

TFLF I
TFLF

AR I AR

_

.. _..., _ _....................);o<'
....Oill:!. .
$'1j;,;.o.·5iljf$111i1MI$·S·'IIISIIII'_
1

CO:o:',_....:'•*'

..
,

Flight:

::iiNU·::iWCARINGEN

Date:

Alrmfl Col)>.

SerNo:

111

..
1} ALERT BASE APPROXIMATaY 10 MINUTES BEFORE LANDING

2} CONDUCT A NORMAL FLAPS 31 LANDING
3) TAXI TO END OF RUNWAY, TURN OFF, SHUTDOWN LEFT ENGINE

4} GROUND CREW TO SECURE TRAILING CONE
5} TAXI TO RAMP; TURN ON GROUND POWER, SHUTDOWN THE RIGHT
ENGINE. MAINTAIN ELECTRICAL POWER FOR DATA SYSTEM.

VAP _ _ _ __
VREF _ _ _ __

LANDING TIME - - - - - - - -

1.3Vs
+5

Field

Flaps
EXT 131

EXT

AR I AR

AR I AR

SINO-SWEARINGEN

Flight: - -

D•te:

12/_J

RegNo:

1) CYPRESS DEVICE· DISCONNECT
2) DOOR:

DISCONNECT

SEAL & ELECTRICAL

DOOR:

ROTATE HANDLE
(COORDINATE WITH GRND CREW)

AJS

Gear

Bleeds

Flaps

< 160

> 5k II

EXT/0

RETR

TFLF

OFF

..• ••• . ....., ... * . , mu

re rt' , ,.

..

rr

Ai'rcraft S/N 002
Temporary Test Aircraft Umitati'on Summary
TT.<L No.

Weight:

MaxJmum Takeoff
Maxlmum Landing

AFM Llmils
AFMLimits

Load Factor:

Clean
Flaps 1o. 20, 31
Gear Operation

O.Og to 2.0g (trimmed), 0 to 2.0g (mlstrrnmed)
O.Ogto2.0g
1g :1: 0.25g

Altitude:

Maximum
VmoiMmo
Vfe(10, 20)

AFMLimits

Speeds:

Vfe(31)

150

VIol VIe

2001225

Operation:

VMC conditions ONLY, IMC Operation Prohib~ed
Takeoff I Al!emate airports and enroute must meet VFR requirements or as
dictated by the PIC.
.·
Crosswind TO I Ldg 10 knots

Pilot Forces:

Elevator.
Aileron:
Rudder:

200 lbs
85!bs
2251bs

Takeoff
MTOW
TOFL

Speeds
111 Segment
3'" Segment Oist
MLW
LFL
Speeds

Brake Energy
Appr Grad (F10)
Balked Ldg Cfllllb
Systems:

CabinOeHaP

Wing Anti-Ice
Engine Anti-Ice
Autopilot Use
Flight

oreaor

Rudder Bias
Stick Pusher
lancfll1g light

Other:

7
8
8
56
56
56

180

Gear Operating
Function of Air.;peed (See Allached) G"at 200 knots
Gear Down I Locked Function of Air.lpeed (See Allached) 1 0.7• at 225 knots

Landing
Flaps31

56

320 knots I 0.83 Mach

Yaw:

Performance:

10,55,60
8,55

54, 83,
66

58

MonHor Forces where large sideslips, pnot control
forces or g is expected.
Flaps 10
AFM-250!bs
AFM +550ft

Fl

55

2 Proh"b"

18,68
18,68
18,68
18,68
18,68
18,68

AFM+5
AFM-0.5%
AFM+0.9NM
AFM-200!bs
AFM+275fl
AFM+5
,
(Hp<21dt) AFM +0.55 Mmlon I (2~11oo
AFM-0.5%
AFM-2.0%
6 Psld
6 Psld Valves lnstaned
Prohibited
Prohibl1ed

18

18
18

18
18

18
23,59
1

2

Prohibited

5,16
13
16,44

Restrlcled {Ulcoupled)
Prohibited
Prnhibl1ed
Prohiblled

6,33
57

o

No Flight Into lcnown heavy turbulence or forecasted greater than moderate
No Flight Into lcnown ldlg
No Full or Rapid Control Elevator Reversals (Exception Flutter)
No Intentional engine marual reversions In lllght above Idle.
Takeoffs I l.anlmg Gear Retracllon prohibHed when Brake Temps> SOOOF
Repeated Accei-Stops requi"e to allow !he entte brake assembly to coot to
less lhan 1OO'F as noted by lnslrumenlalicn or handheld brake temp delllce
lan<fll"l!l Gear Warning Tcne Is disabled fer Flaps less lhan landing
Aileron Trm restricted to 2Q% and 80% of DAU lndlcatlons (- 20% remaining)
Standby Sialic Source Heat D!sconnected, Standby Pllot.Statlc Instruments

1

4, 31
1o
11
39
39
40

62
66

may be affec!ed In Icing cmdilions

Single Glldesope usa Localizer Only Mblmums, Dual Glkleslopes tuned and
monitored can use normal published millmas

Note:

Page1

72

These HmHatlons supersede those !Xllllalned with the Preltnlnary AFM until lifted as delaied In
Engineering Procedures EP-008. Fer fimil:ations not riSted refer to the Prenmlnary AFM.

,

03126/03

7TAL 56, VleMo Sideslip Umits
H+Ht+H-Itl-ltllttH+H+H+H+H+H++H++H - - Vlo Beta Operating Umit
20 -t+llftH+titr!tttH+HitlrffiHtiHtilffilffi~

-o-

VIe Beta Operating limit

.,"'
~

.,

C)

""0

15

.Q.

u;

.,

-""0

en
"'.,

10

III

s+U~~~~~~~~uu~~~~~~~~~uwy
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SINO-SWEARINGEN AIRCRAFT CO.
AIRPLANE LOADING MANIFEST
AIRCRAFT SIN: 002
FLTNo.:
DATE:

Item Description

SIN: N13BBF
REV: D

Weight Fus. Sta. C.G.
lb
in
%Mac

Basic Empty Weight

9111

350.92

34.99

de-

Comments

BEW

Moment
lb-W1000

FTWO 02-5162

3197

Occuoants
Pilot
Test Conductor I ~Pilot

210

Right Test Analysis
Second Observer

0

186.5 CB • 210, CW-165, MS-195, SH -190, JB ·170,1
186.5
275.0
222.1 TWo Locations Possible FS 221.2 or FS 293

39
0

CockpH
Parachutes
Seat CUshions

16.5

o

193
198

Parachutes 16.5 lbs I ea
Eacn CUshloo 1.5 lbslea

3

Location can vary from FS 205- 349 @ 951bs
Add 6 lbs tor Rack when total Banast+Rack>450 Ills

0

0

Main Cabin
Repositlonable BaUast Box

0

Banas!

0

Banas!

280
118

236.8
236.8

0

M Baaoage Compartment
Ballast Rack (2)

0

0

427.2 Maximum Weight· 440 lbs I ea. rack
426.0 M Racks • 59 lbs ea
0.0
0.0

Urmable fuel, lb
· Uoosable fuel, lb

r
J

I ZERO FUEL WBGHT (MAX 10,100 LB):

1?0

Adcl9.223 !n-Ibs 11000 for Gear
Retracted Moment Calculation

0
0

Included In BEW Build Up

9735

350.2

3500

344.7 Max = 458 gal, 3066 lb

13235

348.8

33.85

Fuel, lb
Fuel Quantity
RAMP WBGHT (MAX 13,600 LB):

31.46

Loadtnq Summary

Total Oc:cupant Load (LB):
Total Fuel Load (LB):
Total Payload (LB):
Ramp e.G. (%MAC):

1206.5

210 lbS
3500 lbs
398 lbS
31.48

Wh&el Loacllnq Reaetlons

Nose

M11/n

951

12285

T.O. C.O. Umlt3: Pwd a 18.44, Atr,. :U.B5

Checked I Approved by
FUghl Crew Member

Appraved by
Manager Test Operations

SINO-SWEARINGEN AIRCRAFT CO.
AIRPLANE LOADING MANIFEST
AIRCRAFT SIN: OfJZ SIN: N13BBF
FLTNo.:
DATE:
REV: D

Fuselage StaUon F.S. (lnchn) Fuel Bum for 1 g Flight, Gear Down
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AIRCRAFT
RELEASE FORM

8INO SWEARINGEN

•

A1C TYPE: SWEARfNGENSJ39.2

REG. NO.

NU!BE
)

REFfRENCF LAS lEST SSAC APPROVED • AIRCRAFT I~SPECTION; RELEASE .AUTHORIZATIOr,r DOCm.•E~T
FOR LISTING OF AUTHORIZfO PERSONNEL TO RELEASE THIS AIRCRAFT

~CONRGURATIO~~C~
THIS Nti.C1W'T WM. BAl.lASTED NlO FUElED IN ACCORDANCE WITM FTWO NO. 2-5227
F1WOo ISSUED SINCE LAST GROU'lllii'UGHT YeT HAVE BEEN ClOSED Willi THe EXCEPTlOH OF THe FOU.OWING:

3.1NSTRUMENTATION:
INSTRUL!ENTAT10NSYS1BffllNCT10IWJCAIJ110HCHECKSHAVEBEENACCOMPt.JSHeDINACCORIW«:Ewmt
APPROPRI.'.TE F1WO{SJ ANOIOR SSAC REPORTS NlO IS SAtlSFACTORY
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5. AIRCRAFT ACCEPTANCE:
I HAVE REVIEWS) THE CONFlGURATION CHANGES (FlWOoiTHATWERE MADE TO TitS AIRCRAFT SINCE THE LAST YeT
NlO ACCEPT THe AIRCRAFT FOR THE SPECIFIED GROUND NlOIOR FUGIIT TEST.
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SINO-SWEARINGEN AIRCRAFT CO.
AIRPLANE LOADING MANIFEST
AJRCRAFT SIN: 002 SIN: N13BBF
DATE:
REV: D

FI..T No.:

We.ght Fus. Sta. CG.
lb
in
%Mac

Item DesafptJon

BaslcEmptyWeight

9111

350.92

34.99 BEWcleleunlnedFTW002-5162

210

166.5 CB- 210, ON -165, MS -195, SH -190, JB -170,1
166.5
275.0
222.1 Two Locations Possible FS 221.2 or FS 293

3197

Occupants

Pilot

Test Calductor I Co-Pilot
Fllght Test Analysis
Second Observer
Parachutes
Seat CUshions

o
16.5
0.

198

198

39
0

Parachutes 16.5 lbs I ea
Each Cushion 1.51bs I ea

3
0

Main Cabin

Reposl!ionable Ballast Box
BaBast

0

236.8

Location can vary from FS 205- 349 @ 951bs
Add 6 lbs for Rack when total Banast+ Rack>450 l~

o

236.8

Banast

280

427.2

Ballast Rack (2)

116

428.0

0

0.0

Add 9,223ln-lbs /1000 for Gear

0

0.0

Retracted Moment Calrulation

0

0

Aft Baoaage CQ!!I)artroent
Maximum Weight- 440 lbs I ea. rack
Aft Racks - 59 lbs ea

120

50

0
0

Unusable Fuel. lb

Included In BEW Buid Up

. Unusable Fuel, lb

I

ZERO FUEL WEIGHT(MAX10,1DOLB):

9735

350.2

3500

344.7

13235

348.8

33.85

34091

Fuel. !b
Fuel Quantity

RAMPWEIGHT(MAX 13,000LB):

Max= 458 gal, 3066 lb

1206.5

31.48

Loading Summary
Total Occupant Load (lB): 210 lbs
Total Fuel Lead (lB): 3500 lbs
Total Payload (lB): 3981bs
Ramp C.G, (%MAC): 31.48

4616l

Whtoe! Loading R8actlons
~
Mall!

951

12285

=

T.O. CG. Umlts: Fwd= 1a44, Alf :U.85

SINO-SWEARINGEN AIRCRAFT CO.
AIRPLANE LOADING MANIFEST
AIRCRAFT SIN: 002 SIN: N138BF
R.TNo.:
DATE:
REV: D

12 13 14 •• 1ft ,,. 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 28 ZT 28 29 30 31

I"""" I

Center of Gravity-% MAC

3837
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SSAC SJ30-2 Flight 231: Post Flight Briefing

April 26, 2003

Location: SSAC Flight Test Conference Room & SSAC TM Team In Rocksprings, TX
Jjme: 11:30- 12:00 CST
Attendees:
Luca Ciccolarl Micaldi, Johnny Doo, Ed Swearingen, Doug Gore, Michael Cavanaugh, Chuck Walls,
Chuck Thornton, Tom Boardman, Victor Holmes, David Schweitzer (TM Team), Pat Carvel (TM
Team), Peter Jennings (TM Team), Joe Zhao (TM Team).
The airplane was flying a !'llisslon to fulfiD the requirements of SSAC Report 30.2222, "Aight Flutter
Certification Test Plan for SSAC Aircraft Model SJ3D-2'.
Aircraft loading Information, test limitations, test procedures, test conditions were per the lest card
for Aight 231 •• dated 4/26/03. The test aircraft was SN002 and the test pilot (and sole occupant)
was Carroll Beeler. The foRewing are the minutes of the post flight briefing conducted at the
location and time indicated above.
111 1est oolnl !No.14A. M.g= .874!
TM Crew:

test aircraft accelerated to target speed and, when on-condition, pHot input elevator,
aileron and rudder In succession, as required;
test airaaft was deared to the next lest point;

Chase:

r

aew noticed nothing unusual around the test airplane.

test ooint !No. 1-14. Mw= .884)

Test pilot

rumble at .865MINO;

TM Crew:

lest aircraft accelerated to target speed and, when on-condition, p1lot input elevator,
aileron and rudder in succession, as required;
wing showed Mach buffet; excitation decays looked OK;
test aircraft was deared to the next test point;
pilot reported that fun left aileron trim was required for this point;
no forces are available on the TM stream, but pilot had to hold additional aileron, on top
of fun aileron trim, to maintain wings level.

Chase:

aew noticed nothing unusual around the lest airplane, except that It was in a
noticeable, yet controlled, right angle of bank before the event precipitaled.

At the lime of this debriefing, it was not dear what had happened after the airplane had been
deared to proceed to the next test point (M,PC>= .894). Data from the TM will possibly reveal what
happened then, i.e. whether the airplane accelerated towards the next test point or decelerated to
re-enter the racetrack pattern in preparation for the next test point

The test pilot then was heard on the radio saying, "The aircraft is rolling, I can't stop ir and the aew
aboard the chase noticed that the airplane was In what appeared to be an uncontrollable, rightwing-down roll.
The chase aew followed the test airaaft until it Impacted the lerrain, exploded and caught on fire.
In their assessment, the lest pilot had not abandoned the airaaft prior to its Impact with the ground.
The estimated aash site was 29' 49' Nand 101' W.
The TM aew informed that a total of 24 parameters were transmitted from the aircraft to the ground
station, among which are all control surface positions (except aileron), airspeed, Mach, altitude and
accelerometer data. The data transmitted to the ground station was subsequently copied to hard
drive for post-processing.

.

5-17-20~

Subjrct: Activities incorporated since accident

Dear Paul Cox.
Hello Paul.
Thank you for your expedient support to finalize the NTSB report.
As per you request I have listed below a number of activities that have been implemented
at SSAC after the loss of aircraft 002. Those activities followed by an ~•" indicate they
were underway before the accident.
If you have any questions please feel !Tee to call myself or Bob Homan.

Manpower
1. Hired additional test pilots and flight test engineers all having past business jet
certification experience. •
2. All Pilots and PrE's have been given in-flight training in "recovery from unusual
attitudes".
3. Retained the services of some industry recognized experts in the field of
aerodynamics, stability and flutter to review the accident flight (Dr. William
Rodden, Dr. Sam Mcintosh and Ian Gilchrist)
4. Reviewed all flight test reports for safety and required duration by outside expert
consultants. (Pete Reynolds and John Ligon)•
5. Continued to build a unified team of cross functional employees that maJcc up the
flight test department. •
Equipment
1. Purchased new telemetry van and telemetry equipment to replace the equipment
lost. Enhancements of the new equipment have an antenna system that allows 360
degree tracking in any pattern. The dual transmitter system allows the data to be
received at any attitude. In addition we have full data channel capacity to the
ground with four stations. A hot audio mike from the aircraft is embedded in the
data transmission. The new system transmits all measurements (1120 parameters)
at full range that are being recorded on board the aircraft.
2. Critical flights such as the high speed flutter dive test are planned at Mojave that
specializes in these types of tests and provides all the necessary air space and
equipment.

AI reran
I. Completed high speed wind tunnel testing.
2 Relocated the speed brakes outboard to reduce undesirable pitch effects.
3. Added wing Vortex Generators (VGs) to push back mach buffeting and improve
lateral stability at high Mach.
4. Added flat-bottom/blunt trailing edge ailerons for roll authority enhancementparticularly at high Mach.
5. Added a deceleration parachute for the high speed flutter test.
6. A roll spoiler control system is under development for consideration to be fitted to
the flight test aircraft for additional roll control enhancement.

Processes
1. Safety Review Board procedures were reviewed to ensure the chainnan and
members clearly understand their role and authority.
2 Hired additional experienced safety review board members to assure all flight test
briefmgs are attended. •
3. High speed dive flutter flight test is reached by stepping up gradually with
increased speed and altitude while comparing actual data received to the high
speed wing tunnel data.
4. All flights considered critical will have two pilots on board.
S. All flight test plans requiring .83 mach or above must be approved by the
ac;rodynamics group prior to the flight.
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Vehicle Performance Group Factual
June 17, 2004
I. Accident

NTSB #:
Location:
Date:
Time:
Aircraft:
Operator:

1AD03MA049
North of Del Rio, Texas
Apri126, 2003
Approximately 1005 Local Time (COT)
Sino Swearingen SJ30-2, N138BF
Sino Swearingen Aircraft Company (SSAC)

II. Group

Chairman:

Charles Pereira
Senior Aerospace Engineer
NTSB,RE-60
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW
Washington, DC 20594

Member:

Kevin J. Renze, Ph.D.
Senior Aerospace Engineer
NTSB, RE-60
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW
Washington, DC 20594

Member:

Gianricardo Frollo
Flight Test Engineer
FAA, ASW-170
2601 Meacham Boulevard, Room 448
Fort Worth, TX 76137

Member:

David Wells
Lead Engineer, Flight Test Instrumentation
1770 Sky Place Boulevard
San Antonio, TX 78126-2879

Member:

Johnny T. Doo
Deputy Vice President, Engineering
Senior Manager, Performance and Technology
1770 Sky Place Boulevard
San Antonio, TX 78126-2879

III. Summary
On April26, 2003 at approximately 1005 COT, a Sino Swearingen SJJ0-2, N138BF, was
destroyed when it impacted terrain north of Del Rio, Texas. The certificated airline transport
pilot was fatally injured. Visual meteorological conditions prevailed and an instrument flight
rules flight plan was filed. The experimental test flight was conducted under 14 CFR Part 91.
The accident airplane and the accompanying T-38 chase plane (shown in Figure 1) departed San
Antonio International Airport (SAT), San Antonio, Texas, at approximately 091 I to conduct
high speed flight flutter testing north of Del Rio, Texas.

Figure 1: SJJ0-2 (N138BF) and Northrop T-38 (N638TC) preparing for flight 231 on the
morning of the accident.

IV. On Scene Documentation
The Airplane Performance Group (APG) initially convened at the Sino Swearingen Aircraft
Company (SSAC) facility in San Antonio, Texas on April27. The APG reviewed investigative
policies and procedures, the SJJ0-2 aircraft general arrangement and flight control systems, the
SJJ0-2 flight test program, and available accident information. The APG commuted to Del Rio,
Texas on the night of April27 and arrived at the accident site on Apri128.
The APG assisted the Structures Group with the organization and conduct of the accident site
survey (see Structures Group Chairman's Factual Report). The accident site was located on the
top of a rocky hill at coordinates North 29" 52.335', West 100" 57.721', at an elevation of 1741
feet (per Garmin handheld GPS values). The airplane impacted a large, flat area ofrock, and
penetrated the rock about 2 to 3 feet deep at the center, with less penetration outboard of the
center. The width of the crater was about 31 feet and appeared to resemble a wingtip to wingtip
impression of the airplane, with nearly symmetrical tapering of the crater from the middle
outboard to each end.
There were no tree strikes prior to the initial impact, nor was there sufficient penetration of the
rock to establish flight path angle or airplane attitude at impact. Figure 2 documents locations of
significant wreckage debris and Figures 3 and 4 present photographic evidence of the impact
site.
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Figure 2: Location of main portions of wreckage distribution. See the Structures Group
Chainnan's Factual Report, Attachment A for identifier definitions.

Impact Crater

Figure 3: View of impact crater. Note light colored (white) crushed rock near center of picture.
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Figure 4: View of center of impact crater.
Distribution of the wreckage around the crater did not show any obvious direction of travel or
horizontal velocity, although there appeared to be considerably more wreckage east and north of
the crater than south and west. Witnesses in the T-38 chase plane stated that the airplane
maintained approximately the same ground track from initiation of the event to impact with
terrain.
The airplane wreckage was severely fragmented. However, portions of all flight control surfaces,
the Gurney flap, and most other significant systems and structures were located at the accident
site, consistent with the airplane being intact at impact.
The airplane was equipped with a flight test instrumentation package that provided onboard
recording of several hundred parameters at I 00 and 300 Hz sample rates, and telemetry of27
parameters at a 300 Hz sample rate. The onboard data were recorded on two Seagate Barracuda
PC hard drives that were not designed to provide crashworthiness, nor were they required or
recommended to be crashworthy by the FAA. Two additional PC hard drives were on the
airplane at the time of the accident, the frrst a Seagate Barracuda and the second a laptop drive,
neither of which were recording data.
Two of the three Sea gate hard drives were recovered from the accident site. However, it was not
known which of the three PC systems these hard drives were from because they were severely
damaged and separated from their cases. The two recovered hard drives were returned to the
NTSB Vehicle Recorder Lab (RE-40) for review. Upon consultation with RE-40 and industry
hard drive recovery experts, it was determined that the data were not recoverable due to the
extensive damage to the drives. Figures 5 and 6 document the general condition of the remnants
of the hard drives and their cases:
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Figure 5: One of two hard drive remnants found. Note stamping impact damage and bends.
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Figure 6: Computer case and hard drive remnants (one of several pieces).
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V. Weather Data
Surface weather observations recorded near Del Rio, Texas at 0953 LST on the day of the
accident indicated winds were 140• true at 13 knots, visibility was 10 statue miles with clear
skies, the temperature was 25 •c, the dew point was 12 •c, and the altimeter was 29.88 inches of
Hg. Upper air atmospheric characteristics measured via radiosonde observation (a balloon-borne
instrument platform with radio transmitting capabilities) from the Del Rio (DRT) station are
summarized in Table 1 below.
Table 1: Del Rio, Texas upper air sounding data (12Z on 26 April2003).

----------------------------------------------------------------------------DWPT
PRES
HGHT
TEMP
RELH
MIXR
DRCT
SKNT
THTA
THTE
THTV
hPa

m

c

c

\

q/kq

deq

knot

K

K

K

----------------------------------------------------------------------------76
1000.0
973.0
925.0
917.0
900.0
889.0
879,0
850.0
815.5
786.6
765.0
758.7
731.4
705.0
700.0
618.0
583.2
561.1
550.0
539.6
518.7
500.0
498.6
478.6
459.3
423.2
406.2
400.0
389.3
372.8
313.4
300.0
286.6
250.0
249.7
239.0
200.0
196.7
187.3
175.0
169.6
161.3
153.3
150.0
145.8
139.0

313
751
826
987
1093
1191
1478
1829
2134
2370
2438
2743
3048
3107
4115
4572
4877
5034
5182
5486
5770
5791
6096
6401
7010
7315
7430
7620
7925
9144
9450
9754
10660
10668
10953
12090
12192
12497
12916
13106
13411
13716
13850
14021
14308

16.8
20.2
20.4
19.2
18.4
18.4
17.2
15.7
14.4
13.4
12.8
10.3
7.7
7.2
-1.1
-3.7
-5.4
-6.3
-7.5
-10.1
-12.5
-12.7
-15.2
-17.8
-22.8
-25.3
-26.3
-27.7
-29.9
-38.9
-41.1
-43.5
-50.7
-50.8
-52.9
-59.3
-60.0
-62.0
-64.7
-65.3
-66.3
-67.3
-67.7
-67.8
-68.1

9.8
7.2
7.4
7.2
16.1
10.4
6.2
1.2
-3.2
-6.6
-7.2
-9.7
-12.3
-12.8
-14.1
-20.7
-25.0
-27.3
-27.5
-28.0
-28.5
-28.6
-30.8
-33.0
-37.3
-39.5
-40.3
-41.6
-43.7
-52.0
-54.1
-55.8
-60.7
-60.8
-62.9
-68.3
-68.8
-70.5
-72.7
-73.3
-74.3
-75.3
-75.7
-75.8
-76.1

63
43
43
46
86
60
48
37
29
24
24
23
23
23
37
25
20
17
18
22
25
25
25
25
25
25
26
25
25
24
23
25
30
29
29
30
30
31
32
32
32
31
31
31
31

7.87
6.93
7.09
7.13
13.11
9.08
7.04
5.13
3.85
3.06
2.95
2.51
2.12
2.05
2.09
1.27
0.90
0.75
0.74
0.74
0.73
0.73
0.62
0.52
0.37
0.31
0.29
0.26
0.21
0.10
0.08
0.07
0.04
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

170
174
175
177
178
179
181
185
205
228
235
260
295
295
264
250
265
291
315
330
305
300
295
310
270
290
290
275
255
280
280
285
280
280
282
290
290
275
285
290
260
285
280
265
270
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4
6
7
8
8
9
10
12
11
13
13
12
12
12
16
18
15
13
12
12
13
13
16
17
15
14
14
17
22
19
19
21
21
21
21
22
23
22
22
22
11
17
16
15
16

292.2
300.0
300.9
301.3
301.5
302.5
304.1
306.2
308.0
309.3
309.4
309.9
310.3
310.4
312.1
314.4
315.8
316.6
316.8
317.3
317.7
317.8
318.4
319.0
320.1
320.6
320.7
321.4
322.4
326.4
327.3
328.2
330.6
330.6
331.5
338.7
339.2
340.8
343.0
345.1
348.4
351.8
353.3
355.9
360.3

315.0
320.8
322.2
322.8
340.4
329.8
325.6
322.2
320.2
319.3
319.1
318.1
317.4
317.2
319.1
318.8
319.0
319.2
319.5
320.0
320.4
320.4
320.7
320.9
321.4
321.7
321.8
322.4
323.3
326.8
327.7
328.5
330.8
330.8
331.7
338.8
339.3
340.9
343.0
345.1
348.5
351.8
353.3
355.9
360.4

293.6
301.2
302.2
302.6
303.9
304.1
305.4
307.1
308.7
309.9
310.0
310.4
310.7
310.8
312.6
314.6
316.0
316.7
316.9
317.4
317.9
317.9
318.5
319.1
320.1
320.6
320.8
321.4
322.5
326.4
327.3
328.2
330.6
330.6
331.5
338.7
339.2
340.8
343.0
345.1
348.4
351.8
353.3
355.9
360.3

125.2
120.0

14935
15192

-67.2
-66.9

-75.2
-74.9

31
31

0.01
0.01

18

280

372.8
378.0

372.8
378.1

372.8
378.0

Table I (Continued):
DRT station information and sounding indices
Station identifier:
Station number:
Observation time:
Station latitude:
Station longitude:
Station elevation:
Showalter index:
Lifted index:
LIFT computed using virtual temperature:
SWEAT index:
K index:
Cross totals index:
Vertical totals index:
Totals totals index:
Convective Available Potential Energy:
CAPE using virtual temperature:
Convective Inhibition:
CINS using virtual temperature:
Bulk Richardson Number:
Bulk Richardson Number using CAPV:
Temp [K] of the Lifted Condensation Level:
Pres [hPa] of the Lifted Condensation Level:
Mean mixed layer potential temperature:
Mean mixed layer mixing ratio:
1000 hPa to 500 hPa thickness:
Precipitable water [mm) for entire sounding:

ORT
72261
030426/1200
29.36
-100.91
313.0
0.99
4.97
4.78
107.76
15.90
18.70
29.70
48.40
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
279.23
809.96
296.61
7.35
5694.00
19.76

VI. Radar Data
Radar data for the accident flight were obtained in electronic format from the 5 independent sites
documented in Table 2. The United States Air Force 84111 Radar Evaluation Squadron provided
the RADES data, which included latitude, longitude, time, range, azimuth, beacon code, primary
altitude, and reinforced altitude information. Short range radar data were supplied by Laughlin
radar approach control (RAPCON). The RAPCON data included time, range, azimuth, beacon
code, and reinforced altitude parameters. The map in Figure 7 depicts the radar site locations, the
Nl38BF ground track based on the RSG ARSR-4 data, and the accident site location.
Table 2: Radar data sources.
Identifier Location

Type
ARSR-4

RSG

King Mountain,
TX
Rocksprings, TX

EGP

Eagle Pass, TX

ATS

OTL

Oilton, TX

ARSR-4

DLF

Laughlin AFB, TX ASR

KMN

ARSR-4

Latitude

Longitude

N31 17'
06.700"
N3002'
47.700"
N28 23'
06.924"
N27 29'
55.900"
N29 21'
06.37"

Wl02 16'
22.400"
WIOO 16'
04.300"
WlOO 17'
08.875"
W098 58'
08.500"
WIOO 48'
19.82"
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Seconds/ Source
Sweep
12
RADES
12

RADES

12

RADES

12

RADES

4.5

Laughlin
RAP CON

t

NORTH

Figtn 7: Radar site locations, NI38BF ground track based on RSG ARSR-4 data, and the accident site location.
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VII. Telemetry Data

Nl3 8BF was instrumented with and designed to communicate 27 critical flight flutter test
parameters at 300 samples per second to a ground station via telemetty. Nineteen of the 27
channels were dedicated to accelerometer measurements with the remaining 8 parameters
allocated to aircraft flight conditions, control surface positions, attitude, and fuel load. Table 3
identifies the telemetry parameters available from flight 231. Approximately 3 minutes of
telemetry data were provided to the APG in electronic format.
Table 3: N138BF telemetry parameters.
#

Parameter

Description

1

CAS CONE

CONE Calibrated A"

2

~LT CONE

boNE Pressure Altitude (I 0.000 to 50,000 F1)

3 !MACH

(200 to 400 KTS)

l!ndicated Mach (0.4 to 1.0)

4

~OTAL FUEL

~otal Fuel (0 to 5000 lb)

s

MAG HDNG

IMametic Headin~ ((1' to 360")

6

lfwo_ FUS

!Fwd Fusela~e Vert Accel. (g's)

7

!FwD

8

~ FUS LAT AC

~ft Fusela~e La! Accel. (g's)

9

[AFT FUS VRT AC

[Aft Fuselage Vert Accel. (g's)

VRT AC

FUS LAT AC

IFwd Fuselage La! Accel. (g's)

10 LWNG RS VRT AC

H Wing Tip, Aft Spar Vert Accel. (g's)

11

H W'mg Tip, Lon~ Accel. (g's)

WNG LNG AC

12 LWNG FS VRT AC

lr H Wing Tip, Fwd Spar Vert Accel. (g's)

13 IRWNG RS VRT AC

iRH Wing Tip. Aft Spar Vert Accel. (g's)

14 IRWNG LNG AC

iRH Wing TiP. Long Accel. (g's)

IS IRWNG FS VRT AC

iRH Wing Tip, Fwd Spar Vert Accel. (g's)

16 ~STB FS LAT AC

!vert Tail Tip, Fwd Spar La! Accel. (g's)

17 ~STB RS LAT AC

!vert Tail Tip, Aft Spar La! Accel. (l!'s)

18 IHsTB LH LNG AC

H Horizontal Stab Tip, Lon~ Accel. (g's)

19 iHSTB LH VRT AC

H Horizontal Stab Tip. Vert Accel. (g's)

21 IHsTB RH VRT AC

iRH Horizontal Stab Tip, Lon~ Accel. (g's)
iRH Horizontal Stab Tip, Vert Accel. (g's)

22 ~lL RH AC

iRH Aileron Accel. (l!'s)

23 [AIL LH AC

lr H Aileron Accel. (~'s)

20 iHSTB RH LNG AC

24

IRuo

TRIM AC

25 IELEV POS
26
27

IRuo Pos
ivRuo POS

!Rudder Trim Tab Accel. (g's) [@ 0"/o trim]
IEievator Position (degrees)
!Rudder Position (decrees)

lventral Rudder Position (degrees)
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VIII. SJ30-2!\fodel
The Sino Swearingen SJ30-2 is a 7 seat (I pilot, up to 6 passengers), twin engine, light business
jet with a design range of2500 NM at a long range cruise Mach number of0.78. At the time of
the N138BF flight test accident, the SJ30-2 had not completed Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA) certification testing. Three view drawings of the SJ30-2 are presented in Figures 8
through 10.
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Figure 8: SJ30-2 top view.
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Figure 9: SJ30-2 front view.
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National Transportation Safety Board
Office of Research and Engineering
Washington, DC 20594

Vehicle Performance Group Study
July 8, 2004

I. Accident
NTSB #:
Location:
Date:
Time:
Aircraft:
Operator:

IAD03MA049
North of Del Rio, Texas
April 26, 2003
Approximately I005 Local Time (Con
Sino Swearingen SJ30-2, N138BF
Sino Swearingen Aircraft Company (SSAC)

II. Group
Chairman:

Charles Pereira
Senior Aerospace Engineer
NTSB,RE-60
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW
Washington, DC 20594

Member:

Kevin J. Renze, Ph.D.
Senior Aerospace Engineer
NTSB, RE-60
490 L 'Enfant Plaza East, SW
Washington, DC 20594

Member:

Gianricardo Frollo
Flight Test Engineer
FAA, ASW-I70
260I Meacham Boulevard, Room 448
Fort Worth, TX 76137

Member:

David Wells
Lead Engineer, Flight Test Instrumentation
I 770 Sky Place Boulevard
San Antonio, TX 78126-2879

Member:

Johnny T. Doo
Deputy Vice President, Engineering
Senior Manager, Performance and Technology
I 770 Sky Place Boulevard
San Antonio, TX 78 I 26-2879

III. Summary
On April26, 2003 at approximately 1005 COT, a Sino Swearingen SJ30-2, N138BF, was
destroyed when it impacted terrain north of Del Rio, Texas. The certificated airline transport
pilot was fatally injured. Visual meteorological conditions prevailed and an instrument flight
rules flight plan was filed. The experimental test flight was conducted under 14 CFR Part 91.
The accident airplane and the accompanying T-38 chase plane departed San Antonio International Airport (SAT), San Antonio, Texas, at approximately 0911 to conduct high speed flight
flutter testing north of Del Rio, Texas.
The flight 231 radar and teleme!Iy data, N138BF lateral control and lateral trim documentation,
and limited SJ30-2 transonic wind tunnel test results were analyzed. The data indicated that
N138BF exhibited symptoms oflateral asymmetry during the SJ30-2 flight test program and
reduced lateral control at Mach numbers above 0.86. The airframe lateral asymme!Iy was
addressed in part by the introduction of a Gurney flap. Although lateral control authority was
available within the design flight envelope, N138BF consistently required left wing down trim at
speeds above 250 KCAS in zero sideslip conditions.
The loss of lateral control during high speed flutter flight testing was manifest in the form of a
continuous, right wing down, descending roll. Post-accident transonic wind tunnel test data
indicated that. at the accident flight condition, N138BF had negative lateral stability and
significantly reduced aileron effectiveness due to shock-induced separation. The airplane was not
able to generate enough aileron roll authority to balance the residual rolling moment coupled
with the adverse rolling moment due to a 2" to 3" sideslip. Recovery from the lateral control
upset would most likely have been accomplished by reducing speed (e.g., throttles to idle,
speedbrake deployment) below Mach 0.84.

IV. Abbreviations
AND
ANU
ARA
ARSR-4
ASR
CDT
CFD
CFR
DATCOM
DER
DLF
ECU
EGP
KCAS
KMN
LH

LWD
OTL

airplane nose down
airplane nose up
Aircraft Research Association Limited, Bedford, England
air route surveiiiance radar, model 4
airport surveillance radar
central daylight time
computational fluid dynamics
Code ofFederal Regulations
USAF stability and control data compendium
designated engineering representative
Laughlin Air Force Base, ASR
Edwards County Airport
Eagle Pass
calibrated airspeed, knots
King Mountain, ARSR-4
left hand
left wing down
Oilton, ARSR-4
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RH
RSG

RWD
SAT

SRB
SSAC
TED
TEL
TER
TEU
TTAL
USAF
UWAL

right hand
Rocksprings, ARSR-4
right wing do\\11
San Antonio International Airport
safety review board
Sino Swearingen Aircraft Corporation
trailing edge do\\11
trailing edge left
trailing edge right
trailing edge up
temporary test aircraft limitation
United States Air Force
University of Washington Aeronautical Laboratory, Seattle, Washington

V. Nomenclature
M
Mor
MMo
Vor
V MO

Mach number
maximum demonstrated flight Mach number
maximum operating Mach number
maximum demonstrated flight airspeed
maximum operating airspeed

VI. Radar Data
The long range and short range radar data identified in the Vehicle Performance Factual Report
were processed to determine aircraft latitude, longitude, altitude, rate of climb, and groundspeed
as a function of time. The radar sites, accident site, and the accident and chase aircraft ground
track data were superimposed on the map presented in Figure I. The long range N 13 SBF radar
data are depicted by small blue, green, yellow, or red circular symbols, according to radar site
source. The short range radar data are illustrated by the large blue, green, and red circular
symbols. The data indicate that NI38BF was on a course from west to east about 35 miles north
of Del Rio, Texas at an altitude of30,500 feet when the accident occurred.
A close up view of the accident site and the short range radar data is presented in Figure 2. The
accident aircraft ground track is depicted by the large blue symbols, whereas the large green and
red symbols denote the chase plane ground track. According to SSAC, NI38BF was squawking
beacon code 4761 during the flight test and N638TC was flying chase. As such, N638TC was the
second aircraft in a flight of 2 aircraft and was not squawking an independent transponder code.
Subsequent to the accident, N638TC assumed the flight test transponder code and began
squawking beacon code 4761. This fact is confirmed by the radar data documented in Figure 2 as
the ground track transitions from NI38BF squawking 4761 (large blue symbols), to only primary
returns near the time of the accident (large green symbols), to N638TC squawking 4761 (large
red symbols).
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Figure I: Partial accident flight ground track. accident site location, and partial chase plane ground track with key identifying aircraft by beacon
code, if available, and radar data soun:e.
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VIL Flight 231 Telemetry Data
The SSAC flutter test plan1 required a Designated Engineering Representative (DER) to monitor
the SJ30-2 airframe and control surface responses to control input excitations, or pulses2, in real
time. To meet this requirement, N1388F was instrumented with and designed to communicate
27 critical flight flutter test parameters at 300 samples per second to a ground station van via
telemetry. The telemetry data3 for the last 3 minutes of flight 231 were transcribed from binary to
engineering units by SSAC and provided to the NTSB.

A. Overview
The telemetry data included the airplane flight condition (altitude, airspeed, Mach number);
magnetic heading; control surface positions for the elevator, rudder, and ventral rudder; fuel
weight; and 19 accelerometer parameters requested to support the flutter certification testing.
Parameters of interest that were recorded but unrecoverable4 included the accelerations near the
airplane center of gravity; angle of attack and sideslip angle; roll and pitch attitude; aileron
surface, speedbrake, slat, flap, and gear positions; engine parameters; control input positions; and
column, wheel, and pedal forces.
A subset of the flight 231 telemetry data are attached in Appendices A through C. Each appendix
contains 10 plots in which a series of parameters (individual vertical axes) were plotted as a
function of time on a common horizontal axis. The fust plot (e.g., Figure A.O) provides an
overview of 3 minutes of data. The remaining 9 plots (e.g., Figures A. I through A.9) present 20
second, sequential snapshots of the respective overview plot timeline. Telemetry flight condition,
control surface, and attitude data are shown in Appendix A with calculated airspeed, ground
speed, flight path angle, and sideslip angle data The short range radar-based pressure altitude
data were also compared to the telemetry data in Appendix A. Longitudinal and lateral axis
accelerometer telemetry data from several aircraft locations were included in Appendix B with
flight condition and attitude data. Similarly, vertical axis accelerometer telemetry data from
several aircraft locations appear in Appendix C.
No significant telemetry data dropouts occurred prior to the lateral upset event. However, the
recorded telemetry data contained a large number of data dropouts subsequent to the lateral upset
event, which were attributed to the masking of the onboard antenna as the aircraft rolled, causing
periods oftelemetry sync loss between N138BF and the ground station van located at Edwards
County Airport (ECU) near Rocksprings, Texas. The majority of these data dropouts5 were
removed in the plots presented in Appendices A through C. Timeline discontinuities or "gaps" in
the telemetry data should be interpreted as data dropout regions. For example, a 3.8 second data
dropout region exists from time 263.9 to 267.7.
1

Flight Flutter Certification Test Plan for SSAC Aircraft Model SJ30-2, Report 30-2222, Rev. A.
A control surface pulse {e.g~ elevator, aileron, or rudder pulse) refers to a pilot commanded, single step control
input of short duration and small deflection, intended to provide excitation via control surface motion.
'Telemetry data parameter definitions are documented in the associated Vehicle Performance Factual Report.
• NI38BF was also equipped with a flight lest instrumentation package that provided onboard reconding of several
hundred parameters at I 00 and 300 liz sample rates. However, these onboard data were not recoverable due to
extensive damage to the associated PC system hard drives.
'The algorithm used to remove data dropouts is not guaranteed to discard all potential dropouts.
2
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The telemetry parameter scale limits were met or exceeded for three parameters defmed in the
Vehicle Performance Factual Report As depicted in Figure A.8, the calibrated airspeed reached
a plateau at its maximum threshold value (400 knots) by 268 seconds, about 27 seconds prior to
the end of data. Similarly, the indicated Mach number maximum threshold value (Mach 1.0) was
maintained between 272.9 and 278.3 seconds. As Figure A.9 illustrates, the telemetry pressure
altitude bottomed at its minimum threshold value (I 0,000 feet) about 4 seconds prior to the end
of data.

B. Accident Event Timeline
The events noted on the plots in Appendices A through C were based in part on the accident
event tirneline presented in the SSAC document, "SIN 002 Accident Investigation Final Report:
Lateral Instability Theory," dated August I, 2003. The events listed in Table 1 consist of
Nl38BF flight conditions, control inputs, airplane responses, pilot communication, or witness
statements of interest.
Table I: Flight 231 Telemetry Data Events
Time
Second•)

Event Description

193
194
202
214
218.5
228.5
228.5+
239
239+

Aircraft reaches Mach 0.86.
Accelerometers begin to record noticeablyhigh_er amplitude oscillations.
Aircraft sets up for test point 1-14. [32,000 ft to 28.000 ft; 0.884 Mach indicated]
Aircraft stabilizes at Mach 0.88; rudder position begins to transition from 0" to 2.0" TEL.
Elevator pulse complete.
Rudder pulse complete.
ESTIMATED TIME [Pilot reports that he cannot free the controls.}
Aileron pulse complete. [335 KCAS· 30,500 ft· 0.881 Mach indicated]
ESTIMATED TIME [Chase notes N138BF was in a right bank at the completion of the test
!point]
Pilot commands increasing TEL rudder deflection. [2.8" to 4.6• TEL.]
Aircraft head in~ begins to deviate nose right.
Pilot initiates a TEU elevator_pull.
Rate of TEL rudder input increases significantly.
Rudder reaches peak deflection of 6.5° TEL.
Elevator reaches peak deflection of 3.5• TEU. [Elevator is held at this position.]
Rate of heading deviation increases si~ficantly.
ESTIMATED TIME [Chase reports N138BF is slowly rolling to the right 1
Aircraft completes one roll.
3• TEU elevator continues to be held in.
7" TEL rudder commanded.
I[352 KCAS· 28 000 ft· 0.885 Mach indicated]
ESTIMATED TIME [Pilot reports that he cannot stop the roll.]
Aircraft rolls approximately 6 more times.
Telemetry_ data ends with indicated altitude of I 0,000 ft for the last 4 seconds.

239-244
244.6
245
246
246.2
246.4
246.4+
254

254+
254-295
295.1
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The telemetry data began at 130 seconds (10:02:10) with N138BF at about 38,000 feet, Mach
0.805 passing through a magnetic heading of 36° as it executed a right hand, shallow deScending
tum toward a magnetic heading of approximately 73°. The airplane accelerated to about Mach
0.83 by the time it completed the tum and continued its shallow descent, accelerating to about
Mach 0.85 by time 180 seconds. The airplane stabilized at about Mach 0.85 for nearly 8 seconds
as it passed through 36,000 feet, continuing to accelerate to about Mach 0.87 at 202 seconds. The
airplane passed an indicated Mach number of about 0.86 at 193 seconds and I second later the
accelerometers recorded noticeably higher amplitude oscillations indicative of high speed buffet
The lift coefficient at 194 seconds was calculated to be 0.25, which correlated well with the
SJ30-2 buffet boundary curve.
The airplane maintained Mach 0.87 for about 9 seconds as it passed through 33,500 feet before
accelerating to Mach 0.88 at about 214 seconds. As the airplane stabilized at Mach 0.88, the
rudder position trnnsitioned from about 00 to about 1.5° to 2° trailing edge left (TEL). The
elevator pulse was completed at 218.5 seconds (see Figure A.5) with the airplane passing
through 33,000 feet on a heading of74° magnetic. The rudder pulse6 was completed at 228.5
seconds (see Figure A.6) with the airplane passing through 31,500 feet At about this time
according to witness statements, the pilot reported he could not free the controls.
The aileron pulse (see Figure A.6) was initiated at about 237.8 seconds and completed by about
239 seconds as the airplane passed through 30,500 feet The rudder position began to move
before the aileron pulse damped out, from about 2° TEL to about 3.5° TEL in 2 seconds. At about
240 seconds, airplane heading began to deviate airplane nose right from about 74 to 76.5°
magnetic over 3.2 seconds. The ventral rudder position moved about 0.75° TEL, the same
direction as the rudder, between 237.8 and 243.2 seconds. The chase aircraft reported Nl38BF in
a slow right bank at this point
At 243.2 seconds, the rudder moved about ! 0 TEL over 1.8 seconds to 4.5° TEL and the airplane
nose right heading rate was briefly checked at 244.4 seconds. Unti1243.2 seconds, the elevator
remained relatively constant at its initial test condition position near 1° trailing edge down
(TED). At 244.6 seconds, the elevator moved about 4° airplane nose up (ANU) to 3.5° TEU in
1.8 seconds. The elevator maintained a position of 2° to 5° TEU for the next 34 seconds.
As the elevator moved TEU at about 244.6 seconds, the airplane heading once again deviated
airplane nose right. At 245 seconds, rudder rate increased significantly as the rudder moved 2°
TEL over I second to 6.5° TEL. After time 243.2, the ventral rudder position appeared to
represent a scaled, offset reflection of the rudder position time history7•

'Based on the telemetry data from the flight231 Mach 0.884 flutter lest, SSAC concluded that the pilot command
input sequence was elevator pulse, rudder pulse, aileron pulse. The test plan called for an elevator, aileron, rudder
pulse sequence. It is notlcnown why the aileron and rudder pulse sequences were transposed for this test condition.
The SJ3(}.2 Flight Test Point Report found in Appendix A of Report 3(}.2222, Rev. A and flight231tesl card (page
S/12) called for an elevator, aileron, rudder, speedbrake sequence. SSAC noted that the speedbrake deployment
command excitation was removed for flight231 and other high speed buffet flight conditions.
7
SSAC provided steady heading sideslip flightiest data in an attempt to use ventral rudder data to derive sideslip
angle. The ventral rudder tended to float into the relative wind when the yaw damper was inactive. Review of these
data concluded that the direction indicated by the ventral rudder position was more reliable than the magnitude for
use as a sideslip angle indicator.
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The combination of increased ANU elevator and increased airplane nose left rudder coincided
with a marked increase in airplane nose right heading rate. From about 246.2 seconds to the end
of telemetry data, magnetic heading established a periodic oscillation between 65° and 95°
magnetic with a period that varied between 6 and 9 seconds per cycle. Elevator ANU deflection
and rudder TEL deflection were maintained, with some variation in magnitude, to nearly the end
of the data. Calibrated airspeed and Mach number increased well beyond the SJ30-2 VMoiMMo
and VoriMor design goals during the accident descent.
The approximately 7 second period observed in the first heading oscillation following the aileron
pulse was consistent with the T-38 witness report that NI38BF entered and maintained a slow
right roll after the aileron pulse. The magnetic heading oscillations, rate of altitude descent, and
increasing Mach number were consistent with T-38 witness reports that N138BF entered a
continuous, descending roll and accelerated away from the T-38 (N638TC) despite its attempts
to follow.

C. Performance Calculations
The flight 231 pressure altitude, Mach number, and rudder position telemetry data were used to
calculate the airspeed, ground speed, flight path angle, and sideslip angle shown in Appendix A.
Radiosonde data documented in the Vehicle Performance Factual Report were used to calculate
the speed of sound. As N138BF accelerated toward the test condition Mach number, the airplane
transitioned from level flight to a flight path angle about JO below the horizon. The flight path
angle was about 10" below the horizon at the completion of the aileron pulse. At 243.2 seconds,
as rudder deflection TEL opposed the airplane nose right heading deviation, the airplane descent
became increasingly steep. The flight path angle continued to decrease toward a final estimated
value of 7JO below the horizon.
Sideslip angle was estimated as a function of rudder position based on SJ30-2 steady heading
sideslip data. Results of this calculation were considered valid only for periods when 1) N 138BF
was maintaining a relatively steady heading, and 2) rudder position was constant or slowly
transitioning8• Sideslip angle results were plotted between 210 and 247.5 seconds. Sideslip angle
was calculated to vary between at most ±I 0 until the aileron pulse, when it increased to about 2°
between 238 and 243.2 seconds. The sideslip angle increased toward 2.JO with increasing rudder
TEL deflection between 243.2 and 244.4 seconds, at which point the airplane established a
nearly constant roll rate9 during the high speed descent.

D. Other Telemetry Data Features
The forward fuselage lateral and vertical acceleration parameters contained distinct features or
"spikes" at 10 instances10• The features appeared only in the 2 forward fuselage accelerometer
1

Sideslip angle estimales resulling from dynamic rudder events near 218.5 and 228.5 seconds were no! considered
valid.
9
SSAC provided bank to bank roll flight test dala which illustrated magnetic heading devialion as a function of bank
angle for bank angles between ±30".
10
The features occurred at approximate times of 137.7, 141.5, 146, 196, 198.5, 214.5, 231.5, 2365,271, and 290
seconds on Figures B.l-B.2, B.4-B.6, B.8-B.9 and C.I-C.2, C.4-C.6, C.8-C.9.
9
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channels. The duration and relative frequency of the spikes were consistent with short
communication transmissions the pilot might use to identify control input pulses. After review,
SSAC concluded that these spikes were induced by coupled interference from radio transmission
during pilot communication.
The character of the left and right aileron accelerometer data clearly changed between 220 and
230 seconds, as illustrated in Figure A.6 near the bottom of the page. The left hand (LH) aileron
data indicated a cycle (+6 g's at 222.5 seconds; -3 g's at 228 seconds) not present in the right
hand (RH) aileron data. The LH aileron cycle occurred at approximately 0.1 Hz. SSAC
concluded that this frequency was too low for a piezo-electric accelerometer measurement to be
valid 11 and that the LH aileron accelerometer data feature did not likely reflect an actual flight
event.

VIII. N138BF Lateral Control History
The SJ30-2 lateral trim system used an adjustable trim spring to apply a constant force to the
control wheel. The spring rate of the installed lateral trim system was equivalent to about 10 lb
pilot wheel force or about 15 percent total roll authority. The constant force design dictated that
the amount of trim required to balance an aerodynamic force asymmetry must be speed
dependent Given telemetry and eyewitness evidence that a lateral upset occurred, the airplane
performance group documented the N138BF lateral control history. N138BF lateral control
issues and pertinent events are summarized in Table 2, based on SSAC documents and
communication provided during the course of the investigation.

1997
Prior to 2002

Table 2: N138BF lateral control history
• SSAC purchased a drag chute and developed flight test installation plans.

• SSAC made decision not to implement the high speed drag chute installation
originally planned for NI38BF flutter testing, due to pilot group concern
about the possibility of an inadvertent chute deployment
Prior to June I, 2002 • A speed restriction of250 KCAS was in place.
(Prior to fligbtll4)
• NI38BF required a significant amount of roll trim adjustment
• The roll trim requirement switched between left wing down (LWD) and right
wing down (RWD).
• The roll trim requirement was speed dependent
• The NI38BF ailerons were removed, measured, and replaced to correct the
discovered twist deviations from the aileron design surface loft.
Post June I, 2002
• A speed restriction of250 KCAS remained in place.
(Post flight 114)
• NI38BF required much less roll trim adjustment
• The roll trim requirement was consistently LWD and increased with airspeed.
• NI38BF could be trimmed in the lateral direction within the 250 KCAS speed
restriction.
• SSAC concluded that the NI38BF tendency to roll RWD could be attributed
to measured wing twist and aileron twist deviations from the respective design
surface lofts.
Post October 2002
• The speed restriction of250 KCAS was opened up to 320 KCAS or Mach
0.83 following completion of Phase I flutter testing.
11

The accelerometer specification sheets indicated that the output deviation trailed off logarithmically as the
excitation frequency approached I Hz.
10
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December 16-17,
2002 (flight 199 and
flight 200,
respectively)

April 14,2003

April 15, 2003

April 24, 2003
(flight 229)

April25, 2003
(t1i ght 230)
12

• The consistent LWD roll trim requirement was a known Nl3SBF
characteristic.
• Nl3SBF required nearly full LWD lateral trim at 320 KCAS.
• A Temporary Test Aircraft Limitation (TTAL) instructed pilots to limit use of
aileron trim to the 20 to SO percent range of a 0 to I 00 percent scale, where 50
percent was neutral.
• Nl3SBF was instrumented with tufts on the left and right wing upper
surfaces. Two video cameras (one camera per wing) were installed to record
the real time tuft positions on each wing upper surface throughout the test
flighl
• Nl3SBF conducted 2 high speed tuft tests 12•
• Tuft testing confmned the presence oflarge regions of shock-induced
separation above Mach 0.8 I. (The SJ30-2 design cruise Mach number is 0.80
and the maximum operating Mach number is 0.83.)
• Nl3SBF speedbrake travel was limited to 17.5" ofnomina135" design travel
to reduce undesirable speedbrake deployment pitch characteristics (i.e.,
speedbrake deployment could cause a large airplane nose down pitching
moment).
• SSAC held a Safety Review Board (SRB) meeting to discuss flight flutter test
issues.
• Given the open N13SBF lateral trim issue and flutter test plan airspeeds
exceeding 320 KCAS, full LWD trim and pilot hand pressure on the wheel
would be required if no corrective action was taken.
• The use of a Gurney flap on the right wing tip was approved. (The Gurney
flap was an aerodynamic device intended to balance Nl3SBF in the lateral
axis independent of airspeed, and restore lateral trim margin.)
• N13SBF conducted flight 229 to quantifY the Gurney flap effectiveness, flight
test the flutter instrumentation, and perform a telemetry range check.
• The Gurney flap improved the Nl3SBF lateral trim margin. For airspeeds up
to 305 KCAS, approximately 40 percent lateral trim was required on a scale
from 0 to I 00 percent, where 50 percent was neutral. One Gurney flap
design/installation/flight test iteration did not eliminate all unbalanced rolling
moments.
• SSAC considered the fact that N13SBF would likely require additional LWD
control input to trim laterally as airspeed increased beyond VMo(320 KCAS).
• The flutter test consultant indicated that the flutter data analysis would be
valid if roll control pulses were superimposed on a basic wheel force required
to hold NI3SBF wings level.
• As part of the pre-test review, SSAC decided to continue with the Phase 2
flutter testing if the pilot needed to apply a small wheel force to trim laterally
as airspeed increased beyond VM0(320 KCAS).
• NI3SBF completed flight flutter test point 1-12 11•
• All available aileron trim was reQuired at Mach 0.84 for POint 1-12 at altitudes

Tuft tests are useful for evaluating the quality of flow over aerodynamic surfaces as a function of the aireraft flight
condition, configuration, angle of attack, and sideslip angle. Wind tunnel or flight test tuft testing can readily
identifY regions of attached flow, regions of separated flow, and shock wave locations, depending in part on the
density of the tufts. Use of tufts during flight test has the advantage of readily achieving the actual flight Reynolds
number.
"Although the test cards for flights 230 and 231 referred to flight flutter test points 4.1.1-12, 4.1.1-13, and 4.1.1-14,
the actual N138BF aircraft configuration and flight condition were consistent wilh test points 4.1.1-7, 4.1.1-8, and
4.1.1-9, respectively, per Flight Flutter Certification Test Plan for SSAC Aircraft Model SB0-2, Report 30-2222,
Rev. A. The test point identification discrepancy differed in whether or not the aircraft carried a full wing fuel load.
II
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between 31,000 and 30,000 feet. Rudder pedal was used to augment aileron
trim (set at approximately 25 pereent) as the airplane descended from 33,000
to 31,000 feet.
• Data showed that all of the earlier ITAL lateral trim margin (20 pereent to 80
percent) was required to trim NI38BF between Mach 0.84 and 0.86 14•
• N138BF experienced an uncommanded LWD roll during test point 1-13.
• The roll event was corrected by pilot wheel input over a period of about20
seconds as the airplane decelerated below Mach 0.85. Rudder pedal was used
in an attempt to augment the aileron roll control during the recovery period.
• SSAC discovered that the pilot had not been using the designated calibrated
Mach indication. As a result, the true Mach number was higher than planned
and SSAC tenninated testing prior to completion oftest pointl-13 to conduct
data analysis.
• SSAC concluded that the LWD roll resembled a wing drop, likely caused by
the presence of shock-induced separation. The pilot was briefed to expect
increased vibration, buffeting, and possible wing drops as the aircraft passed
the I g buffet boundary at Mach 0.86.
April26, 2003
(flight 231)

August2003
December 2003
January 2004
May2004

• N138BF attempted to complete pointl-14" of Flight Flutter Certification
Test Plan for SSAC Aircraft Model SJ30-2, Report 30-2222, Rev. A.
• N638TC reported N138BF ended the test point in a slight right bank.
• NI38BF began a slow uncommanded RWD roll
• After 2 revolutions, pilot reported he could not stop the roll.
• NI38BF rolled approximately 5 more times during a steep descent terminated
bv ground impact.
• SJ30-2 transonic wind tunnel model build contract awarded.
• SJ30-2 transonic wind tunnel model delivered.
• SJ30-2 transonic wind tunnel test conducted at ARA facility_ in England.
• SSAC presented results of the SJ30-2 transonic test at ARA to the airplane
perfonnance group.

The lateral control history data indicated that Nl38BF exhibited symptoms oflateral asymmetry
during the SJ30-2 flight test program. Lateral control authority was available within the design
flight envelope (i.e., to VMoiMMo), but requirements for LWD lateral trim increased with
airspeed. Incremental lateral trim improvements were made when the ailerons were replaced and
the Gurney flap was added. However, N138BF consistently required LWD trim at speeds above
250 KCAS in zero sideslip conditions.

14

Lateral trim requirements presented as a function of Mach number can he misleading. depending on how airspeed
and altitude were varied. Figure 3.0-6 ofSSAC document, "SSN 002 Accident Investigation Final Report: Lateral
Instability Theory," dated August I, 2003 indicated that nearly all ofthelTAL lateral trim margin was required to
trim NI38BF herween Mach 0.70 and 0.86. However, the SJ30-2lateral trim requirement is primarily a function of
dynamic pressure, as opposed to Mach number. Increasing dynamic pressure {e.g, increasing airspeed and/or
decreasing altitude) generally required more lateral trim.
"Although the flight 231 test card and flight flutter test plan Report 30-2222, Rev. A, Appendix A called for
excitation pulses to be conducted once in each direction, the actual pulses were commanded in a single direction,
consistent with the exception documented on page 6 of Report 30-2222, Rev. A, for flight conditions above the
maximum level speed of the aircraft. Speedbrakes were not extended for this test point, and were not planned to he
extended.
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IX. SJ30-2 Stability and Control Characteristics
Prior to the NI38BF accident, SSAC estimated the SB0-2 high speed stability and control
characteristics by extrapolating from low speed wind tunnel data, using methods in the USAF
Stability and Control Data Compendium (DATCOM), conducting numerical simulation with
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) tools, and extrapolating from flight test data16•

A. Wind Tunnel Testing
SSAC conducted Slow speed wind tunnel tests at the University of Washington Aeronautical
Laboratory (UWAL) in Seattle, Washington between 1996 and 2002. The baseline SB0-2
configuration was developed during 3 tests completed between February 1996 and February
1997. Aerodynamic stability and control data for the production SB0-2 configuration were
collected during tests in October 1997 and May 1998. Secondary flight control surface
asymmetry deployment effects were evaluated in September 2001. Speedbrake pitching moment
characteristics, stall chute stinger/emergency egress deflector effects, and alternative speedbrake
configurations were analyzed in August and October 2002. The low speed wind tunnel data
showed that the presence of separation due to either speedbrake deployment or high (post-stall)
angles of attack tended to reduce wing lateral stability.
Following the accident, SSAC developed a test plan and authorized a transonic test to defme the
high speed stability and control characteristics of the SB0-2. A l/9th scale model was built to
SJ30-2 design loft specifications by Tri Models, Inc. of Huntington Beach, California between
August and December 2003. The model design enabled hinge moments generated by specific
hinge-wise deflections of the horizontal stabilizer, aileron, elevator, rudder, and outboard
spoiler/speedbrake flight control surfaces to be measured. In addition, vortex generator, thick
trailing edge flap and aileron, Gurney flap, winglet, strake, and wing blade components were
built and tested. The transonic test took place in the Aircraft Research Association Limited
(ARA) 9 by 8 foot transonic tunnel in Bedford, England during January 2004.
Results of the transonic test were presented to the airplane performance group by SSAC in May
2004. The transonic wind tunnel test data indicated that lateral stability on the SJ30-2
deteriorated with increasing Mach number and angle of attack. Lateral stability measured in
terms of rolling moment due to sideslip became negative (unstable) above Mach 0.83. Given this
lateral stability sign change, a rudder input intended to augment the lateral trim (or roll
capability) and raise a low wing could, beyond a certain Mach number, aggravate the need for
lateral trim (or roll capability). Similarly, an elevator TEU input would tend to increase the angle
of attack resulting in deteriorated lateral stability.
The transonic wind tunnel test data also provided evidence that roll authority deteriorated above
Mach 0.86. Flow visualization results showed that the flow on the upper wing surface separated
between Mach 0.84 and 0.88 and flow on the lower wing surface separated between Mach 0.86
and 0.88 at 2" angle of attack and o• sideslip angle. A t• angle of attack is representative of the
accident flight condition lift coefficient. By Mach 0.88, the aileron upper and lower surfaces
were both in separated (low energy) flow regions.
16

Flighllest data were available from a smaller scale, pn: SIN 001 "prololype SJ30-2" designaled lhc SA30 and
from Nl38BF.
13
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B. Computational Fluid Dynamics
SSAC used Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) methods for wing design and to supplement
the SJ30-2 high speed stability and control database. However, prior to the accident, primarily
vortex lattice and Euler methods were used. Euler methods tend to predict shock locations farther
aft than the actual shock position for transonic flight conditions. More advanced CFD methods,
including Navier-Stokes codes, tend to improve shock strength and location calculations, but
remairi challenged to accurately predict hinge moment coefficients, skin friction drag, and wave
drag. SSAC has only recently applied CFD methods for the prediction of stability and control
derivatives.
Wing designs for the SA30 (a pre SJ30-2 prototype) and SJ30-2 were performed using WIBCO,
a NASA/Grumman transonic small disturbance code. A coupled integral boundarY layer method
was available, but WIBCO lacked an asymmetric analysis capability. The WIBCO code was
used primarily for cruise analysis, although runs were also made at Mach 0.88 (the dive Mach
number at the time) to check for separation onset
Prior to the accident, the three-dimensional MGAER0 17 Euler code (inviscid mode) was used to
design the pylon for cruise, analyze the flap track fairings, and benchmark the Euler code used at
SSAC as well as the VLAT code used for loads. MGAERO predicted a reduction in lateral
stability above Mach 0.815, but positive lateral stability up to Mach 0.90. Two-dimensional CFD
aileron power studies showed aileron power decreasing with increasing Mach number.
Following the accident, SSAC made inviscid calculations up to Mach 0.9, including sideslip, in
an attempt to understand three-dimensional, transonic, asymmetric characteristics. The fully
viscous NSAERO Navier-Stokes code has been recently applied to gain additional insight

C. N138BF Flight Testing
SSAC steady heading sideslip flight tests conducted with NI38BF demonstrated that the SJ30-2
had positive lateral stability from 1.2 Vs up to Mach 0.817. Sideslip angles up to 6" were tested
at Mach 0.817. Bank to bank roll testing demonstrated adequate aileron authority out to Mach
0.819. Flight 230 data demonstrated NI38BF response to aileron and rudder inputs above MM().
Flight 199 and flight 200 high speed tuft test data confmned the presence oflarge regions of
shock-induced separation above Mach 0.81.

X. SJJ0-2 Aircraft and Flight Test Program Improvements
SSAC made aerodynamic improvements to the SJ30-2 following the accident as a result of postaccident design and development efforts. First, vortex generators were added to the wings to
delay the onset of shock-induced separation. Second, thicker trailing edge ailerons were installed
to improve aileron effectiveness at high Mach numbers. In addition, a high Mach number roll
11

The MGAERO code is used to analyze complex geometry contiguratioM by solving the Euler equatioM ·for
compressible inviscid flow. Cartesian embedded grids are used to discretize the domain and multi-grid and other
methods are used to accelerate the solution calculation. A correction which partially accounlll for viscous effects is
available via an integral boundary layer calculation along surface streamlines.
14
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spoiler system was prepared for implementation to augment roll control above Mach 0.835. As a
result of design work prior to the accident, the single speedbrakc panel on each wing was
relocated farther outboard to minimize the large pitch down effects caused by tail lift
interference.
The SJ30-2 flight flutter test aircraft was equipped with a high speed drag chute before Phase 2
flutter testing resumed. Moreover, the speedbrakes were operational at all airspeeds to the design
deployment range with improved pitch characteristics. SSAC pilots received unusual attitude
training and corrective actions for overspeed and upset conditions were formally defined. SSAC
successfully completed the SJ30-2 Phase 2 flight flutter testing in August 2004 and demonstrated
that the high Mach number roll spoiler schedule was not needed.

XI. Post-Accident Flight Test Data (SIN 004)
Recent flight test results on SIN 004, which incorporated the configuration modifications
outlined above, demonstrated improved SJ30-2 high speed stability and control characteristics.
The SIN 004 airplane flew multiple flutter test points to Vo/Mo (372 KCAS/0.90 Mach). The
point of neutral lateral stability was shown to be approximately 0.015 Mach higher at the critical
altitude (28,000 ft) than that predicted by the transonic wind tunnel data. The modified SJ30-2
configuration maintained positive lateral stability at MMo (0.83 Mach) and demonstrated neutral
lateral stability at about 0.85 Mach.
High-speed dive recovery (deceleration from Mach 0.885 to Mach 0.85) accomplished by simply
reducing thrust to idle resulted in a return to the laterally stable flight regime within about 9
seconds. Releasing rudder input from a nominally stabilized sideslip condition caused the
airplane to return to wings level flight at all Mach numbers tested up to 0.9 Mach, even when C"
was positive. Finally, the modified configuration repeatedly demonstrated controlled flight into
the "unstable" regime with positive roll control at all times and rapid recovery to MMo when
required.

XII. Conclusions
The Nl38BF lateral control upset occurred during flight in high speed buffet at approximately
Mach 0.88. The loss oflateral control was manifest in the fonn of a continuous, right wing
down, descending roll. Although no roll authority problems were previously documented, the
airplane had an established history of limited lateral trim capability that deteriorated with
increasing airspeed, above 250 KCAS.
Flight test data indicated that rudder pedal was used in an attempt to augment roll control during
two high speed flight flutter test conditions prior to the accident Telemetry rudder position and
sideslip angle estimates indicated that N138BF was in a 2• to 3• sideslip condition at the time of
the upsel Post-accident SJ30-2 transonic wind tunnel test data showed that aileron effectiveness
was markedly reduced above Mach 0.86 and that the lateral stability became negative (unstable)
above Mach 0.83. Rudder deflection intended to raise a low wing in flight conditions where
lateral stability was positive would have aggravated the low wing situation in flight conditions
where the lateral stability was negative.
IS
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,------------------------------------

At the accident flight condition, Nl38BF was not able to generate enough aileron roll authority
to balance the residual rolling moment coupled with the adverse rolling moment due to a 2" to 3"
sideslip. Shock-induced separation effects tend to decrease with lower Mach number and
reduced angle of attack. Adverse rolling moment effects due to negative lateral stability tend to
decrease with lower Mach number and reduced sideslip angle. Based on the available Nl38BF
flight test data and the ARA transonic wind tunnel data, recovery from the lateral control upset
would most likely have been accomplished by reducing speed (e.g., throttles to idle, speedbrake
deployment) below Mach 0.84.

16
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Appendix A

Nl38BF Flight 231 Control Surface Telemetry Data and Calculated Parameters
(Figures A.O-A.9)
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Appendix B

N 138BF Flight 231 Longitudinal and Lateral Accelerometer Telemetry Data

(Figures B.0-8.9)
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AppendixC

NI38BF Flight 231 Vertical Accelerometer Telemetry Data
(Figures C.O----C.9)
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